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, There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau 7 
“copies and to the New York Division one copy of a letter- 

head memorandum containing the essence of a speech delivered 
on 11/11/60, by TODOR ZHIVKOV, First Secretary of the 
Bulgarian Communist Party, to the meeting of Communist 
Parties and Workers' Parties in Moscow, Russia. ae 

Including the representatives, translators, 
advisors and technicians, approximately 300 people attended 
this meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not 
made, public. While 6 representatives of the Communit Party, 
USA;, were present at this meeting, it is the opinion of 
CG 5824-9 that no one else from the Coinmunist Party, USA, 
delegation has notes which are as complete as those of 
CG 5824-S*, For this reason and in compliance with instruc- 

r “tions set forth in Bureau letter 11/2/60, the letterhead ie 
memorandum is classified "Secret", The place of issue has Wd 

1. been reflected as Washington, D.C, in accordance with i! 
ia, instructions in reBulet, , i 

ig 
Sy The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
co) furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E. KEATING and RICHARD W. 
C HANSEN and Stenographer .» ALBERTSEN on 1/5/61. 
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SPEECH OF TODOR: ZHIVEOV;, DELIVERED 
TO. THE MEETING: OF. ‘COMMUNIST “PARTIES: 
“AND! WORKERS ' PARTIES ΟΝ. NOVEMBER Al, 1960 

a source, who ‘Has ‘firnishea” ¥yéliablé iitérmstion 
in the past, “has furnished the following: information: | 

~ πο Oe Ot Ok oth 

Park _ On November ‘11; 1960, 8 δ᾽ esting of” fepFéventatives 
of~the 81 Communist. Parties and, Workers! Partiés: heard’ δ 
Speech by” Soa “First Secretary of the “Bul ‘arian. 
Com τ The sessions~.o “this ‘meeting: were: hetd= 
Tn St= George’ Halt" in ὅδ᾽ Kremlin” in Moscow ,"Russia; ' “The 
following 15. the’ ‘essence of the remarks -of. ‘Todor ZALVkov: 

wer ee er φιγ γα ὦ 

' “TE was..correct. to.:convene.. this ‘conference, -This. - - 
᾿δρηξοξδηῆρδ. wiil Strengthen the unity of. our movement; ‘The 
' “drafting committee’ did.ia,great and fruitful. job. . Fhe 
delegation ‘of: the. Bulgarian Communist; ‘Party’ endorses. the~: 

“a ‘speech, of: Comrade Nikita. ‘Khrushchev’ ‘and his’ great contri~ 
4 - butions, "τ . " 

- . bo "ya ἱ 

7 Jl ttWe’ also ehdoise- the ‘evaluation: of the. draft . 
document ‘made -by- Comrade: Mikhatl Suslov. Every Party ‘can; - 
‘on the. basis. .of’ this draft, “work out in. each: country a 

, correct line of ‘its own on. ‘strategy. and tactics.; This’. : 
“Me be new dratt. dis ‘based on. the. 20th and 21st Congresses’. ΟΥ̓ the: . , 

| Communist: Party of, the ‘Soviet Union, as well, as the. Moscow 
᾿ Declaration,” ‘ 

: δ " “YoU: will béar with me 15. 1 analyze this. ‘draft 
point by poiht. We need to emphasize: certain points in 
this -draft.'. ᾿ τὴ 

: Ὠ) 
At this’ point: Zhivkov read: ‘several ‘sections from - —~ se 

‘the. draft ‘declaration. but, 414, not add. any. constructive. " _ δ} 
‘comments’ - The essence of his ‘remarks continues. 5 

δ 
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SPEECH OF TODOR ZHIVKOV, . 
DELIVERED TO THE MEETING β 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
AND WORKERS’ PARTIES ON 
NOVEMBER 11, 1960 

ι 

"The expose of imperialism by Nikita Khrushchev 
during the last few years has been a contribution to the 
world Communist movement. At the 15th Genéral Assembly 
of the United Nations, Comrade Khrushchev put the light 
on imperialism and made it squirm. 

"The fraternal aid which Bulgaria has received 
from the Soviet Union has spéd its itidustrial and ̓ 
economic development, The Soviet Diion doés ‘the same 
for others very often at the expense of ‘its own needs. 
The U.5.5.R. could have a-very high standard-of living 
but it puts international solidarity and aid to other 
socialist countries first. 

. ὁ. ̓ 
1 

"We need a center for the revolutionary movenent; 
‘We say this cénter is thé Communist Party” of the Soviét 
Union. It has been the cénter for decades and has vast 
experiences in ali fields. 

own 1. ΄" - a ah ἤ᾿ἢΣ ro hom iaF 

+ 

"Our Party believes in the fight on two fronts. 
During the last few years the international Communist move- 
ment has inflicted serious defeats upon the exponents of 
revisionism and the Yugoslav revisionists. The agents of 
revisionism have been ousted in all Parties. 

"Since imperialism is not finished, its ideology 
will continue to penetrate ‘the working class movement, 
therefore, we need vigilance against revisionism ahd 
sectarianism. Beftism or sectarianism has hurt our move- 
ment in the world. V. 2, Lenin wrote about such. problems 
of leftism and sectarianism. 

"Dimitrov, the great international leader and a 
leader of our Party until his death, aimed his. blows chiefly 
at sectarianism at the 7th Congress. of the Communist Inter~ 
national. 



SPEECH OF TODOR πα ER 
DELIVERED TO THE MEETING 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
AND. WORKERS! PARTIES ON 
NOVEMBER 11, 1960 | 

"At one time the Bulgarian Communist Party was’ 
dominated by sectarianism. It was divorced from reality. 
It had no realistic program. It had a left slogan, on 
the revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
which further isolated it from the masses. It was with the 
help of Dimitrov that we beat the sectarians’after several 
years and so we were prepared for revolution after the war. 

"The cuit of Stalin’s personality did us great 
harm, We lost a-good part oF our cadre as a result of 
Stalin's cult of the personality. Now, as a result of the 
20th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
wé have rid ourselves of the consequences of the cult of 
personality and we pursue Leninist norms of work. 

"Our movement needs one cammon, callectivyel 
worked out line for the entire world. We wark under the 
banner of Marxism-Leninism. We need discipline and cofesian, 
but a new Communist International is not necessary. What 
we need is a common line and unity. The Bulgarian Communist, 
Party will follow the line as worked ont here in the 
statement," 

The source pointed. out that Todor Zhivkoy spoke 
on November 11, 1960, prior to the first speech of TENG 
‘Hsiao-ping, General Secretary of the Communist Party of 
China, to this meeting on November 14, 1960. After the 
speech of TENG Hsiao-ping, the delegation of the Bulgarian 
Communist Party submitted a written document which contained 
some very sharp statements about the Communist Party of China 
and the Albanian Party of Labor. This written document also 
contained a more militant defense of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union and Nikita Khrushchev. 

“This document contains peither recommendations | 
nor conclusions of. the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are pot to be 
distributed outside ‘your agency. 
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My memorandum 1-24-61 pointed. out that CG 5824- Se, 
during the cighth Solo mission, met with Viadimir Barkovsky 
in Moscow, Russia, on 12-13~ 60. Barkovsky is a counselor 
assigned to the Soviet Mission to the United Nations. 
Additional clandestine contacts in’ New York City between | 
Barkovsky and our informants (CG 5824-S* and. NY 694+S*) - 
were arranged at this meeting. 

New York airtel 1-26-61 discloses that CG 5824-S* 
and Barkovsky had a clandestine meeting in New York City on 
the evening of 1- 25- 61. Barkovsky inquired whether NY 694-S* 
had as yet moved his office, inasmuch as the Soviets feel its 
present location constitutes a security hazard for meetings 
etween Barkovsky and NY 694-S*, The Soviets feel t 

| informant's office is too close to Communist Party, “ISA (CPUSA) , 
headquarters. (The New York Office has..already. .been.- - —- 
instructed to submit recommendations as to the feasibi lity 
of moving the office of NY 694-S* to another location.) 

Barkovsky told CG 5824-S* to instruct NY 694-$* 
to meet Barkovsky on the evening of 2-3-61. At the time of - 
this meeting, NY 694-55 is to have in his possession, but. not 
‘with hin, a hired car, the description and license mimber 
of which are to. be furnished to Barkovsky on 2-3-61. A 
second meeting With NY 694-S* will then be arranged to be 
| het ‘several days Jater, and at this second meeting NY 694-S* 
is to have the hired car with him, The New York Office “is 
attempting to arrange for technical coverage of the automobile 
| Which RY. 694-5" is to drive when he meets Barkovsky the 
second time, 
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Barkovsky requested that NY 694-S* be ready to 
deliver to Barkovsky on 2-3-61, on microfilm, copies of 
pertinent CPUSA dociments referring to the recent CPUSA 
ational Committee meeting held in New York City on 1-20/22-61. 

It was agreed between Barkovsky and CG 53824-S* 
that in the event of an emergency Barkovsky will make 
contact with Alexander Trachtenberg if Barkovsky is unable 
to contact CG 5824-S* or NY 694-S", Trachtenberg is the 
head of International Publishers, Incorporated, a Communist 
Party (CP) publishing firm. It was also agreed that 
| co 5824-S* will contact Barkovsky in about two months to 
arrange further meetings. 

The informant explained’ to Barkovsky that 
CPUSA contact with the Cuban CP had been severed and 
that the Canadian CP was being requested to use its 
channels to maintain contact between the CPUSA and the 
Cuban CP, Barkovsky was asked to transmit this information 

| to the Soviets. 

Jim Allen, CP National Committee member, who is 
presently in the Soviet Union, has written a letter to Gus 
all, CPUSA General Secretary, disclosing that Allen would 

Like to visit Peking, China. CG 5824-S* requested Barkovsky 
to transmit a message to Allen through Soviet channels that 
the CPUSA's instructions to Allen are that he should not 
go to China under any circumstances. 

ACTION: 

For your information, meetings between our 
informants and Barkovsky are being closely supervised 
and you will be promptly advised of the results of these 
planned clandestine meetings. 

με B® 
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There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau seven 
copies and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead μὰ 
memorandum containing the essence of a speech deliveréd by BAI,” 
WALTER ULBRICHT, First Secretary of the Socialist Unity _ 7) oth 
Party of Germany, to the meeting of Communist and Workers' 5) ap 
Parties in Moscow, Russia. (ey 

Including the representatives, translators, advisor 
and technicians, approximately 300 people attended this 
meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not made 
public. While six representatives of the Communist Party, 

με USA, were present, it is the opinion of CG 5824-s* that 
-" _ no one from ‘the CP, USA, delégation has notes which are 

: ‘as complete as those of CG 5824-S*, For this. reason, and 
in, compliance with instructions set forth in Bulet 

1 dated 11/2/60; the letterhead memorandum is classified 
"Secret", * The place of issue has been reflected as 
Washington, D. C., in accordance with instructions in above εἰ 
Buiet. ; 

Ing 
Ne The information in the letterhead memorandum was 4,3. 
\ ' furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN FE, KEATING and RICHARD 
ἣν Ν W. HANSEN and Stenographer Ὁ 1/5/61. 
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pm SPEECH OF WALTER ULBRICHT TO THE -- . 
ΝΞ ΕΟ MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND . | 

WORKERS ' PARTIES. IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA " ας} 

δ τ A source, who has furnished reliable information in ~ - 
“ . the past, has furnished the following information. 

ὌΝ ‘On November 10, ‘i960, the neeting of the representatives 
-- . of the 81 Co unist Parties and Workers' Parties heard a speech 

: by Walters st..5: of .the Socialist. t Fer RALLY. 
Ge aman of Germany, The, sessions of this meeting were held in St; George, 

all in the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia. The following is the. | 
essence of. the remarks of Walter Ulbricht. 

“We are gathered here to adopt a declaration which; for. _~ 
us, should be.a program. We should give our thanks to the Com~ 
‘munist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) Presidium ‘and to the en- 
tire committee producing the draft. In his speech Comrade . 
Khrushchev showed us how to overcome différences and unite, We 
regret that Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping, Secretary of the Communist 
Party of China (CPC), went.‘back and’ undid some things: that were 
agreed to. Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping really had no constructive 
suggestions, We thought that the CPC would meet us half Way and 
we would reach an agreement. 

Acs) “ye. the 81 Communist Parties adopt the declaration it 
i" is of great significance and should cement. the unity and push 

i) Je socialism forward. It should also give impetus to the working 
class movement and to the movement for peace. The: CPSU has shown 

“ile 6 the way to cooperate, but the Chinese comrades have emphasized 
! the differences, The CPC has raised problems that should not 

have .been raised at this neeting. I'am referring ‘to problems of 
estate δ᾽ ἤ 

‘The dogmatic statements of the CPC representatives at. 
‘world organizations of labor, peace, etc., have harmed the world 
Communist movement. Some of their statements have also been in- 
sulting to the CPSU and to Comrade Khrushchev. Life has borne ἡ 
out ‘and substantiated the events since 1957. We of the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) say iy, the 20th Congress Wy iy 

ΒΡ. Ϊ ENcLosuRe = Vac β (Ὁ 



_ SPEECH OF WALTER ULBRICHT TO THE Τλέθεσπες. 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

CPSU is not a question of one Party. That Congress. was a turn 
for the international Communist movement. 

“The. Declaration of 1957, therefore, adopted..a position 
on the theses of that Congress. This Congress dealt with the 
construction of Communism in the -0.S.S.R., the constriction of 
socialism in other countries, the ‘colonial movement, etc., etc., 
and it replaced phraseology with actual work for peace and in ὁ 
this way influenced the masses and helped the work. of the Com- 
munist Parties in other capitalist countries, including Britain, 
the United States, and others, 

“Those who say, we told you so, because of the Summit 
collapse or the U-2 incident now: forget that President Eisenhower 
and. the Republican Party. paid for Ike's pigheadedness. They paid 
for it in Japan and in other places, and the Republican Party 
lost the election in the United States. We ask our Chinese friends, 
please drop that outworn phraseology, 

“Comrade Khrushchev 5 actively using socialist diplomacy 
has helped to mobilize millions. .The SUPG agrees with the draft 
on the characterization of the epoch. -We keep in mind that 
Germany has unleashed two world wars. Germany can regain respect 
in the community of nations if they, the Germans, stand for peace. 
We must prove, and we can do so, that Germany can develop its 
peaceful resources and show a road to the goal of a national 
Germany; that is, unification. , 

“There can be competition between East and Fest Germany, 
each working ander different economic conditions. I want to Say. 
a few words about socialist development. It .seems to us that 
the Communist ‘Party of China has denied that there are laws for 
the, construction of socialism. . We say that one country alone 
cannot orient only on its own economy. We have to discuss how 
to advance by helping the more underdeveloped countries. 

“On peaceful and non-peaceful transition, the German éx~ 
perience was that with the help of the Soviet Union we overthrew. 
fascism and established a democratic state. In the future the 
transition can be of varied: forms. The problem is to set up the 
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SPEECH OF WALTER ULBRICHT TO THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

power of the working class, the peasantry and the middle classes, 
and if we fight for peace we will win the masses. Even in Western 
Germany, the hotbed of arms preparation, the ally of United States 
imperialism, it is possible to win the people for disarmament 
and peace. ° 

‘The Bonn regime of Chancellor Adenauer is fighting ᾿ 
for hegemony in all Western Europe. German troops in France 
show that West Germany is playing a leading role‘in NATO. They 
achieved this position by submitting to United States imperialist 
world hegemony. Adenauer cannot carry through an independent 
policy. He, therefore, needs help from other states, especially 
the United States, 

“West Germany is aggravating the West Berlin situation. 
It is beginning to place military orders in West Berlin. We 
have, therefore, taken measures to stop this. We will assert 
our sovereign rights. ‘The Bonn Government has also taken counter- 
measures. For example, it ‘denies our people visas to travel into 
NATO countries. They broke the agreement on transport. Bonn 
ig threatening us with economic blockade. They are trying to 
undermine our econony. This is the part that the Bonn Government 
plays in the attempt to prevent peaceful co-existence. ‘The Bonn 
Government wants to hinder: agreement and prevent the Signing of 
ἃ peace treaty. 

“We are working hard to become economically independent 
from Western Germany, We will need more cooperation from 
all the socialist states. The Bonn Government has backed _ 
down recently and is once again negotiating a trade .aand transport 
agreement, but West Berlin is sabotaging. We may not be able to 
fulfill our plan on time, but we will catch up because of the 
new relationship of forces in the world and the growing power 
of the socialist camp. 

᾿ς “the ‘Bonn Government is in a bad position. It will not 
be able to carry through its revengist policy. Not only the 
German people, but other peoples, even in the United Nations, 
have, come out against the Bonn Government. Bonn may try local 
war, but this could lead to 2 nuclear war. 
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MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
HORKERS _ PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

“The Ghinese comrades, in their broadcasts, say that 
imperialism should be despised internationally but should be 
seen objectively tactically. Our strategic purpose is to destroy 
West German imperialism, but this will not be done by minimizing 
it and calling it a ‘paper tiger”. West German imperialism is 
a.real tiger. Our task is to do away with the remnants of World 
War Τί and to mobilize the people for peace. 

“The Four Power agreement makes no sense. We need 
peaceful co-existence with West Germany. We are proposing a ten 
year peace treaty which rules out the use of force. We are also 
proposing commercial agreements and we propose negotiations on 
a West Berlin peace treaty and-on transport. We also are pro- 
posing an agreement abolishing war propaganda, — 

“We agree with Comrade Khrushchev that a- ‘Summit meeting 
next year should solve the West Berlin problem and other questions 
on Germany;. The other peoples! democracies, too, must start a 
campaign on this important problem. We want peaceful relations 
between Germany and the 0.8% S.R., but Bonn sabotages these peace- 
ful relations... Bonn will have to give up its revengist policy 
‘and give consideration to’a federation. Only disarmament will 
facilitate Germany's development as a peaceful state. 

“Now, about some other problems. The CPC has scored 
successes in socialist construction, but certain peculiar con- 
ditions in China have caused them to resort to one-sided develop-~ 
ment. The Chinese comrades are resorting to the Sinification of 
Marxism-Leninism, The next thing we know, we should not be sur- 
prised if someone comes up with the theory of an Americanization 
of Marzism-Leninisn. 

“We cannot understand why the CPC has departed from its 
own Eighth Congress. Where was the Chinese varlant of Marzism- 
Leninism adopted? What Congress did this? Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping 
has’ great regard for the privileges of a minority and hé wants ~ 
to protect its rights and the right of the veto. We are shocked 
by Comrade -TENG Hslao=-ping's statement, especially when he tries 
to utilize Lenin to justify splits and factionalisn. 

“The Chinese comrades may be correct in saying that there 
may be divergent views. @Gell,-we need to discuss. these, but it 
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is wrong for MAO Tse-tung not to show up here and it is wrong 
for these comrades just to use the quotations which he sent, 

“Dogmatism is growing and is dangerous, especially when 
we need to develop a popular movement in the world for peace and 
disarmament. At some international democratic conferences the 
Chinese comrades have repelled forces who favor peace. This 
restricts the peace movement. 

‘Now, about the role of the CPSU. The CPSU is the 
center of the world Communist movement, but we agree with Comrade 
Khrushchev that the phrase that the CPSU is the ‘head? should be 
Left out of the declaration, However, we want to thank the CPSU 
for bearing the brunt of the defense of the socialist camp, The 
various Parties should decide how much of the other Parties' exe 
perience should be disseminated by their own Parties. 

“gome theories or theses have universal meaning, I 
believe that these problems are placed correctly in the draft 
declaration and the socialist Unity Party of Germany, therefore, 
endorses this declaration.” 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Burem of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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. Our informant, CG 5824~-S%, on his recent Solo mission, 
discussed financial support -of the Communist arty, USA (CPUSA) by 
thé? Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU): with Boris{fonomarev, 
| eon of the Central Committee.of the CPSU. καδϑ onomarev emphasized 
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évonomygandsaid~there-is~a-need-for the ὌΡΟΘΆ ἐδ 69. 1881 158}. its own 
source,of funds. He promised financial support to the CPUSA ‘during 
the year 1961 but no firm commitment was made for the entire: year 
Tas} hevsaid the matter will be discussed again in September, 1961, if 
‘the CPUSA felt at that time it was short of funds. Ponomarev added, 
however, that the CPSU would not neglect the CPUSA when it is in 
financial trouble. 

The informant noted that the CPSU did not: provide money 
for gifts, clothing, et.cetera, for the delegates to the November 
meetings held in Moscow, Russia, as lavishly as had been done in 

“the past. The amount of rubles allotted to thé delegates for 
miscellaneous expenses and for the purchase of souvenirs while in 
Moscow was conservative by previous standards. 

differently than in the past was brought out by a change in the 
method whereby the CPSU would provide funds for transportation to 
thé Soviet Union. The CPUSA was told that when a Party member travels. 
to Russia and transportation is purchased with CPUSA funds, the ticket 
should provide transportation only as far as Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
or a city in a communist country bordering Western. Europe. No 
return ticket should be purchased in the United States. Thus, the 
CPSU will use the monetary exchange of Russia or another communist: 
country: for the travel fare inside those countries and will use some 
reciprocal arrangement with airlines of noncommunist countries ons 

i= 

| Another indication that financial matters are being. handled. 

the return fare to the United States as this will avoid the expend 
ture of foreign currency. 

to give financial assistance to the Communist Party of Puerto. R1C0,. 
---- - 

this should .be done out of funds Which At raises.: 

100-428091 

Ponomarev also stated that. if the CPUSA finds it necessary 
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ACTION: 

Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: 5010 
100-428091 

It is the informant's opinion that the Russians are 
accumulating a reserve of foreign currency or a gold reserve to be 
used as a part of the struggle against © the West, particularly 
against the United States. 

τὸ 

The transfer of funds to the CPUSA. by the CPSU is being 
Followed closely. You wilt | be: Kept advised of " developments. 

a 4. 
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FBI 

Date: 

Transmit the following in . PLAIN. TEXT 
(Type_in plain text or cade) 

Mr. Pole td 

Mr, Catiahatl_— ¢- 
Her, DeLoach-— ΄ 

Mr, Melonc— Ὁ 
Be, BMeGuire_— 3. 
iy, Recen_— 
“Wie, Tamm. «ον 
‘Mr, Lrotter——— | 

“ Ν Ἵ Mr, WA. Sullivan | 

Ε AIRTEL 1 δ, ἩσοΤτΩ.......«ψὕ 
Via a — --------ς--ςςς-ςς- oo -- -- ------ Mr, [2 281...... 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ] ‘Miss Gandy 

TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Ὁ (O soo, 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134~46-Sub B). 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau seven 
copies and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 
menorandum containing the essence of a speech delivered by 
AJOY KUMAR GHOSH, General Secretary ΟἿ the Communist Party 
of India, to the. meeting of Communist and Workers’ Parties 
in Moscow, Russia. 

Including ‘the repregentatives, translators, advisors 
and technicians, approximately 300-people attended this 
meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not made public. 
While six representatives of the Cornmunist Party, USA, were 
present, itis the opinion . of: CG 9824-S* that no one from 
the CP, USA, délegation has notes which are as. complete as 
those of. CG’ 5824-S¥*, For this reason, and in compliance ~— 
with instructions sat forth in Bulet dated. 11/2/60, the 
letterhead memorandum is classified. "Secret". The place of 
issue has been reflected ‘as Washington, D, Ces in accordance 
with instructions in above: Bulet. 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to_SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD Ἴ- 
W. HANSEN. and Stenographex on 1/5/61, "τ 
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D STATES DEPARTMENT or Qenici 

δ ἮΝ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

Washington, Ὁ, C. 
January 10, 1961 

100428091 

SPEECH OF AJOY KUMAR GHOSH TO THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND . 
WORKERS | PARTIES IN HOSCOW, RUSSIA 

A source, who has furnished. reliable information in 
the past, has furnished the following information. 

On November 21, 1960, the meeting ‘of the represéntatives 
of, thea 81 Communist Parties and Workers' Parties héard a speech 

joy osh, General Secretary of the Commun. st i DALEY of 
Pc ee S*Wdstine were held in alee Ὁ Hall 

Θ “Yn the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia. The following is the essence 
of the remarks of Ajoy Kumar Ghosh: 

“Greetings to all the Parties. This is a unique meeting; 
eo thor ing of’ nearly. all the Communist Parties of thé “world, 
“The big army of: Communists. is marching to péace and: ‘gocialigsn. 
There has certainly been ἃ changed relationship of forées ‘in thé 
last few years. Socialism is advancing, imperialism is declining. 

“However, our unity has been datiaged. We ius restore 
it and resolve to go forward in the future. “The ™ Conmunist ‘Party 
(CP) of India believes that the document before us is-a Marxist- 
Leninist one, We algo participated in its. drafting and we also 
balieve that it is the basis for unity and that it: ‘is an advance 
over the Moscow Declaration of 1957. It déals with the present 
epoch, with peaceful’ co-existencé and disintes¥ation of “thé” 
imperialist system, etc, We endorse all thé propositions in 
the draft. We are also in complete. agreement with Comrade 

. Khrushchev ' s speech here at this meeting. - 

“Up to recent times imperialism determined events, ‘pit 
today it is no longer the decisive. force. In 1931 theré: was war’ 
in Manchuria with the Japanese leading in the agexvéssion. “Later, 
in the 1930's Austria was gobbled up and Czechoslovakia was invaded. 
Mankind watched imperialism march but: could do little ἄρσις" it.” 
Hitler -was eventually defeated and néw sdécialist States came “1itd 
being, Later, the great Chinese Revolution’ changed the relationship 
of forces. Korea, Indo-China, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon and Iraq all 
proved to be fiascos for imperialism. joi Ne | 

422. (25}97,- "Areas ἢ ὭΣ 
Rea ENCLOSU. | | 



SPEECH OF AJOY KUMAR GHOSH TO THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
WORKERS" PARTIES. IN HOSCOH, RUSSIA - 

“this is 2 period of triumph for the socialist world 
system which is daily becoming. stronger. politically and écononi-. 
cally’, We need: to strengthen: the” anity ‘of socialist dévelopment: 
and we are, optimistic. We fail. to-understaad. why there are — | 
differences’ on: war and peaceful coséxistence: The U.S.S.R. is 
looked upon as ‘the constant champion’, ΟἿ peace: ‘This helps the 
struggle against imperialism,- ‘This, was demonstrated by Comrade 
Khrushchev’ and the other delegates at ‘the 15th General Assembly 
of the United Nations: ~ 

“Ag the draft points out, the Chinese. Revolution gave 
an impetus to the independence movement. inthe, cdlénies., ‘This 
is acknowledged in the.draft. The. defeat: of inpérialism is 
unthinkable without: the U.S. Ss. R, .and the Communist, Party of 
the Soviet Union -(CBSU) ‘in, ‘the léad.. 

* The victories of the ndtional liberation movement are 
phenomgnal in scope and content; like a storm sweeping over Asia 
and. Africa, “tt, -gives mémbership to. thé. United Nations. Now, ~ ᾿ 
nearly half of the membership of the..United Nations is. from Asia 
and Africa, . ; eB θν 

‘ In India there ‘are -400, 000: ‘Communists. τὸ “have “nd 
iTludions about the: hational bourgeoisie: Wé are looked upon 
as the chief eneny by the Congress ‘Party. ~ The CP is" ‘the. single ~ 
biggest, political force in india and it isin thé van” oF ‘struggle 
for a better life. We are . ἃ forcé only next, to the” “Coiigress 
Party, In the last election we polled 12° “milli6n ‘votes. We 
took over ‘the goverhnent of Kerala... (We. held ‘power for only 22 
months, . The reactionaries were. afraid, orf our example. 

aie 

he 

“We support every move of the’ Indian, Govérniient for “peace. 
We fight its vacillations. We fight. to ‘keep India in the™ peace” 
zone. The emergence of a peace zone. was “emphasized in’ the “Moscow 
Declaration. Our, experience, shows) that. aid to india on “the part 
of the socialist states, particularly the U.S.S.R., acts 85 88 
anti-imperialist force. : The Bandung ‘Conférence was possible 
because China and India united. There was great réspect for” 
‘the people of China in India. δ᾽ respect ‘thé “Communist Party 
of China (CPC) for advice and.assistance to us in the past. 
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SPEECH OF AJOY KUMAR GHOSH TO THE | a! 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES,.AND 
WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, ‘RUSSIA 

“We cannot understand, however, why in “Long Live 
Leninism they do not mention. the emergence of new sovereign 
states, except where they quote the oldar Moscow Déclaration, 
We believe that the CPC stands for. peaceful co-existence aid that 
the imperialists want to disrupt the peace zone, but, we also 
believe that the Chinese comrades have taken an attitude that 
has weakened the peace zone. The speech of Comrade ‘TENG Hsiao- 
ping compeis us to mention this breach in the China-India 
friendship. , 

“In 1959 the ‘Indian press reacted to the occupation of 
Tibet. They called it a national revolt. Nehru reacted, too, 
but Ke took sharp issue with the reactionaries, Nehru demanded 
that they stop this anti+China campaign. We, the Communists, 
were the only organized force for China, 

“China reacted, but sometimes unwisely. They charged 
that certain border towns in India.were the center of the revolt 
in Tibet and also’that the Dalai Lama was living in India under 
duress, Some of these things are ridiculous. 

“Our Party supported the gereral stand of the CPC but 
some of the statements in thé letters havé to.bé characterized 
as wrong, We point out, also, that the loose term, “Indian 
‘expansionist’, is wrong; that the Chinese even charged their 
friends with that. Even if Nehru made some anti-China state- 
ments, we remind the CPC that there.is a distinction between 
Nehru and the reactionaries in India.. 

ww 

nr 

“Wa received very curt replies. We were told by the 
Chinese comrades to xead the articlés in thé *Peoplées"™ Daily” on” 
Nehru and his philosophy. - They also told us that we had no “right 
to ask for a meeting between Nehrii and CHOU En-lai. Shortly ΄.᾿ 
after this the Congress Party Launched an all-dut ‘attack on us in 
Kerala, Our government was dismissed and the événts arouséd the 
country. Millions of people participated in démonstrations for 
our defense. Even the capitalist prass was against this dismissal 
of the Kerala Government. It was undemocratic. 

“However, this was in the ‘peginning of 1959. ‘The 
bourgeoisie overthrew the Kérala Governmeiit, but it was a Pyrrhic. 
victory for them. We won more than we lost. 



SPEECH GF AJOY KUHAR GHOSH.TO THE cre 
MEETING OF ‘COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 7 
WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 
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‘Shortly after. the. Ind@ia-China border incidents,. ina 
letter. of August,, 1959, we. wrote to. the CPC and told them that 
the. reactionaries will. use ‘thesé ‘porder--incidents to fight us 
and they, will also. develop a. ‘broad anti-China. campaign. It 911} 
strengthen reaction and weaken Nehru. and ‘bring: ‘the Indians. closer 
to United States imperialism. Welrecéived no freply. On September 
3, 1959, we sent another ldétter ‘to the CPC, -Wée sent this letter 
from Moscow. We asked’ that. ‘thére’: be -an. exchange of views. ‘between 
China and India to help ‘pull Thdia away from. the “Anglo-American 
camp. This would. help the cause. of peace, it would hit ‘the 
reactionaries, ete,; but the CPC did not even reply; 

“In our letters we always. placed responsibility on the - 
bourgeoisic. - We asked. the CPC. leaders to help us SO Wwe could Win 
the péople. On August 28, 1959, there . were eight notes” exchangéd 
between India and ‘China, but. we: were told nothing by the “Chinese. 
At the end of August, 1959, a. new: “border clash took place, a 
CHOU En-lai sent ἃ Letter : ἰδ Ὑπάλ1δ ‘in. which ‘he ‘said ‘the™Chinesé- 
never ‘recognized the Mc Mahon. line; it..was'an inperidlist” border 
line, CHOU. En~lai asked. for more: territory, which Ke. éldimed ἢ 
as China's, Ho asked for 90,000' square. kilonieters of territory. 
Even if this territory’ was acquired ‘by the British, the ‘fact 
remping that Indian people Live there. ἂν 

“Why was this question not ‘raised “at Bandung 44 ‘the 
Chinese thought about this problem? | “What an attitude to ΕῚ ᾿ 
country in the peace zone! What.an “attitude. to” the Indian” cP!. 
We believe that our Chinese comfadés should have given: thought 
to the interests of the entire. socialist” camp and” else to the 
countries in the peace zone ‘which . ‘are not 18 thé imperialigt . 
camp. The Chinese. comrades argue that..the ° ‘slogak “unity and’ 
struggle” is applicable to: the national bourgeoisie and “1s 
applicable to this, question. of the border “dispute. We ‘say that. 
this is not so. How do we isolate the ‘hoprgeoisie from the 
people? This 90, ooo square miles of barren land placed our " 
Party. in a very difficult: Situation. Our friéids weve bewildered 
and China lost the good will of: millions of people. in India. 

“We said. nothing openly. We wanted to discuss “these- 
problems. We had a frank discussion in “Whee 1959,. but we 



SPEECH OF AJOY KUMAR GHOSH TO THE 
MEETING OF COHHUNIST PARTIES AND 
WORKERS ! PARTIES IN MOSCOW RUSSIA 

were not in agreement. We argued. that if both countries gave the 
frontier legal recognition, agreement could be reached. Later, 
at the agricultural exhibit which was held in India, an effort 
was to be made to contact the Indian leaders. However, a little 
later another clash at the border took place and Indian soldiers 
were killed in a remote area occupied by a few people, Now, even 
this remote, isolated territory. is in the public mind. 

“Again we asked the Chinese comrades to express sorrow 
and sympathy without blaming one side or the other, and to start 
negotiations. The Chinese Peoples' Republic did not issue such 
8 statement, but on November 7, 1959, .they sent a note to Nehru, | 
CHOU En-lai came to India. but it was too laté: The reactionaries 
had the upper hand. There was little progress made. 

“These discussions and disputes continue, although there 
have been no open border clashas for a year. If the Chinese 
Peoples' Republic would make an effort. they could help peace; 
they could help us. The CPC charged” that the Tass statement ἡ 
was wrong and damaged the interests of China and wes issued to 
please President Eisenhower. The Chinesé coiplained” that thee 
was not a word of condemnation or blame of inperialism ‘in’ this 
statement. We consider that the Tass statement was correct and 
wise, a 

“Some comrades think that since there was a clash between 
a socialist state and a capitalist state the U.S.S.R. Should’ have 
dined up with the Chinese Peoples' Republic. When United ‘States 
imperialism threatened China the U.S.S.R. gave ita warning, — but 
these border clashes are not of the kind that threaten China. ὁ 
These were not acts of aggression by either China or India. The 
position taken by the Soviet Union on this helped us and prevented 
the disruption of relations between India and the socialist 
countries, We should approach these problems not as border - 
clashes but rather with the idea in mind that India is a part 
of the peace zone and is in the anti-colonial camp. 

, “Now, regarding the divergencies in the draft déclaration 
that we have before us. We favor ifcluding in the document the © 
section on the 20th and 21st Congresses of the CPSU Just as it stands. 

woe 



SPEECH OF AJOY KUMAR GHOSH TO THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

We disagree with the Chinese amendments to delete the 20th and 
21st Congresses. Our experience and the ‘consequences of the 
personality cult also compel us to disagree with the Chinese. 

“On national Communisn, we reject ‘the. CPC ationdment. 
I do not agree that national Comminism is the satie as bourgeois. 
nationalisn, Bourgeois nationalism is wider in scope. National 
Communism.is used to deceive people, but offers up - -a. certain. 
different brand of Communibm. We placé tlie stress ‘on inter- 
national Communism and we say that.this is Marxism-Leninisn, 

“We agree with Comrade Khrushchev that we should drop 
the phxase "the CPSU is the lead Party". We favor somé. dddi- 
tions on South Africa which will deal with race relations, and 
we want to sse in this document a condemnation of South Africa. 

“Now, finally, on the paragraph regarding factionalism 
‘and groupings, We believe it is needed but in view of” the 
uarrels we should drop this so it cannot be ised by ‘our 

enenies. We should stress the equality of Parties and the 
importance of unity and cohesion.” ; " 

This document contains néither ¥ecoumetidations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. “It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency» 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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There are enclosedi:herewith to the Bureau, “7 Gopies 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead: 

- memorandum céncerning the visit of the CP, USA rales 
εἰ to the Chinese Embassy in Moscow, Russia on 10/2/60. 

y Χ is noted that the CP, USA delegation consisted at that - yp time of only CG 5824-S* and' ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, 

For this reason, mentioned above, and in compiiance | πὰ Ἂς 
with ‘instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the an δ᾽ 
letterhead memorandum is classified "seeret", The = ve 
place of issue has been reflected as Washington, D.C., 
in accordance with instructions contained in reBulet, 

information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824~-S* to SA JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD: 
W. HANSEN on 12/29/60. 
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undo STATES DEPARTMENT OF OQ suice 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

100-428091 Washington, D, Ὁ, μετ 
᾿ Janiary 18, 1961 : 

VISIT OF COMMUNIST PARTY(CP) ,.USA 
DELEGATION ΤῸ THE CHINESE 
EMBASSY ‘IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 
‘ON.OGTOBER 2, 1960_ 

The CP, USA. has -been designated by, the Attorney. 
General of the United states pursuant to: Executive: Order 
10450, 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, has furnished the following information. 

On October .2, 1960, the CP, ‘USA representatives on 
the-Committee to: Prepare a Docunent for the November 
meeting of Communist Parties and. Workers‘ Parties: :in 
Moscow, Russia, visited thé. Chinese. Embassy.. in :Moscovw, 
Russia, The CP, USA representatives -had: previously 
notified the Central ‘Committee of the CP of. ‘the Soviet 
‘Union::(CCCPSU) of - their intention to :do this, An 
automobile’ furnished. by the ,CCCPSU was used by the 

‘CP, USA delegation. even though ‘the- CP’.of China. (CPC). 
sent an. automobile to. -:the hotel.;where the CP, USA. 
delegation was staying. In this automobile of the. fee 
were the too ar USS Bom ᾿ "“" 0 ht (NA 

. τατος = nd Mad .Chi-ying .of: the 
International Liaison Department of the. Gentral. Conmittee 

/ of the CPC (CCCPC) andxGiu.} Ning-yi, memher of the .CCCPC, 
: meh NK. USS Rome 

. The ‘CP, USA “elegation arrived at 10:00..a.m.; at 
the new. Chinese Embagsy- which. is in the Lenin Hills. and 
not τοῦ far from the Moscoy : University... There. is: an 
artificial lake and park -gsurrounding the Embassy 0. 

The CP, USA delegates were taken: to. a sitting 
room . ea ge ‘were “handed ar English 
transilat ἢ 6D page letter of the CPC dated. September 
10, 1960, 

lD0-¢280U/— so 
6. {CLOSURE 
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ΨΙΒῚΤ .OF' CP, -USA Senet _ 
. DELEGATION” TO: “THE. 

‘ (CHINESE? EHBASSY: ἽΝ 
‘MOSCOW, RUSSIA; ‘ON: 
“OCTOBER 22 1960. 

in regard: ‘to the: sdeologi¢al: Sispute’ 
,-the-CPC,. ‘the. CP; USA supported. ‘the: vonition of ‘the “CPSU 
and would. not. compromise: ‘on principle. Yet the: CP, “USA 

twould not: lead the. fight ‘against ‘the: CPC:‘and ‘Wahted ‘to 
|vetain fraternal relationships. with. the CPC, . 

TANG: Hing=chao. said. that. no matter what happened 
‘in -the meeting:in’ Noscow, relationship. between the CP, USA 
‘and’ ‘the -CPC’'would: be. continued. Hé said’ that the: CPG. has: 
new. editions —‘of the. works ‘of-HAO- Tee-tung,.- ‘Chairnan. of 

. the ‘CPC; and: would sell copies to thé CP, USA, "at reduced 
rates. “Further, the CPC wants to. receive: déciments issued 
by the. ΟΡ: .USA. and ds: ‘prepared, ‘to: purchase. any extra 
.. Books which Alexander Trachtenberg, may? shave, τς 

Alexander ‘Trachtenberg, is 8. member: of : the: CP, 
USA, and operator. of: International ‘Publishérs insNew 
York. τσ: "- ι “- 

ἴ 

“The ‘CP ..USA delegates read -the' CPC letter 
“until. 1:00: Ὁ, τῶ; and. were: invited tO. lunch: :by ‘TANG. Ming-chao,, : 
After, ΤΌΣΟΙ: ‘they. continued: veading..until, 9:00 p.m.';. but 
could..not make notes. from the CPC: letter, ‘The letter. ἡ 
called ‘Nikita ‘Kbrishchey.; . First: ‘Secretary. of. the ‘CCCPSU ,. 
: 8. tool ΟἿ᾽ imperialism: and criticized) ‘him, ‘in ‘general. 

When the ΟΡ, USA. delegation. finished reading. 
the CPC: letter, TANG: ‘Ming-chao , asked what they .thought: 
of >the: document. The: ΟΡ!;-. USA. delegates. asked for. time 

? 

{to ‘digest: its. contents. ~~ 
-~ 
r 

~“TANG HMing=-chao then: stated. that: ‘the leadership 
‘| ofthe ;CPC:. wants to. keep in- contact with. ‘the -CP.;: ‘USA, 
The CP,.:USA délegates. ‘agreed: ‘to. do- this. ‘and added -that.China = — 
ovcupies ‘a big part of the: political, life of the. cP, USA,. 

wee Drege - 
2. 



VISIT ‘OF CP, -USA Spore 
DELEGATION: TO.-THE.- 
CHINESE’ “EMBASSY ΑΝ 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA ΟΝ. 
OCTOBER 2, 1960. 

The CP, USA delegates were then escorted to the. 
CCCPSU- automobile which had been. waiting. for them since 
their. arrival ‘at. “the Chinese Embassy. ὁ 

This document: contains. neither recommendations 
nor conclusions. of" the: Federal -Bureau of. Investigation.. It. 
is the property of the, Federal. Bureau of ‘Investigation and 
is ‘loaned to your agency;: it and its contents. are not: to 
be. distributed. outside your agency: « 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: | SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

‘There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum containing information concerning SATOMI 
and Presidential Press Secretary JAMES HAGERTY, 

The Letterhead memorandum is classified "secret" 
ἢ Since the statement by HAKAMADA was made in Moscow, Russia 

‘ and at most 6 members of the CB, USA delegation ‘knew 
| / that HAKAMADA made this statement, The place of issue ‘has 
/* been reflected as Washington, D.C., to further protect 

wl, CG 5824-S*, 
The. information in the letterhead memorandum was 

furnished by CG 5824-8 to SAs. JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD A 
ἢ, HANSEN on 12/18/60.’ | } 
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often STATES DEPARTMENT OF ὥ πα 

FEDERAL BUREAU ΟΕ INVESTIGATION 

τὸ Reply, lease Refert | | Washington, BD. Ὁ, 
FileN 1994425003 . January 16, 1961 
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: - 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE ες a 

DATE UY-GLl-SO1l 

oo  ἈΜΕΟΣΜΑΨΊΟΗ CONCERNING SATOUT 
 ‘PAKANADA AND EQESIDENTIAL PRESS 

SECRBTAGY JANES BAGEETY 

ah, pas who. has ‘furnished roliable information 
- ia tho Baap, has Furnished. the following infortiation. hit 

| Dainese tho iatter part of toce,\E 
toaber of tha ‘Presidita of the Communist Barty oy 7 
Japan, stated that ke was one of those who stood on the” free fr 
autconobile of Presidéatial Press Eccratary Jaxcs. Tarer€y, 
when -Easorty was in Japan raking arraucozeata for the τ 
‘proposed trip to Sapan hy President fisenkowor. 

. This: Cocunont contains ncither rocémmendations. | 
por conclusions. of the Federal Lurcau of investigation. Xt, 

_ As thé property of tho Federal Purcan of Investigation dud ΕΣ 
- ds Ἰδοποῦ. ἕο your agoncy; At and its contents. are. not to, bo: - oy 

distributed outsice your agency. Ε τι τι .Ν 
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Date: 1/11/61 

Transmit, the following in 

Via AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (106-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ee ἢ τς 

δὴ 
There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copies 

ΜΝ and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 
7 λ containing the speech of TIM BUCK, General Secretary of the 

Communist Party of Canada, delivered on 11/16/60 to the 
b meeting of Communist and Workers’ Parties in Moscow, Russia, 
‘\ Including the representatives, translators, advisers and 

technicians, approximately 300 people attended this meeting. 
. The proceedings of the meeting were not made i public. 

While 6 representatives of the CP, USA were present, it 
is the opinion of CG 5824-S* that no one else from the 
CP, USA delegation has notes which are as complete as those /{¢ 
of "CG 5824-S8*, For this reason, and in compliance with oN 
instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 
memorandum is classified ‘twecrét"., The place of issue has 
been reflected as Washington, D.C,, in accordance with 
instructions in reBulet, 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* KEATING and RICHARD 
W, HANSEN and. Steno on 1/5/61. ha 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU’ OF INVESTIGATION 

‘In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. | 
| | 

January 11, 1961 | 

. SPEECH OF TIM. ‘BUCK, . 
f DELIVERED TO. THE MEETING 

; OF, COMMUNIST AND. WORKERS" 
| PARTIES ON NOVEMBER 16; 

- 1960 IN.MOSCOW, RUSSIA’ ΝΞ 

A source ,. who has furnished reliable information. adn 
the past;. has..furnished ‘the following information,,- 

On Novemben. 16, 1960, the meeting.of representatives. 
of..the eighty. one Comm nist. Parties and Workers’ Parties _— 
heard 8 speech by: ‘TimsBuc feneral. Secretary of..the.. 
Communist, Pari zofeCanader. ΤῊ His meeting. were:.. 

* held- in- ‘St. George Hall ‘in \the Kvemlin, in ‘Hoscow, Russia; 
The following. As ‘the essence of: the remarks of Tim. Buck.” 

The. Comminist Party (CP). of Canada. has: discussed 
--- τ -§the- problems- we: are “dealing with“at ‘this~ conference, Ὁ -In= 

fact, . we ‘began. the discussion. ‘when the. Number 17’ issue: ‘of 
the: *Peking ‘Review* arrived in ‘our country. Our Politburo. 
thought’ that. the.CP of, China used va. leftist.device,. ‘We Ὁ 
objected to the. use - ‘of,.a: popular magazine - which: is 
‘circulated'all over’ “thé world for factional purposes. The 
‘Chinese: ‘Comrades éven ériticized .Our-.progran ; Canada* s: 
road. to. socialism, ‘We believe. it was:-bad to go over the 
head: of -the. ‘Central, Committee of the. -CP ‘of’. ‘Canada, - Why 
‘did you. ‘not write us ὃ letter’ or. ask, us for a meeting? 
instead, you ‘oripicized our “program. in-your. magazine. 

-\Béfore ‘the. ‘Bucharest Conférence, we. adopted. ἃ 
_ resolution. disassociating ourselvés from the view: of, the-.CP 

of” China. ~ , otk . 

1) Ye: endorsed. the Bucharest. Conference. 

2) Our: Politburo instructed ‘Tim: Buck. to write 8. 
letter. containing our views. ; - 

3) We published riaterial in our press. This 
whraterial ‘countered the propagande 0% the CP of China, 



- SPEECH ΟΕ ‘TIM BUCK, 
‘DELIVERED TO- THE ‘MEETING 
(OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS' 
PARTIES::ON. NOVEMBER 16, 
1960" IN’ MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

4) We prepared for. our plenum ‘a resolution setting 
forth: inz ‘detail our position. against the CP of China. 

5) We sent. our’ Secretariat to this Conference to 
endorse the line of the Hoscow Déclaration of 4957 and of 
course, the line. of. this. conference, . 

“In our opinion, the CP of China denied the mass . 
line of the. world Communist movement. “We of the CP 6f Canada 
Yrégard':peace as the foremost task, - ‘Thesstatement made. by. the 
Chinese Comrades: that.on.the debris οὗ ‘Amperialisn,. socialists 

. ghould: create. a new-systen. is: incorrect. Do you: xealize 
what an atomic. war would. mean. for. ‘Canada? - 

MWe would : ‘never. be able to mobilize the masses on 
the: concept of the: CP of Chita that. ‘until socialism is“universal τ᾿ 

- there Will be war. Weireject.the thesis that war -must.and 
Will take place. independent of. the will of man, We reject 
the: philosophic thesis: of the CP of Chine. We call this 
mechanistic. determinism, ; 

"Ye..say that mah.can now make history. We propose 
that this Conference continue..as a committee. - We propose 
that: this Conference help to edit the. draft.and to popularize 
it. We want. to “greet. Nikita ‘Khrushchev and his speech. τ 

Khrushchev: made an effort- to. preserve the unity of the 
world Communist movement,’ 

- The source. advised that Tim Buck proposed that 
this: Noveniber , 1960 meeting: set up a continuation committee 
which | would meet periodically. While this proposal received 
some ‘support: ‘from. ‘the representatives of ‘the smaller Parties,. 
it: was not given serious consideration. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
. nor ‘conclusions of the Federal Bureau of: ‘Investigation, It en 
is -the property ‘of ‘the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your. ‘agency; it and its contents are not: to- 

; be distributed outside your. beatae 
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There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau 7 
copies and to the New York Division one copy of a Etter- 
head memorandum containing the essence of a speech delivered 
on 11/14/60, by KIM Ir-sen, member of the Presidium of the 
Korean Party of Labor, to the meeting of Communist Parties 
and Workers' Parties in Moscow, Russia. 

including the representatives, translators, 
advisors and technicians, approximately 300 people attended 
this meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not 
made public. While. 6 representatives of the Communist 
Party, USA, were present at this meeting, it is the opinion, 
of CG 5824—S* that no oneelse from the Communist Party, USA, 
delegation has notes which are as. complete as those of 
CG 5824-S*, For this reason and in compliance with instruc-— 
tions set forth in Bureau letter dated 11/2/60, the letter- 
head memorandum is classified. "Secret". The place of issue 
has been reflected as Washington, D,C., in accordance with 
instructions in reBulet. 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was οι 
furnished by CG 5824-5* SA OHN E, KEATING and, RICHARD: VW. 
HANSEN and Stenographer on ve/eu ἢ 
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BPDECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: . ΝΞ ; - 

FEI SUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICaATION CUIDE " ᾿ 

DATE 06-27-2011 

— AO 
AITED STATES DEPARTMENT | “JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No, 

100-428091 Weshington, D.C. 
January 16, 1961 

- αἱ 

SPEECH OF RYM.-IR-SEN; DELIVERED 
TO THE MEETING. ‘OF COMMUNIST PARTIES, 
AND - ‘WORKERS! PARTIES | ON. NOVEMBER: 14; 1960 

Α΄ source ,whd' “has. furnished> #61iablé’ ‘diPSeniation ᾿ 
in the: past, has furnished the following, information: ᾿ 

‘On November” ‘145-1960; the-Heéting of” ΒΝ 
ΕΝ the 81 Communist, Parties: and. Workers’ Parties ‘heard a 

ge Speech ὍΣ χει HM. Ir-se of. the, Presidium ofthe, ΚΕ Korean 
Kd ae orn KIM Ir-sen spoke on November: 14, 1960°"and* 

prior to TENG. Hsiao~ping, . General Secretary of the Communist 
Party. of China, who delivered. his. first speech to this meeting 
on’ this ‘date, -The sessions. of this« ‘meeting were held in 
St. George. Hall: in the Kremlin ‘in Moscow, Russia. 

It should .be. noted that the Korean Party of. Labor . 
was” caught in the middle, The ‘rumor, was that this Party: . ot 
was ‘lined. up with the -Communist Party- of China. It:reanlly ᾿᾿ 
‘did not, but it ‘wanted ‘to - ‘avoid the sharp. clash. between: the 

- Corimunist Party of the ‘Soviet Union and “the Communist Party 
oF Chink. 5 

The following: is the essence. of the. remarks . of | 
KIM Ir-sen: Ὁ, ἢ ει 

"The present conference ‘of, Partieé iis: of. gréat 7 
- importance for. discussion of. ‘key problems. - The. 1957 ‘Moscow — 

Declaration, contributed to the. struggle for peace and. to the. 
cohesion of the ‘socialist. camp and all ‘the Communist Parties: ᾿ 
Life bore out the ‘Moscow. Declaration. Great victortes were 
scored ‘by nost countries. in the. construction of. ssocialisn. 

"This draft declaration, which we. have’ ‘before us, 
correctly assesses ‘the world. ‘situation ‘and is eppecially . 
elear in characterizing the. present. epoch. ‘Our. Central 9) 
Conmittes. agrees, in the: main, with this document. (? 



SPEECH OF KIM. IR-SEN, 
DELIVERED TO THE MEETING 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES AND 
WORKERS' PARTIES ON 
NOVEMBER 14, 1960. 

a4 

"Now, we have a few'points on the’ construction 
of socialism and unity. ‘The Korean Communist Party always: 
regarded the revolution :as a part. of the world revolution. 
and:-a part of. the building of socialism for the, entire ὁ 
camp. Our-successes are due. to the help. of the Soviet Union 
and -other socialist countries and also to ‘the help of the 
Communist Party of China; ! 

"There are peculiarities. in our: country , of 
course, as there are in other. countries, but we use the 
general line of Marxism-Leninism as other Parties ‘dd... 
We use the experience of the ‘other’ Communist. Parties. ‘in 
building socialism, but .we especially ‘use the. experiences. 
‘of the Communist Party of the: Soviet Union.. 7 

"The question is how to ereatively apply Marxisn- 
-Leninism ‘to the peculiarities of our. country. “Remember that 
“we -were. “B- backward: country. and--that. we. were. engaged. in:-a., ᾿ 
horrible three year war. We had ‘difficulties: ‘in our. restora-_ 
tion, after. the war, yet we are building and have built heavy 
and light industry..and are successful in agriculture. Some 
said this could-not he done but it was done. The dogmatists 
wanted ‘to swallow wholesale the experiences. of everybody 
else, This created problems for. us, -but we followed the 
line’of Marxism-Leninism and the experiences ‘of the Communist 
Party. of the Soviet ‘Union and, we succeeded. ~The more ‘backward 
a country, the more diversified the experiences. We respect 
the. experiences of 811 fraternal Parties, but we use methods. 
in keeping with the concrete conditions of-our ‘country, Korea. 

"At the “present time our main task is the. unifi= 
cation of, Korea, that is, North Korea and South Korea. 
‘South. Korea is ina bad way, but the colonial domination 
by ‘the United States in South Korea has been shaken. We 
are unifying all the forces, including. the former Syngmait 
Rhee people. Even these reactionaries are ‘welcome, as long 
as they want. to fight for national, libération and ‘the unifi-- 
cation -of .our country, .-- 



SPEECH OF KIM IR-~SEN, 
DELIVERED TO ‘THE MEETING 
OF ‘COMMUNIST PARTIES. AND 
WORKERS* ‘PARTIES ON 
NOVEMBER . 14, 1960 

™ -_ Pe 

We are. influencing south Korea: We have a 
big: and tremendous influence among the youth. We have. 
2 great experiencé in South Korea ; especially: in the 
lessonhs..of. “last. April. Nothing could: stop the péople. 
and the present ‘puppet power regime in ‘South Korea is. 
shaky. Even the troops. are restless, just as the ‘people. 
are, They are also dissatisfied with the policy. 

‘Our Party has ‘advanced - ‘Some: new propositions 
for the unifying of our country ‘and these. are: 

1. We ask that the: United States. troops 
be withdrawn: and. that free élections. 
6. held. ; 

2. We are proposing 8. confederation. between 
the’ ‘North and the South to, co-ordinate the 
economy: ‘of our. country. This sécond démand’ 

‘ is receiving wide support, not only. . in North 
Korea; -but especially “in South Korea. 

"The struggle. for. peace is our most important, 
task. We, too,.:believe that it is possible’ to prevent a world 
war. The- ‘foreign policy. of thé U.S.S.R.. gives, ‘leadership to: 

' the world peace forces. Comrade Khrushchev’ did ‘a magnificent 
job at the 15th General Assembly meeting of the United. ‘Nations: 

"In Korea, United States imperialism is Mnabile- to. 
unleash a war. We have the backing: of the socialist camp 
and we feel strong, but vigilance is. still necessary; “The. 
United States led troops ‘Of 15..countries: in the attack upon 
us and in their effort to destroy us. They. used our entire 
country as a battlefield. They used germ warfare, chemical 
warfare, ete., but with the help of the socialist - ‘countries, 
with ‘the help of the U.8:S.R. and China in particular, we 
defended our base from imperialism. 

"Right now we are fending off thé provocation of 
United States imperialism, ‘but there are real dangers of-war,. 
in our part of the world. So 1 repeat that vigilance. is 
necessary to expose the intrigues of the imperialists. He 
must: constantly mobilize the masses. Peace needs to be 
fought for. 

23 - 



SPEECH. OF KIM. IR-SEN, | 
DELIVERED TO. “THE MEETING ᾿ς 
OF COMMUNIST. PARTIES AND f- 
WORKERS' ‘PARTIES. ON ᾿ 
NOVEMBER 14, 1960 . : 

"Now about a few other problems, We consider 
revisionism the main danger because this ideology disarms 
the working class. This is exemplified by the work of the 
Yugoslavs. We should not weaken the struggle against 
revisionisn. In ‘our Party we defeated the ‘factionalists 
and we assured an upsurge in the construction of. socialism. 

' We believe in. Lenin’s idéa that we fight on 
two fronts against the right and ‘the left. danger. We 
unanimously, admit that the unity of the socialist camp 
and the world Communist movement is our foremost task. 
That is a Leninist principle. 

“The. imperialists of the United. States are. trying 
to split us from. within. They axe sowing. differences. It 
is:our highest: duty’ to safeguard our unity and cohesion. in 
the interests of the. world Communist movement. We follow 
the.-Commuhist. Party..of the..Soviet Union ‘because the ‘Communist 

“Party of the Soviet Union has the greatest ‘experience .. “The ἡ 
U.5.5.R. is‘in the vanguard of world: socialism in the fight 
for peace. - 

‘We want to-say, too, that the .victory ‘of the 
Chinese. Revolution was, the greatest event since the October 
Revolutioi- of 1917. The Communist Party of China is- fighting 
for peace. and is leading its people , to socialism, China ‘has 
aroused thé colonial peoples in Asia ‘and in. other parts. of ° 
the. world. The. Chinese People’ s Republic helped us to. fight 
the ‘patriotic war. The Communist Party of ‘China is loyal . 
to, socialism and to Marxism-Leninis. Ye need to consolidate 
for unity. of our Commiinist camp. 

"The Moscow Deciaration of 1957 stressed the Kind 
of relations necessary in the socialist camp-and. in ‘the 
entire Conimuni st camp. These: relations of Parties should, 
be, based. upon equality, respect for each other, and mnon- * 
interference in each other's affairs.. There should. :be 
no: unilateral. interference in other Parties! affairs. ‘The 
relations. of Parties.should be based on mutual ‘understanding. 

Yr 

-- 



SPEECH OF KIM IR-SEN, 
DELIVERED TO THE MEETENG™I4, ΠῚ 
OF COMMUNIST: PARTIES A 
WORKERS' PARTIES ON 
NOVEMBER 14, 1960 

"Fach Party determines its own policy and the 
course ofits revolution. We consult and work out some 
collective policies that unify our ranks. Differences may 
arise but always keep in mind that imperialism is the 
main-enemy, For this reason we should consider the 
present differences as secondary. Blaming each other , 
is no good, We cannot continue to blame each other in 
the world arena. The problems which are the present subject 
of discussion are not very serious. They should be 
resolved by mutual. understanding and solved gradually 
without haste. No effort should be Spared .to get unanimity. 
Take into account the fact that each Party works under 
specific conditions. The drafting committee has reached 
unity ‘on some of the major questions. Only some minor 
problens remain, Let us iron these out and strengthen our 
cohesion. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the ‘Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it ahd its, contents are not 
to be distributed outside your ‘agency.. 
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Ν Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are seven copies and 
to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 

; containing the details of the 11/16/60 sessions of the meeting 
Gy" of Communist Parties and Workers' Parties in Moscow, Russia; 1: \ 

. δ with the exception of the speech of ENVER HOXHA which has been/,/ 
reported elsewhere. i 

aN including the representatives, translators, advisors 
| Nt and technicians, approximately 300 people attended this 

meeting. The proceedings of the meeting were not made public. 
XE While six representatives of the Communist Party, USA, were 

present it. is the opinion of CG 5824-S* that no one from the 
CP, USA delegation has notes which are as complete as those 
‘of OG 0624-S*. For this reason, and in compliance with 
instructions set forth in Bulet dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 
memorandum is classified "Secret". The place of issue has 
been reflected as Washington, D.C., in accordance with 
instructions in above Bullet. τς 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was fur’ 
nishéd by CG 5824-S* to G and RICHARD W. 
- ‘HANSEN and Stenographer on 1/5/61. Bap acs Gh IMs 
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ῳψ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
ως ἢ 

In Reply, Please’ Referto 

File No. 

100-428091 Washington, Ὁ. C. 
January 10,. 1961 

fie< LGNE'NOVEMBER 16, 1960 SESSIONS 
OF THE MEETING OF COMMUNIST 
PARTIES AND.:WORKERS! .PARTIES 

| | IN MOSCOW,..RUSSIA. . 

A source, who has :furnished. reliable information in 
the past, has furnished the. following Anformation concerning | 
the sessions. of the. meeting of. Communist Parties and; Workers' 
Parties held in St. George Hall in the. Kremlin .in Moscow, ὁ 
Russia, on November. 16, 1960, with the exception of the. speech 

- of Enver Hoxha., First Secretary of the Albanian Party of Labor, 
Because of the Length of the speech. of Hoxha it has. been set: 

, forth elsewhere. 

Remarks of. Delundé 

HO. Khin,. member. of ‘the Politburo. of the Communist. 
‘Party ΟἹ ‘Burma, was the. Chairman. ‘of. the opening: session on ΝΞ 
November 16, 1960.. Delunde Anibal Escalante, a  secretary_of . 
the-Central,.Committee of the People's ‘Sodialist. Party, of Cuba, (BSP), 
“was the first speaker. ‘The essence of. his ‘remarks. follows. . 

“We made a study of the draft document péfore us. We * 
approved the draft as a.whole,. The, document,” should stimulate the 

on ideological development. of.-each: Party and -Should; rally. further. ὁ . 
the Communist Parties of the. world ‘a8 ‘they apply this Markxist- 
Leninist Declaration. 

Py 

“All: the revolutionary forces of: Cuba, not. only the 
Communists, will accept this document and study. the -analysis. 
of our epoch.. I. want. to emphasize the. character of this‘ epoch. 
because. this is’ of great’ importance to, each. Party. The draft 
shows. that the main trend. of development. is being determined 
by the. world socialist.system. This epoch is not. determined -by 
imperialism; not merely by: revolutions: 18. general. but by, socialism, 
cand: that -has: -tipped the scales. 

“Becatige of all this, the forces of progréss have bn) 
greater opportunities. They. can make-an, all-out try for peace, 9) 
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independence and socialism. Therefore, peace is, felated to 
‘the independence. of the colonies, and it is-during peace that 
they are. shaking off the chains of imperialism, As a result,” 
the roots of socialism are sprouting in all corners of our planet. 

“We cannot overestimate the enemies. We must change 
and chart a new course. We Cubans .can, estimate the -changes in 
the. world, What seemed impossible ten years ago is now happening 
in Cuba.” Even.six. years ago United States imperialism.was able 
to stifie the Guatemalan Revolution, but today the imperialists 
cannot do. as they please. 

“The fact is. that a popular revolution did take place 
only 90:-miles from.the coast of the United States.: The definition 

. of modern clocks will enable us to check our timepieces. and. help 
us. to work. out our strategy and tactics. 

“Concerning peaceful. co-existence, :we. assert that the 
Cuban policy is one of peaceful co-existence. Blas Roca. said 
at. our Party Assembly that Cuba is no longer a vassal of United 
States imperialism. We.are opposed to a world war, not only. 
because. of the reasons given in. the resolution, -but also, for 

-national reasons. A local war in the Caribbean, too, would 
serve. as.a pretext for a. war of United States imperialism to 
destroy Cuba. We favor reaching an agréement, with the United 
States. We. favor peaceful co-existence. but on equal terms with- 
out imperialist pressures. 

“Peaceful co-existence is not an obstacle to.our. re- 
volution. On the.contrary, time is on its. side. Peaceful co- 
existence. implies relations between ‘states and. does. not mean 
.class peace in each country. or even on a world -scale. 

“I want to say some words about the road of transition 
to socialism. The Moscow. Declaration of 1957 was quite. correct. 
This. thesis is. further developed in the present draft..and was 
explained to us. quite clearly by Comrade Khrushchev in the first 
session. We re-affirm what our Party said. We do not glorify 
the peaceful way, but the 20th Congress of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU) showed. that both ways are possible 

-2- 
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depending: upon. the concrete 2 conditions in each country and ‘upon 
the development. of the'class. struggle. -Ascribing..any other: view 
to the. CPSU is..erroneous. ‘ 

“The armed struggle, as. it. developed. in Cuba, met a 
response in the Soviet Union:.and. among our other friends, but 
let's look.‘more. deeply. into this problem... In Latin America 
there :are. conditions. for a peaceful way in some countries, 
While studying Latin American: tactics of revolution, I would. 
Say. at. the present time it is not, possible. in Latin. America to 
win peacefully merely by the ballot because in..many. countries. -- 
corruption and violence are. used; and..because: United States im- - 
perialists -and ‘North: American . stooges. ccontrol some. of. the, govern— 
ments and.armed: forces .and have: more. power.. than: the..elected ~ 
officials. ‘They also. use ‘violence against the working class. 
Usually, in. many. of: these countries, ‘the progressives. support 
candidates. who are in reality :of the bourgeoisie. 

Mie . should participate. in. elections. but we should not. 
spread. Allusions. Cuba,, Guatemala, Chile, Argentina show that. 
it is not. enough. to. win.an election for. ‘President... It is necessary 
to. replace the. state apparatus. In Guatemala.the President. was ἢ 
loyal. to. the people, but the army staff. was. disloyal ‘and:..they 
lost. In. Cuba.we ‘have a different situation... There, we. have 
a new.state apparatus and a.new army. In, Paraguay, Santo: Domingo, 
and. Nicaragua it is..impossible to ‘achieve: independence peacefully. 
But in. Argentina, Ecuador and.Columbia. there..are repressions,it 
is true, but .we cannot say.what road they.should’ follow. In. the’ 
march..of events it may be. that no armed ‘struggle will be.necessary 
but.:since.-we,.cannot speak.for.the concrete .situation, in. the 
tuture. we cannot. Say. any.more than what.we .are, Saying. 

“In .our. opinion. the Chinese misinterpretation of the 
20th - Congress can.turh this problem of. transition: into.a dogma. 
Keep..in -mind..that..circumstances may change. Parliamentary ‘forms 
do.not exclude non-peaceful methods and, vice versa, ,peaceful 
methods may,-be used if the situation. is.suitable at..the given. 
moment. We’ organize masses .on.the.basis .of. concrete and :suitable. 
‘conditions.’ ‘Remember’ Russia in 1917; the months .of February, 
March and October: In our. Struggle against. ‘tyranny. we mobilized 
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the..masses. We. used: ‘many. ΓΕ ΊΕΥ We used:..the. elections,  we..used 
political..strikes,. we. used ‘demonstrations,. we. uséd -petitions:,” 
we, used. guerrilla.war: and we:.used: the..arms. Struggle’ in the’ form. 
of an ‘uprising... Finally,,. these..streams.:merged. into one. popular: , 
stream in, :theé..arms Struggle. under. the: leadership: of Fidel. Castro. 
‘But. ‘remember, our. perserverance .and’.the work of. thé Peoples 

'.Socialist.. Party. (PSP). in leading .sugar: strikers prior.-to . 
the uprising, 

“We must. clarity this. problem.to prove that. no: reformist... 
.can lead to. a. real. revolution.. To make a..real..revolution means, . 
making. radical changes cand transformations... Antiscomminism’.”— 

. must. be fought:;.. ‘The Communists: must unite. ‘This includes” the. 
Communists..in the.soclalist countries ,. ‘in. Asia, Africa, ete.” ‘It 
teans getting..aid ike. we..did: from the..Soviet. Union. and. others:, 
We. believe. that .we.cam win this anti-imperialist revolution, τ 
We.will. introduce amendments, : that we. have in mind; -to this. draft. 
We have some..ideas about trade. union unity. in Latin’ ‘América ‘and 
60° ΟἿ,» but. we are going..to make 4 “OVEry. effort for trade union.” ὁ 
unity and forthe expulsion of gangsters. and. betrayers.:in .the 
Latin American. trade. unions," - 

“Even in, the places. where, the | Seep πόδ to socialism που 
is .possible we. should raise.the slogan %disarm.’the:-Fascists: and’ 
reactionary. elements” » n:Cuba.where. the. Batt AmeEeel iat armed. 
forces rule we -have liquidated. the gangsters’ , 

Now, Aabout..our. .document: again. Our document :should 
condemn. factional .and..group .activities. -~There .is: no::place. in 
our Marxist~-Leninist- movement.for. factional activities. As’: long 
as. io. Party is named,, why’should we not..accept. this.,part: of. the. 
draft?i The. PSP. of Cuba . believes’ that.the. draft should point 

- out. the. .harmful.. consequences of. the .cult of, the personality. 
Every Party was. ‘hurt. by the consequences of the cult; of Stalin's 
‘personality... --This pelief in. the cult hampered creative Marxisn=- 
Leninism;. It. ‘hampered independent. analysis. It. stamped .out 
initiative-and, inner. Party .democracy. There was.no collective 

work. ~-Instead. of analysis. we. limited ourselves to quotations . 
from. classics: or ieaders. 

Ρ Ls 
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“Regarding the, CPSU, we must appreciate its role. 
. No :one..can.fail -to recognize. this.. As.to.it- being the ‘leading | 
Party, Comrade.Khrushchev at the 2lst.-Congress said that all ᾿ 
Parties.areequal. This.is true.and: correct; but wé..must also’ 
‘have.a.thesis; There. are Parties more. advanced ;. more experienced, 

. and we. can..say -that. the: CPSU..is..the:.most mature :and that.it,.is- 
the first. Party among us.. We-can. understand. the ‘noble. reasons - 
why Comrade:.Khrushchev suggested.doing away. with the idea, of ‘a 

. “leading Party". 

“The. ‘Communist Party of China. (CPC) .delegation ‘has. 
placed problens. before us that should not. be discussed .here. 
The:.CPC.;sent..out a letter.some weeks.ago. The::‘CPSU .answered 
the:..CPC;:0on November 5,. 1960. Now the CPC has .placed.problens. 
‘of. state. before ‘us. What: can.werdo-.about these problems?. We 
want to. discuss the document before .us to complete the purpose 

τς of; this: sconference, If the CPC. wants.to interfere, let.:them..do: 
it After. this. conference ; however, we believe that, the CPC.:and. 

πα κε, Ὁ 

. \Iuwill. not deal with all of. Comrade. TENG. Hsiao#ping' Ξ 
speech. First: of all, the charge that the CPSU. prettifies: or 
embellishes: imperialism. is. wrong. -We Cubans. say, this. is..contrary 
‘to facts..and reality. The. Chinese.comrades, are :very : ‘passionate 
but they ἀο: ποῦ, seé..the real situation. The most, serious blows 
ever. inflicted. on.Usited States. imperialism.were .inflicted. by 

. Comrade; Khrushchev. - What. about.the first. visit of Comrade 
Khrushchev to the United States? ‘Was, this not a. great thing? 
| MAllions:.of people. who heard Comradé. Khrushchev during his visit 
-began. to..question imperialism.and-see its, ugly, nature. : 

᾿ “Was: Comrade. Khrushchev "5 visit .to. the United States 
and,.to. the. United: Nations, into the ‘camp. of the:-enemy,. embellishing 
imperialism? ΟἹ the contrary, millions. of Latin. Americans, 
.Africans. and. “Asians rejoiced..in. the. breakdown..of:colonialisn. 

— Do. the. Chinese: comrades,.correctly appreciate :this? 

\the_ Soviet ‘Union. had:.helped..us. even. before 1958. .:-Who 
: recognized ‘Cuba. first?’ Who-.helped’ ‘us. to.frustrate monopoly-:and +: 
‘the: Pentagon? . The. United States. sugar quota. was:.smashed; thanks 

. to, the.help.of the U.5.5.R. ‘The. Soviet Union..gave:.us. ‘great, help, 
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mére..than.-many ‘know:. ‘When..United. States. Marines .and. warships 
_threatened.us, the ‘U.S. S.R.-said..don!t. touch.Cuba;. our rockets 
will .offer-help. if mecessary., The. imperialists: had: to. revise 
their :plans., Is, this: fear of .imperialism,. Chinese comrades? ~ 
_Ask.the,Cubans.. Comrade Khrushchev: is. a national. hero, for.. the - 
Cubans. and.is..bighly respected'and: loved. You-cannot. convince ~ 

. us; that ‘Comrade ‘Khrushchev. is.a lover .of imperialisn. This: ‘is 
cabsurd. No ..one. will. believe. it. 

“We: discussed: this question in the drafting. committee 
.‘and did. not. think. that. the: Chinese comrades. would.come back to 

it. once: again, especially tothe question of great: power chauvinisn. 
Can..we' speak of great power. chauvinism:-when Comrade..Khrushchev 
in.:New. York,.broke all. diplomatic: niceties. and went ‘to: the. aid. of 

. Fidel Castro, meeting. him .in.Harlem? . We: Cubans. will not .go for 
. the, charge. of great. ‘power chauvinisn. 

| “Now, ‘on. the. problems:.of our unity.: -We:share:Comrade. - - 
. Khrushchev's. position..that..our Parties..stand on Marxism-Leninism. 

. This.is why-it.is possible to.strengthen: our unity... In.a.fight 
-people..go to. extremés..and..are..sometimes..overwhelmed, iby: passions. 
Dosone. comrades..forget. the. importance. of our. unity?- Sometimes 

. wer must. forget: our’, own.. interests, for-the.moment for: the. sake :of 
unity..so.that: no: one..will -get-hurt.. Fidel. Castro said, let's: 
strengthen: our ‘own might.:and. not depend. only. on Soviet..rockets., 
We.do not-want a.disastrous conflict to. burn. the.world. . Imperialism 
is now ‘staggering put. it .will utilize. our disunity ‘and may :even 
unleash, a.war,. Let.us: unite: in. the name .of our. martyrs, our 
heroes ;- in’ the.-name: of. Marxism-Leninism. -Letus: have. a ‘solid ° 
f£ront.at. this. conference, -We. cannot’ .depend: .on. history to: decide. 
Unity .is. the,:task..of.today. History is. (ΒΊΟΥ, otherwise. 

“The tiger..still has fangs ‘and. claws.and. is: bloodthirsty... 
‘When. the. enemy. .is. cornered it. is harder. for ‘him. to. initiate war. 
The: ‘underestimation: of the present:.opportunities. is ‘bad. If: 
there: 1s. .a. war. ‘Cuba ποι] ἃ. .be..the, first.victim, We.have. the.,will 

. to. struggle. -We. ‘have. developed a “contempt: for..death but if ‘we’ 
.die,. how ‘will. we:debate if ‘the- tigers are..made | of paper. or.:are - - 
“peal? . “ ; . 

. 
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“We face,a.danger now, but united.we can.win, Let us 
liquidate our. narrow national ambitions. Wé-can then. adopt. this 
wonderful: document. Chinese comrades, we do not underestimate 
you. We give you arguments ‘but you. do; ‘not, seem to listen. You 
-keep on repeating your old arguments instead.of.learning. Are 
you prepared. to. accept a document. which. we. worked out. together? 
This. would .make..us happy .! 

< τῷ, 
Renarks ..of noz¥Radnanesh, Komi 
ΝΥΝ ee ΒΟΝΝ 

‘Reza. Radmanesh, Xirst Secretary of. of..the..People.s. Party» 

OLnL Ss the next. speaker.” ‘The. he following 1! is the essence”o 
his, remarks. 

“The draft .document. before us. 15; alright. The People's 
Party of Iran will be guided’ -by.. this declaration. We also ‘agree 
with Comrade Khrishchev's report. We have respect, for. the. 
Chinese:..Communist. Party,,. put this. should -not. prevent. .us..from 
saying. things, that, need: to. be.said or.,to. say.that.the ΡΟ ‘brought 
in questions in a: negative Way... 

“In Iran: we have raised.the need:.for a national. coalition, 
which would.be the,.same .as'.a state of “national. democracy...” 

. We should igive the..class structure of this state. It. is: the: 
united..front..of. all progressive elements in society... The draft: 
is. not. clear, enough .on. the.. question. of the national - ‘bourgeoisie... 

“The: Shah, of Iran is imposed upom us~by.the United . 
States..and.:British.imperialists.. Thousands...of.. Iranians .are .in. 
prison.and..are.:being':tortured. We ask the. international, move~ 
ment to.conduct ἃ campaign..on. a-world-wide. scale.to. cancel the 
death penalty in Iran..for so.called. political. crimes.!! 

- Remarks. of.’SamuelAiikunis Coe 

- = 

Samuel, .Mikunis , General Secretaryof the Central Com= 
, he..Communist Party ofIsrael. go ESL RGHETSHSENGE. 
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‘This .is 8 great meeting. We hail the fruitful work. 
of. the: drafting. committee. We approve the :draft declaration 

‘and the report of. Comrade. Khrushchev. We.also. re-affirm::our 
loyalty. to.the Moscow .Declaration and the,Peace. Manifesto. of’. 
1957; My. understanding about local wars..is::that ‘these are. wars, 
unleashed. by the. imerialists. ‘These: are not wars ‘of ‘the. people 
for: freedom.ahd liberation.” ἐν, ᾿ ΝΣ 

I Δ 
_ Remarks of. Just\Lippe.. (use oo 7 

With πόδοχ Zhivkov, First. Secretary of the Bulgarian 
Communist Party, as. the Chairman..of the session,. Just: Lippe, 

esident: of τ Commun st..PartyoLN onyay,, was the next: Vice=Bx 
‘speaker... The.following..is. the” essence of his. remarks:. 

* 

“We; have, unanimously, in our Party,. arrived. at. the same 
conclusions..as .are contained in.the draft declaration. and we. 
-endorse..it. : 

“In-Norway, there are..big :struggles.and the. demands. ‘are 
‘being, raised. that NATO should not establish naval: bases in..south 
and. west. Norway.. There.is..also..a. big struggle against... the’. missile 
bases the United States is trying to.establish, 

“We. must fight. for peace and.explain to the: people. of 
Norway that. they could..be wiped out in the first..few. minutes: of 
war and: that.when the bombs start to-.fall it may, be. too. late. 
We mobilize. the people on. the basis of the horrors..of nuclear 
war, .Such ἃ. war, would also wipe out the working class.. 

“Yn our Party .we have overcome. the..revisionist dangers: 
but-.we..zlso.bave to fight against sectarlanists. We.should not. 
«succumb to.those who stress the. forms.of transition... Theyway . it 

. is. placed. in..the draft. is. satisfactory. “In this way. we: can 
mobilize, the workers to. support -us;: to. achieve. worker ‘ :S- ‘power, 
no. matter what. form. is sused, 

\In the section of the. draft dealing. with. social democ- 
racy, .we should :characterize- the growing opposition. to the. right. 

-Wing. and.-those. who. favor alliances with United- States. imperialisn. 
- We.should. use.-England as. the..example." 

~8- 
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ythe~essénce,.of .her remarks. 

“We: approve the draft declaration. -This.‘dodiiment will 
vbe our..starting..point. in. Spain.. Three years ago we. unanimously 
arrived. at,-2.common viewpoint. . We.would, like..to .seé: the: conrides. 

μὸν who,.are holding -back,. join..us, in expressing ‘unanimity... “In.our 
situation. today. we have: notes of. discord. They .come- ‘chiefly. from. 
China .and Albania,. They say ‘that. they favor. our, line..and. ‘that...they 
favor the. ‘document; but .they. say, these. things: -only' ‘in..words. ‘They, 
are. not.: Showing: it.in,:deeds. Infact, we.:are, being..given. ultimatums 

Ἀ 

“A. Communist ‘Party. cannot, raise, the question. of a. 
_ nuclear, war .simply..because they. have 650. million people... It;.is. 
‘good, to; have that, many, people in..our socialist: Camp; but “these: 
numbers should not..be. used. to. pressure’ us .or. the “ποῖα Communist 
movement... Weare. not. gathered where :to .discuss the .cost..of. turbines, 

. the amount. of wheat. we.can.raise.per acre, etc. These ._problems. . 
should. be .discussed .eisewhere. We came. here from all corners.:of, 

-- 

. ‘the. world: to. discuss war and. peace and how to. achieve socialism. 

comrades; we are..against a false. unity., We must, unite 
‘on: the, .basis.;of principles.’ If we do not .do.this, we..will.argue. 
again in.a.few. months..time.. There is no lesser evil than compromise. 
I. didnot .know, about_our differences. until. the Communist. ‘Party, of. 
China.raised them. The :CPSU told us nothing until Bucharest. Now 
wthe. Chinese..comrades..act like. Jesuits and they. are .putting . ‘pressures " 
on our comrades.from..Spain.who reside.in Peking. If our Spanish 
comrades: do: not .agree with them. they. are ostracized :and some..lose. 

their jobs. This. is.:why. I. can. understand -why the Soviet. Union. 
took. their specialists out of China. 

“On. peaceful. co-existence, we.:do. not: Look upon: .this:.as | 
appeasement. of imperialism. Peaceful co-existence: is:the..form .of 
class.struggle.in.our epoch: ‘Look how’ Comrade’ Khrushchev. fought - - - 
in the..United.Nations. Why- don’t. you appreciate. this. humanistic role? 
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in Spain. Comrade:-Khrushchev' 5; speeches were read with . ‘sympathy, 
. We. ‘Should thank. Comrade Khrushchev for expressing the. tyranny: of. 

thé..Fraico: tegime: fron the. rostrum..of. the United! Nations.. 

“Now.:about the paragraph; n, the. document: on, groupings.’ 
and::factionalism.. If we:‘took. this .out. it. would::be a ‘retreat from: : 
the: Moscow. ‘Déclaration. This ‘part should ‘remain.. I alsorbelieve,. 
ag.does. our entire. delegation, that. the 20th Congress..was of, > 
world-wide.significance. It -hadimearing.for every Party. not. 
oniy,, the.CPSU. ὁ τ᾿ ΝΝΝ ἢ 

YExperience has..demonstrated. to us. ‘from. Spain that™-the . 
Yoad.of.:arms. struggle ‘is: not: the. correct. road, Our people. in 
‘Spain: -have not forgotten. the. sufferings. of. the Civil War. For 

_ ten. years:we: fought. a. guerrilla war; ‘We won the .sympathy of. 
mijlions::of people. of ;the.world. They. were ,sympathetic ‘to..us cin . 

. Spait,—_too,. -because:.of :our heroism, However, despite.all. this . 
sympathy, we.:did -not win. the MASSeS 5 | ‘but. now .that we ‘are pursuing: . 
a new ‘policy οἵ. speaceful. national accord .or unity the: people of 
‘Spain .are sympathetic: to us and the. Communists ‘have ‘been ‘elected. 
by. the. thousands: into positions in mines, factories,schools,. etc. 
We. have..inflicted some smashing. blows, το the policies_of, civil 
,war..aS pursued :by,.the-.Franco dictatorship, and we..were able..to :do. 
this.:on thé. basis .of. our struggle. for national’ unity; Lor democracy,,; 
for. ‘a. peaceful. way,,, etc. : 

“The policy of ‘peaceful..co-existence. has ‘aided -us .and 
it was the. 20£h ‘Congress :of the CPSU that enabledus to,.correct 
our, .line and, .our..wrong..methods: of work. - We do not cling. to: cone . 
road.:or. : sanothér.,. but we ihave been able to use .eitherone.in certain 
conditions.. ‘Now, comrades, I charge that the CPC andthe Albanian 
Party..are using factional , methods .and. methods. of split. I..want.to 
.Say.. before. this forum that,.in..all my- life I :have never. listened. :to;. 
a more .disgraceful speech than that’ delivered -here. by Hoxha of. 
‘Albania. I think -this.:conference, ought. :to,. repudiate .this “type οὗ 
‘Slanderous. attackzagainst. the:.Soviet Union..and,. I -would .say.,. 
against. all..the. fraternal . Parties; Our. delegation is..disgusted . 
with. _the-. speech. of. Comrade. :Hoxha. and. Ἢ .am ‘sure that: he.-wiill -be- : 
repudiated : at. this..great neeting " 
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The: source advised that Dollores Ibarruri. is ‘an..ac- 
complished orator.. She was.given a standing ovation at: -the- 
conclusion of her remarks. In the entire meeting. only. the. 
speeches of Ibarruri and Nikita Khrushchev received applause. 

This document contains neither recommendations, nor . 
conclusions of. the Federal Bureau of Investigation,. It is .the. 
property of -the Federal.Bureau of Investigation and.is loaned 
to your agency, it and its contents ‘are not. to -be distributed 
outside ‘your agency. 
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There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau 7 ad 
copies and to the New York Division om copy of a letter- 
head memorandum containing the essence of. a speech delivered 
on 11/11/60, by RUDOLFO GHIOLDI, member of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Argentina, to the meeting 
of Communist Parties and Workers' Parties in Moscow, .Russia. 

f Including the representatives, translators, ‘ 
advisors and technicians, approximately 300 people attended 

_ this meeting. The proceedings of this meeting were not 
/ made public, While 6 representatives of the Communist | 

af Party, USA (CP), were present, it is the opinion of CG 5824- Sx 
' that: novgne else from the CP, USA, delegation ‘has notes which 

are as complete as those of CG 5824— S*. For this reason, 
and in compliance with instructions set forth in Bureau 
letter dated 11/2/60, the letterhead menorandum is classified 
"Secret'”? The place of issue has been reflected -as 
Washington, D.C., in. accordance with instructions in — 

ot? 
ay "The information. in the letterhead memorandum was. 

“| furnished by CG 5824~S* KEATING and RICHARD. Wp 7c 
G HANSEN and Stenographer on 1/5/61, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No, yee 

100-428091 Washington, D.C. 
January 16, 1962 a 

SPEECH OF RUDOLFO GHYOLDI, 
DELIVERED TO THE MEETING ‘OF 
COMMUNIST PARTIES AND WORKERS! 
PARTIES ON NOVEMBER ii, 1960" 

A source who. has furnished reliable Lntorniation 
in the: past, has furnished the following information: 

On November 11, 1960, the meeting of representatives 
of the 81 Communigt, Parties and Workers’ Parties heard a 
speech by ‘udolfoxGhiold1, nember.ot the Gantrad—Conmittes 
of the Communist ‘Party of Argentina. The sessions of this 
meeting were~hehi"iirst. ceorge 5511 in the Kremlin in ὁ 
Moscow, Russia. The following is the essence of the remarks 
of Rudolfo Ghioldt: ΝΞ 

"He approve this wonderful draft of a declaratioi, 
The ruling class in Argentina has been’ declaring i, Sé-calléd 
inevitable war 2S an ally of United States imperialism. We 
of the. Communist Party of Argentina reject what we call 
the man-hating theories of those who think that war is . 
inevitable. ho, ΝΞ 

"Latin America is πὸ. longer a réliable ’ rear for 
United. States imperialism: War is‘ not” inevitable. ‘ThEere 
is the possibility of mobilizing masses “of peacé” fighters 
and to continue the development of thé camp of socialism. 
It is sectarianism to think otherwise. eae 

"We of the- Commun ΘῈ, Party of Argentina beTieve 
that the 20th and’ Zist Congresses ὁ the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Unioh had’ world significance. ‘They hada aT 
bearing on our policies.” We favor unity 6F all the pédéplré, “" 
including the national patriotic bourgeoisie, Τὴ the countries 
fighting against inpérialisa. In Argentina this is necessary 4 δ 
in order to fight. the menace of United Statés imperialism. ἢ \ 

γρ <h δ΄ 
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SPEECH OF RUDOLFD ΘΕΣΟΣ ΡΠ 
DELIVERED TO THE MEETING OF 
COMMUNIST PARTIES AND WORKERS’ 
PARTIES ON NOVEMBER 11, 1960 

"The people of Argentina’ are with Cuba as ~ ~~ 
that. country girds itself ‘for the attack by United States 
imperialists. | 

ιν κα 

We favor the draft declaration and we favor 
the section which is'against factionalism,” We condemn” 
the bad methods of work of the Communist Party of China," 

This document contains” néiths® recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal ‘Bureaii. of Investigation.” 
It is the property of the Federal ‘Buréat of Investigation 
and‘ is: loaned to your agency; it and’ its contents are ποὺ 
to be distributed outside your agency. . ow 
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Tele, Room 
Via AIRTEL Mr. Ingram 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROH : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: Vv ἴ5:Ὁ 
There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 copie 

we and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 
yi memorandum containing information concerning the session 

of the meeting of the Editorial Commission held in Moscov, 
εἰ Russia, on 10/22/60. This was the last day of the plenary 

ἊΝ sessions of this commission. 
ΛΩΝ 

K While CG 5824-S* participated in the sessions of ν᾽ 
VA the Secretariat of the Editorial Commission from 10/10/60 t 

f 10/22/60, most of these sessions dealt with arguments over 
Wy) the phraseology to be used in the draft declaration. While 
“ some of these arguments were sharp, it is believed that the 
χ, contents of the letter of the CPSU dated 11/5/60 and the 

| report of CG 5824-S* on the sessions. of the Editorial 
G Commission and the November meeting of Communist and 

Workers' Paxties adequately present the details of the 
debate between the CP of China and’ the CPSU.. 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD V, 
HANSEN on 1/4/61. It is noted that only CG 5824-S* and 

“2. ELIZABETH GURLEY PLYNN from the CP,USA, participated in this 
io 4) meeting of the Editorial Commission, For this reason. and 

in compliance with instructions set forth in Bulet dated 
11/2/60, the letterhead memorandum is classified “secret". 

~ The place of issue has, been. réfilected as Washington, D. ak 
in accordance with instructions in reBulet,’ cog tus 

ΤΕΣ ΤΣ ΠΡ ΡΛ Ὁ ὦ | Gy Bureau (Encls.7) (AM) (RM) (RRR) | eel ee eS 
“ New York (Encl.1) (AM) (RM) (RRR) | ott “ j 

100+134637 (SOLO) of ΡΒ JAN ΨΩ Age, 112,4 ἢ 
lL - Chicago «᾿ ΝΝ ΟΝ ta fo αὐ ὃν JEK: jem/MAN mae hy — ΡΞ wth 
(4 Wie FR oh | 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer toa 

File No. 

Washington, D.C, 
} January 10, 1961 

190-428091 - ᾿ς REP : Pear 

- 6 " SESSION OF THE MEETING OF THE 
eo) | EDITORIAL COMMISSION" HELD IN 
ee ΝΣ ‘MOSCOW, RUSSIA, | ‘ON ‘OCTOBER - 22; 1960 

+. τς aL 

i 
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- A: source, wito “has: | finished reliable information in 
the past, has: furnished the following information, 

The Commission to Prepare a Document. for the 
November meeting. of Communist and Workers' Parties, also known 
as the Editorial Commission, met’ for the last time in 
plenary. session in St. George Hall in the Kremlin ‘in Moscow, 
Russia, on Saturday. October 22, 1960, The Central Comnittee 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU) shad ‘made 

available to the delegates of ‘the twenty-six. Communist and 
Workers' Parties present, an.initial draft of a deGlaration, 
During the period from the plenary session on October 8, 1960. 
to October 22, 1960, a Secretariat of the Editorial Commission’ ἡ 
went over this draft. ‘Almost every word in thé draft was the 
subject of an argument, There were many sharp and heated 
debates - during the sessions of the Secretariat, 

Remarks ΟΣ Boris Ponomarev 

" Mikhail suslov, membex of the Presidium and a 
Secretary of the CCCPSU was the chairman of the session on 
October 22, 1960, 

“»" ἢ . 
ph onis\Sonomanertes 

of the Secretariat of the Editorial. Commis 
the work of the Secretariat, The following is the essence 
of his remarks, 

“It was the desire of the Secretariat to prepare a 
document which would deal with some historic problems such 
as. peace, independence of the colonial people and socialisn, 
The ‘Secretariat met all these days until late last night, 
October .21, .1960., I believe that: the Secretariat has ‘produced | 
a Marxist~Leninist document. One hundred and sixty. five 
pages. of proposed amendments were thoroughly studied, It was 
time consuming but the Secretariat had to work on the basis 
of these amendments and the draft, The representatives of ὃς 
each delegation had all the time ee requested for an 
all around discussion. “220 - “ 3. 929...» 
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SESSION OF THE MEETING 
OF THE EDITORIAL COMMISSION eh pnerzr 
HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, . ΒΝ 
ΟΝ OCTOBER 22, “1960 | 

“Just to give you an idea of the number of amendments 
we had, I will recite only the more important ones, On the 
question of characterization of the present epoch, we dealt 
with 120 amendments, On ‘the crisis of capitalism, there were 
66 amendments. Οὐ the question of peaceful co-existence, 

{there were 122 amendments. ‘There were 45 amendments on the 
cult of the. personality and scores of amendments and 
statements on various other problems handled in the draft 
such as revisionism. and-dogmatism.. Just to indicate how 
hard the Secretariat worked and why it was time consuming, 
and many days. were 12 hour days or more,, we took two days 
on a few paragraphs concerning revisionism and dogmatism. 

“This joint work in producing a document. helped 
all of us. We elaborated the more important problems and 
theses, The document should help all the Marxist-Leninist 
Parties, There were delegates on the Secretariat from the 
socialist countries, the capitalist countries and from the 

newly indépéndent countries, ‘This iadé it. possible to get 
the views of the entire world. -The Secretariat tried not 
to expand the dociment so that its brevity would be more 
useful, .We therefore, tried to put important thoughts in 
a nutshell with a vigorous. style. ‘While the draft sequence 

rT wee cee 

itself has been éexpandéd and the amount ‘of words increased, 

“Phe CPSU introduced an amendment dealing with 
revisionism, In this amendment, the CPSU exposed the 
subversive activities and the anti-Marxist-Leninist 
practices of Yugoslavia, 

“From time to time, sub-committees met in order to — 
elaborate or combine views. Just to mention a few, there were 
sub-committees on the crisis of capitalism, on disarmament 
and on the transition to socialisn, -We had some very heated 
debates and. sometimes the discussion was so sharp that wé 
postponed conclusions. to make it possible for. people to cool 
off. We developed, finally, some new formulas and arrived 

at some unanimity in some sections of the draft, ~~ 



SESSION OF THE 
MEETING OF THE el 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION 
HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
ON OCTOBER, 22; 1960 τ 
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“We particularly agreed on the peculiarities of the 
epoch, on disarmament, etc, We also outlined in greater 
detail, the mutual relations of the socialist countries, 
excluding wax from our time and revolution in underdeveloped 
countries.. We also decided that ‘each Communist Party (CP) 
determines its own revolution, on the basis of the historic 
conditions, on the basis of. the concrete ‘situations in each 
country and aiso on the general world situation, 

ι" ᾿ 

‘This document is now the document of the conference, 
The majority achieved unity on the document, On sections: one; 
two and four, there are no differences of opinion, There are 
however, a few problems that still need to be ironed out in 
the third section, In the fifth section, we do have. some 
sharp disagreement, 

“The CP of China (CPC) said that it was necessary 
to add some new Ἢ Lormulations ita. ‘the fifth -section., The Chinese 
Comradés received some’ Support from Viet Nati and ‘Korea, 
Other Parties insisted ‘on expansion, The CP of Czechoslovakia 
wanted more on. the- cooperation. of the socialist ‘states. Both 
the delegations o£ the CP of Czechoslovakia and the Polish 
United -Workers'. - Party insisted that. we deal with the 20th 
and 215} Congresses of the CPSU, Most 411 fraternal parties 
thought that we should include ‘these ideas of the CP ‘of ° 
Czechoslovakia and the Polish United Workers ' Party into the 
draft, The CPC objected, After a diséussion,. these ideas 
were ‘included in the draft -and the. representatives.-of the 
CPC: said that they will not object to this, The representative 
of .the CP of Indonesia had said that this problem of the 20th 
and 21st Congresses of the. CPSU should be striken from the draft, 

“On the question of the cult of personality, the -- 
majority wanted it as it ‘is in the draft. Only the represen- 
tatives of the Albanian Party. of Labor objected and the ~ 
representative of the-CP. of Indonesia thought. that .leaving it. 
‘out .of the draft would prevent .arguments,. However, the 
overwhelming majority of. the Secretariat agreed to ) keep the 
phrasing as it is in.the draft. ~~ _ 
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SESSION OF THE . _« 
MEETING OF THE Sa 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION 
HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
ON OCTOBER. 22, 1960 

‘On Yugoslavian revisionism, most Parties agreed to 
keep it. as it.was in the original CPSU text, The CPC, however, 
insisted that we eliminate the phrase, national Communism, and 
‘substitute for this phrase, bourgeois nationalism, I repeat, 
the idéa of national Communism remains as it was in the 
text of the CPSU draft, 

“I must inform the meeting that it was impossible 
to reach unity on the question of factionalism. Comrade 
Anibal Escalante from Cuba and' Comrade Mario Alves of 
Brazil offered amendments to modify this section on 
factionalism, Although these amendments were acceptable to 
the body as a whole, there were some Parties which were | 

against them. All’ Parties accepted the Cuban and Brazilian 
‘formulations with the exception of the following Parties, 
Which wanted this section on factionalism radically modified 
or eliminated: 

1) The CPC, which proposed its own amendment. 

2) The CP of Australia, 

3) The Albanian Party of Labor, 

4) The CP of Japan, 

5) The Korean Party of Labor, 

6) The Workers’ Party of Viet Nam, 

7) The CP of Indonesia, 

‘For the first time in the history of the inter- 
national movement, we have had such a preparatory conference, 
I am sure that this conference has produced a document that 
ghould serve as a basis for the..bigger conference. ahead, 

“I want to conclude by telling you that we reached ~ 
agreement on the major part of the document. We have a few 
things left to resolve,’ 
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SESSION OF THE. 
MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL COMMISSION 
HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
ON OCTOBER 22, 1960 

Proposals and Announcements 

At the conclusion of the report of Boris Ponomarev, 
Mikhail Suslov asked if there were any proposals, 

By pre-arrangement between the. CCCPSI and the . 
delegation of the.CP of the United States (CP,USA), Elizabeth 
Gurley Flynn, a vice chairman and member of the National 
Committee of the CP,USA, made ἃ motion that the Editorial 
Commission adopt the draft declaration prepared by the 
Secretariat for presentation to the November meeting of 
Communist Parties and Workers’ Parties, -Also, that the 
‘Editorial Commission adopt the report of the chairman of 
the Secretariat, Comrade Ponomarev, 

The CP,USA: has been designated by the Attorney 
os —o 

rsuant to Executive Order 
10450. ΝΕ εὐρέας ' ger oa 

eng Several other delegates made brief two to four minute 

report of ‘the Secretariat, Among those who spoke were 
lermann;Matern, head of the delegation\of£ the: Socialis 

Unity Party_of Germany; VladimizrVkoitski, head of the 7 

KR report explaining why they endorsed the draft and’ the 

Bee 
-__ 

of the delegation of the. Rumanian Workers, Pparty;, Ville, 

sonzalesyPaulino, of the Cc 
Le'sjsocialist Party of Cuba: C we 

ἕξ, 

before this body adjourns and the larger conference 
convenes in November, 

The delegation representing the. CP of Czechoslovakia | 
proposed. that this body go on record as pointing out the 
important role played at this meeting by the CPSU, the 
experienced vanguard. Party, This proposal was adopted, 

wo 5a 3 ᾿Ξ 
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delegation. of the CP_of Czechoslovakia; PeterzBorilay head 

Ῥ ΟΣ Argentina and AnibatyEscalante, 

μ δ 53, 
Sustov asked if there were any other proposais —— 
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Suglov then pointed out that a ‘sub-committee: 
condisting of representatives from the. CP,: .USA,.. ‘the. CP’ of 
Great. Britain,. ‘the French CP, and the Polish United: Workers’: 
Party would,.be working on a draft ΟΥ “ἃ peace manifesto, He 
suggested that. this sub+committee work on this document 
‘between the present: ‘time and ‘the convening: of the - meeting 
in November, ‘ 

Kenji viiyamato, General Secretary of the’ CP of USsk ς, 
Japanigaid that’ he agre ‘agreed -with this suggestion ΟΥ̓ Suslov, 
He: suggested that a representative. of the:.CP: ‘of; Japan: be’ yh 4 PAM 
included, in this. sub-committee. Also that while -the manifesto 7————— 
should stress peace, it should. also deal. .with. the question ‘of 
national. independence ,, , 

‘Suslov said that he ‘had no objections to the 
proposal οἵ" Miyamato,, Further ; that any. Party” which wants’ ‘to . 
participate in the work..of this sub-committee can contribute 
and their contributions. will be. accepted,. 

A formal. proposal was adopted to include represen-, 
tatives. from the. CP of Japan, ἰδ ΟΡ of Syria, and the CP 
of India, ion. the: sub-committee preparing the: draft of a peace 
manifesto, The CP- of Indonesia volunteered to have .a 
representative on. this sub-committee, 

| Remarks..of TENG Hsiao-ping — YUSsk 

As Suslov. was preparing to adjourn this meeting. tA) Nar 
of. the Editorial Commission Wie NG Hsiao=ning.,..ceneral,— ---- 
Secretary of the: CPC, started the discussion once again,. 

6 essence of the remarks of TENG Hsiao=ping, 

communist Pact (μένα, 
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“We believe that in edopting a document we should 
use the method that would satisfy all. In the past, this 
was the most efficient method, We would keep on meating 
until we got results and unanimity, " ) 

. DPhrough the joint efforts of.all the Darties on 
the Secretariat, some parts of the draft that were inadequate 
‘have been improved, For exemple, the first section has been 
strengthened and improved as regards the question of unity 
against the common enemy, imperialism, We have also improved 
the part dealing with the. present epoch, the part’ dealing 
with war and also. the part. dealing with the transition to 
socialisn, 

“However, the. CPC regrets that we were unable. to reach 
‘agreement. on some important questions of principle. 

‘“Girst, on the question of solidarity, we hold it is 
inappropriate to put in the draft the part on factionalisn, 
We ‘believe that this question should be placed, as in the 
Moscow Declaration of 1957, in the form of unity and equality, 

‘Qur delegation gave the Secretariat -detailed 
amendments and we were’ disappointed that they were not . 
adopted, Why .are you against such formuletions on factionalism? 
We believe that without these formulations we would appear 
divided in front of our enemy. We: would be using the 
method of sowing disunity instead of unity, 

‘Secondly, regarding the all around affirmation of 
the. 20th and .21ist Congresses of the CPSU in the draft document, 
we repeat that we always held that these Congresses have 
historical importance. But we hold that each Party decides 
for itself how to make use of documents, decisions and 
Congresses of other fraternal Parties. The present 
formulation has no place in an international document, . 
We cannot agree with these certain estimates on the 20th 
and 21st Congresses and we will continue to ask that they be 
deleted from the document, 



SESSION OF THE. 
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HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
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“thirdly, on the question of the real possibility of 
excluding. war from the life of society, we do not agree, We 
wanted something in the draft about guarantees, We thought that 
we had agreed on this but it seems that our agreement on this 
has .been disregarded, For example, you might have: put-in the 
draft a few sentences from Comrade Suslov's speech in which 
he deals‘ with this problem.” 

At this point, TENG Hsiao-ping quoted from the 
Speech by Suslov, Immediately, Suslov and others charged 
that .TENG Hsiao-ping quoted a few words which had been 
taken out of context. Remarks of TENG Hsiao~ping continue. 

‘on this question, of excluding war .from the life 
of society, we believe that & more adequate formulation is 
necessary. 

- ‘Besides these disagreements I have enumerated, 
we have some reservations on certain formulations and we ~~ 7 
would like to exchange opinions on. these, if not now, at some 
other time. | - , 

‘The achievements of this me eting prove that if 
‘there is a desire for unity, agreements can. -be achicved. 

tho-r ede er αν. 
“we will give a report to vin! central Committee 

on this. document, We hope that the search for avenues οὗ 
unity will continue. This meeting was .a beginning and can 
help make the November meeting a success. The CPC, thinks 
that we can face the common enemy ἰοξοῦνον and we will 
triumph. Mem ber mem ber ofthe Presidium US SAE fe 

Renarks. of uikha1}{Suslov 

At the conclusion of the remarks of TENG Hstao-ping, 
Mikhail Suslov said, “there was only one proposal we voted 
on and that was the report of the Secretariat. _As régards. _ 

__the three questions Comrade TENG Hsiao-ping enumerated and 
said that there is no agreement on them, these have’ been — Cm 
defined clearly and there. is no necessity to go back to then. 
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We can take up these items in the future, -Right now, the 
chairnan ‘states that the report of the Secretariat has been 
accepted, The draft document and other proposals that went 
with the report of the Secretariat have been accepted, 

ΔῚ want to remind all the delegates present that 
there was no count of the vote at these sessions and I 
propose that this procedure be kept for the future meetings, 
We can say, therefore, that this method has been approved 
fully and that the report of the Secretariat and the draft 
document have been approved fully.” 

The source pointed out that the last portion of 
the remarks of Suslov were in answer to the opening remarks 
of TENG Hsiao-ping concerning methods and procedures, ; 

Exchange. of Remarks -and 
Adjournment of Meeting Q ) αν! 

When Suslov finished speaking, Hysni¥kapo, member, 4 SD 
of the, Politburo of the Albanian Party of Labor, jumped up 
and said, d, “YT agree that we have spoken in 1 favor of these a 
proposals but can't we have more time to express our opinions 
on the work of the Secretariat? Even if I agree with what 
we have before us, as a draft, I still want to talk. 

- 

Suslov replied, ‘ should we continue talking? We ν΄ 
have adopted all motions. ἵ 

JosephyAdjiotrop, a Secretary of the Central Committee 22 ς (554 
of the CP δὲ Indonesia-said he wanted to say someting more Brey don 
“AlSO, ann teem ts Ary 

Nao Ve 

ΠῚ 

. Anibal\Escalante said,* if someone has something 
to say regarding’ thé work of the Secretariat, or any other 
problen, Let him put it on paper and turn it in. We have 
been talking for many weeks.” 

Suslov suggested that the meeting be adjourned 
until November 10, 1960. The sub-committees, particularly 
the one dealing with the peace manifesto will continue to 
work, The delegates for this meeting will report to their 
Central Committees so they will be prepared for the meeting 

} 
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ON OCTOBER 22, 1960 

SESSION OF THE 
MEETING OF THE 
EDITORIAL -COMMISSION 
HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 

in. November, *The meeting of the Editorial Commission. stands ν΄ 
adjourned." _ 

As the delegates were leaving it was announced that 
there would be a banquet that evening, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its. contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency, ~ 
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FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

( Csox0,” 
““IS-¢ 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 eppies 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 7 
memorandum containing the essence of the remarks of 
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV made at a banquet in the Kremlin on 
12/4/60. This banyuet was held for the delegations of 
‘the 81 Communist Parties and Workers' Parties which 
attended: the November meeting in Moscow. 

Only 6 representatives of the CP, USA were __ ΧΩ 
present at this banquet and the information tends to 
reflect that the source was present at the ‘banquet, 
For this reason the letterhead memorandum has been 
classified "secret", The place of issue has been 
reflected as Yashington, D,C,., to further protect the - 
identity of CG 5824-S* 

le 

. εν = Information in the letterhead memorandun was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to Sis JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD 

Wa HANSEN in form of, di μῆς dictabelts on 1/11/62. 

“τῇ ΓΞ ὑφ᾽ ἜΜ 
f 
ss Bureau: ἊΝ ) (oat rit cE . “. 7 

- New York. (En AM) CRM) (RR ὦ ᾿ -f 2509. /- 7 | 

ot 

100~134637 45 
1 ~. Chicago ὧν REC- 16 
JEK:. . (5) yn ge AE ve » Sars i96t 

TSA le (Bid TELS Ja τ ᾿. , ΟΝ ; ‘ ῥ᾽: “ag 

| Δ ἂ i> ar . ἷ γῇ 

Approved} | : | 
Sent EM 

AQFEBS Hes Agent in Charge 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASSI¥ICATION CUIDE 

DATE 06-Z7-Z011 ° ᾿ 

Oi ED STATES DEPARTMENT ‘Ot JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In« Reply, Please Refer to 

File No, 

100--428091 Washington, D, Οἱ, 
7 3 - January 17,. 196% 

* 

-REMARKS ΟΣ NIKITA - KBRUSECHEYV 
ΑΤ A BANQUET “IN. ‘THE: ‘KREMLIN. 
ON DECEMBER 41960: 

““«“- en * ret 

. 

The. Communist Party :(CP):,_ USA, ‘has. been--designated 
-by’ the. Attorney General. of the: United States, pursuant "to - 
‘Executive. Order. 10450, 

. Avgource, who: has: furnished. reliable: information. 
. im the, ‘past, has furnished the: following information. 

After: -the- ‘conclusion. of. the meeting. of .representatives 
- of 81 CPs and’ Workers" Parties in ‘Moscow, Rusgia,.’ a banquet, . » 
was. ‘held: ‘in. the: ‘Krentin : :On- December. Ἂς 1960. | τι is. estimated. 

> that: ibetween.400 and. 500: ‘péople: were: in attendance: at. this’ . 
‘banquet. ’ Those: ‘in. ‘attendance: included. ‘the. ‘various: ‘delegations 
‘of the. 81. Parties, translators, advisers: ‘and. ‘téchnicians,. 

_ At. ‘Such: an affair: ‘the: toasts. ‘are always. utilized: to: put. over. 
᾿ξ ‘point, - fo 4 

x 

Remarks. of. Nikita.Khrushchev. ΝΞ ΕΕἫΟ ;» -τ τ μου τσ 

Ἰμαἐ- 

-- Nikita: Khrushchev, First: Secretary, .of. ‘the’: Centrai: 
. Comnitteeof- the ὍΡΟΣ ‘thé Sovist *Unidion .(CCCRSU):. Acted. as 
toastmaster. — ‘Thé .essence: of his remarks, follows.: 

“Khrushchev. said’ in 2 jopular way? "Well, At, yOu. 
‘donot, like: ME: AB: B- Soastuaster ; you. can: retire πὶ me. - “I am 
getting. ‘old'-and Team: almost.-téady: Τόν. ἃ pension. - εξ. Δι τ86.." 
meantime 5 “let. me shave. my. Bay". " 

Khrushchev ,. ‘of.- ‘COUSE , praised ‘the. representatives 
.of the. CPs: of:;thé world : gathered δὲ ‘this: ‘banquet hall. “He: 
‘complinented: their: good. sense: ‘in arviving..at a unified point 
of. view; ‘He: xepeated™ ‘the cliche ‘about: the. enemy ‘always, 
‘profits. ‘by. “disunity, —As. the ‘had at a. siizller banquet: ‘in. the 

: Kremlin’ on ‘October ® ‘22, ~1960,: -he.-once again talked: ‘highly.. of. .. 
—_ _ the. ‘United: States ,- its: developnent, the objective. eonditions: 

and: the igh. standard. ὍΣ, 1179... ι 

my so ENcLosune THPGERRES 
7 Co0+ “£2809 /A/I$ 7 
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REMARKS: OF NIKITA 
’ KHRUSHCHEY, AT “Δ᾽ 
BANQUET’ “IN ‘THE: 
-KREMLIN:ON:: 
DECEUBER 4, 960» 

eye a 

Khrugkchev, ‘then. praised the. CP, USA and its: leader-. 
ship,,« He-repeated what he- said. at- the bariquet’ ‘on October - - 
ΤῊΝ 1960 5 and that iss that, ‘the: American Communists are. 

τὰ Ἐν 

ia the. ‘soviet Union. or jother soeialist countries, reeive an 
weekly. wages, for their. vork,. He said: "You cannot. make. 

_ revolution : ‘to order, There has to -becircumstances. that 
déyelop. thé .class..consciousness. .and organize the. workers. ito . 
the “point. :.where “they: want to. bring. about. ἃ change; . You. 
can ‘even.’have the best: leadership: and: Still not ‘be- able to ͵ 
πᾶς 6..8. ‘revolution. when. the. ‘circumstances. are not.. ithere,."" - 

ae 

Klirushchey, :chided.. some of ‘the Patties in'?Eastern:. 
Europe’ because they pat themselves. on the ghouldér - and say 

"they. ‘must ibe, good leaders. or they. say they must have good. 
Parties: because, they had a successful revolution or they" 
have:.a ‘People’s: democracy or socialism. 

Khrushchev. said ‘to these Parties © in. Eastern 
 Europe3, “Do” not. beso smug. The Italian ‘Communists and: 
‘French. ‘Communists: and: other Communists of Western- Europe. 
ave -πὸ worse. than. some.,of.‘you... The working- classes. are. 
dust: as. βοοάταθ, the: Working: class: in. Eastern. ‘Europe. It * Ν᾿ 

ΠΟΤ 

nado. it, podsible ‘fOr. some . of. the ‘Eastern’ Européan, countries .. 
to” make-.a.. “revolution: 

ἊΣ 

. Here too, .in.a sort of. joking manner;. Khrushchey .. 
. gaid3"Well,-.the Red: Arny.-was just a little. ‘eloser fi. to." - na fe 
Hungary’, ‘to Rumania; to Germany and to other :countries, than. 
it was to Italy..and France, The Poles know-‘this very well; 
They would: go to the ballot. box and vote for:.some Polish’ 
hane but it .seemed to them, that an Tyan, ὍΣ someone: who ». 

‘supported, ‘the Russians}. ‘would win. ~ ros 

“2... 

4 

% 



_ REMARKS OF NIKITA 

DECEMBER: Rid 1960 
yu 

Khrushehey once again. developed. the’ ‘theme. that: it 
+ 

“ XAOS 

- . ~ - 

not etre for. eyolutions. He said: therofoxee ‘let us, 
“give. all ‘due credit to. the working: classes, of those. 
countries Still. under capitalist -bondage.:. It is quite. 
possible. for then. to. make. a revolution. under different - 
circunstanceés,: If we go..on building. Communisn , and. 11. we 

. have'.a living. example. where we. show them that .our ‘system .. 
can, satisfy: their material Wants and their. spiritual..needs’ 

better. ὁ ' the; capitalist. systen, the workers. will. “make . 
a change:! ‘anid: establish, ‘their own systemvof socialism", - 

_ thexé. are 8.11 kinds. of :socialism and right. shere-. 
and-.nbw., i want: to ‘SAY; even: if: some. Conrades, disagrees. with’. 
me ;. “‘that® they. are building: socialism :in :Yugoslayia;:~-It-. 
would: be : Wrong , ‘to-put Yugoslavia. in the. capitalist’; ;CAMD.. 
‘Nell; “what, have -you got :1} Yugoslavia? .: ‘If ‘they... have. ‘no-. 

- Communists, what have they got?" ὁ 

This, statement caused,quite: a stir in: the,.hail . 
because; the: Draft: Déeclarationyapproved only. a few days: | 
previously; {sharply . condénned Yugoslavia.and here was . 

. Khrushchev: Once. again saying. good. words about. Yugoslavia, 

Next ,. Khrushchev went-into. the question of. - 
diplotiacy.. ‘and; “Spapred. with. ‘those who thought::that. diplomaey.: : 
is: a ‘betrayal ‘Of, the international Communist, :-movement.. - 
He ‘said: “'I-get..around,. I ‘have ito talk.to- diplomats; : 
$0. ‘the. leaders: o£ - the ‘capitalist. class. Lenin ‘once ‘told: | 
jevabout: chow: we may. have to. ρα. οἱ, ἃ. silk. jhat,, white: 

. gloves-and'-a frock. CORE, and::go. out and shake thetihiands:. 
of capitalist: ‘diplomats ‘and; if Mecensary’s, kiss , the: hand | 

ne, 

wom 



REMARKS.‘OF. NIKITA: | 
KBRUSHCHEV AT A - 
BANQUET ‘IN: THE 
 KREMLIN:ON. ἢ 
DECEMBER.A , 1960: 

"When I shake the hand of an Eisenhower, I think 
sometimes that I would like .to wipe my hand’ofZ. -I bave ' 
greater xrogard for the. Communists, . When. I shake the hand 
of de Gaulle, ‘I sometimes think of Maurice:Thorez. I would 
rather ‘shake. bis hand, -But diplomatic. activity is’ necessary 
and, is not necessarily: ἃ. .betrayal of the class struggle." 

. The last statement. ‘was. interpreted by many: of those present 
‘as. 2 dig against. the: Chinese, ΄ 

-_Khrushchev. then. proposed. 2 toast. He .proposed 
8, toast to the’ CP, USA,- and its. ‘Leadership. | - This. was -one 
«OF. the: big. events of. the. banquet bécause, more delegates 
. got ἪΡ to. toast. the representatives’ of the CGP, USA ‘than 
almost any other Party with the exception of ‘the ‘CPSU. and 
the CP of China.’ Even the: delegates: of. the‘ CP’ of. China. 

went to the. ‘delegates of the CP, USA, to drink a toast. 

This document,contains neither recommendations 
. hor. .conclugions: of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It 
cis: the: property, of. the: Federal .Bureau of. Investigation. and 
is: loaned: to your agency; it and its contents ate not :to 
‘be ‘distributed. outside your agency... 

a «, 
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Date: 1/16/61 RE a 

Transmit the following -in 

γα. AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

i” FROM : SAC, CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub B) 

fr "Os ἡ —~ $0 ) 

Is - Cc 

} There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau seven copies 
a! | and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 

containing information concerning the concluding session of the 
meeting of Communist Parties and Workers' Parties in Moscow, 
Russia on December 1, 1960. 

Including the representatives, translators, advisers 
and technicians, approximately 300 people attended this meeting. 
The proceedings. of the meeting were not made public. While 6 
representatives of the Communist Party (CP), USA; were present, 
it is the opinion of CG 5824-S* that no one else from the CP, 
USA delegation. has notes which are as complete as those of 
CG. 5824-S*, For this reason, and in compliance with instructions 
set forth in Bulet dated November 2, 1960, the letterhead memo~ 
randum is. classified "Secret". The "place of issue has been ᾿ 
reflected as Washington, D.C. in accordance with instructiods 
set out in referenced Bulet. Ζ 

the information in the letterhead memorandum was! 
furnished by CG 5824 Spa ING and RICHARD. W. | bs 
HANSEN ani Stenographe on january 5, 1961, IC 

GALE 0 Shek, owl mn 

)- [743 
ἢ a Buréau (AM) (RM) (RRR) (Encls. 7) be? nest (ΛῈΣ 7 

nj 1 = New lYork (100~134637) (AM) (RM) (RRR) (En 
Aw) 1 - Chicago : JW = τ POG ff 5S. ha ἐς 
aa _; ; 

hs) 2k JR-Bt 1961 Oia | 
\ ea 5 w “ἘῸΝ ey \ jek ; 

Sent .. ὁ ὃὁὅΡὅΡΓΓΠ͵͵᾽,͵ μ᾿ ΡῈΣ Approved: We : - 
Specia Sg. Charge 
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DPECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUILE "Ἕ " 

DATE 06-27- 4011 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

Washington, D.C. 
100-428091 January 16, 1961 

CONCLUDING SESSION OF THE 
MEETING ‘OF ‘COMMUNIST PARTIES 
AND WORKERS' PARTIES IN‘MOSCOMW, 
RUSSIA ON DECEMBER 1, 1960 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, has furnished the following information: 

On November 28, 1960, the Editorial Committee of the 
meeting of 81 Communist Parties and Workers' Parties began to work 
on. a seriés of amendments to the draft declaration, which had. been 
originally submitted, by the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party_of thé Soviet Union (CCCPSU) and. amended by the Editorial 
Commission consisting of représentatives of 26 Communist Parties 
and Workers’ Parties in Moscow, Russia ‘in October, 1960. There 
were hundreds of amendments. By December 1, 1960 a few amendments . 
had. been accepted and’ some agreement had been reached. There was : 
no basic change in the draft. approved by the Editorial Commission, 
The Editorial Committee of the November meeting did compromise’ 
with the Communist Party of China by dividing. Section 5 of the draft 
into two parts and adding a sixth section. The -part dealing with 
factionalism was rewritten in generalized terms and the amended 
decument was presented in behalf of the Editorial Committee on 
December 1, 1960 to the meeting of the representatives of the 81 
Communist Parties and Workers' Parties by Mikhail Suslov, member of 
the Presidium and a Secretary of the CCCPSU. 

This final session on December 1, 1960 was held, as were 
ail previous sessions of this meeting, in St. George Hall in the 
Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, 

Remarks of Mikhail Suslov 
\) 

The essence of the remarks made by Mihai sSuslov on: 
~o4 f . 

December 1, 1960 follows: 

"The Editorial Committee reports with satisfaction that 
the declaration has been completed, that the text is being circulated Ry 
and that our collective effort es ΥΩ Never in the ws 



CONCLUDING SESSION OF THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
AND WORKERS' PARTIES IN MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA, ON: DECEMBER 1,..1960. 

history of our movement hes a single document been prepared so 
thoroughly. 

"All the continents were represented, Twenty~six 
Parties participated in the editing while 811 the other delegates 
were consulted, Thirty-two fraternal Parties suggested amendments 
in writing. ‘All were examined and caréfully discussed. Most 
anendments were not aimed at the main points in the draft. They 
only reinforced the primary object of the document and this conference, 
helped to consolidate the Communist Parties’ and gave expression ‘to 
‘the Marxist-Leninist will to unite us. 

"We. faced many difficulties and searched for agreement, 
ALL ‘agreed in the entirety. This is the unanimous will of all 
the -Parties from 811 areas of the. globe, ~The majority. of the 
‘Parties shared in the discussions. There is no need to deal with 
all the amendments, but the Editorial Committee found answers ‘to 
many questions on substantial features of Marxism-Leninism, The 
Editorial Committee found ways of consolidating the unity of the 
primary objectives,.the needs of the working class movement and the 

necessity for unity to repel attacks: 

"We were 811 united by the great teachings of Marxism- 
Leninism. All agreed on the observance of the decisions arrived 
at by 811 Parties. We, therefore, have unity in our ranks; unity 
of will and action. -This is the supreme duty of the international 
Communist movement. These propositions rest on the. granite founda- 
tion of Marxism-Leninism. Lenin always stressed these. (Volume .31 
of the Collected Works of Lenin), 

"We also found an answer to the question of the cult of 
the personality as well as the 20th Congress of the Communist Party 
of the: Soviet Union. -We reproduced in the draft declaration the 
purposes of the Moscow: Declaration of 1957. We reached an agreement. 
on the assessment of the peace movement. Thus. we concluded that 
the peace movement today is the broadest movement of our times. 

"We have also reached an agreement on the role of the 
national bourgeoisie, as well as the attitude of the Comnunist 
Parties to the electoral bodies of the bourgeoisie. 



7 4) 

CONCLUDING SESSION OF THE 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES. 
AND WORKERS' PARTIES’ IN MOSCOW, , 
‘RUSSIA ON DECEMBER 1, 1960 

- "- 

"We also dealt with the question of the dictatorship 
of the proletariat .as. democracy and as. an international force. 

-"On ‘Page 122 we left out the phrase; 'The CPSU is the 
head’, 

"All these changes and alterations were unanimous. 

"We also have a draft appeal on peace, and if you 
will remember, this was originally introduced by Great’ Britain = 
and. the United. States, France, Poland, ‘the USSR,: China, Indonesia 
and Brazil participated. 

¥, 

¢ 

"The. world looks forward to our declarations. They 
~are inspiring prospects for. the. people in. their fight for peace, 

democracy and socialism. Ν 

"We. have confidence in these struggles and in. the 
strength of the international liberation movement, We- have confidence 
that the statement and the :appeai for peace will make. the fight of 
the people more effective and peaceful," 

Adoption of a Resolution Expressing 
Solidarity with Cuba 

At this point. the meeting adopted a resolution which 
expressed solidarity with Cuba. The. resolution had been proposed 
by RodneyArismendi, First Secretary of the Communist Party of | 

- Concluding Remarks by Nikita Khrushchev 

The meeting of the representatives of the 81. Communist 
Parties. and Workers' Parties concluded with remarks by Nikita 
Khrushchev, First Secretary .of the CCCPSU. The following is the 
essence of his remarks: 

"The conference is coming to.an end. We adopted some 
documents, It was not for nothing that we worked so hard, The 
analysis of the present situation generalizes the experiences of 



CONCLUDING SESSION OF THE 
‘MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
AND WORKERS’ PARTIES’ IN MOSCOW, 

: RUSSIA ON-DECEMBER 1; 1960: 

211 Parties. The main content of this document 15. devoted to 
the peculiarities of the present epoch. We mapped out further 
tasks for the liquidation of colonies. -. We have worked out an 
appeal for the people to prevent ‘war. 

"We are the most constant champions of the masses for 
peace, .We will heighten the. struggle of the masses for peace, 
International solidarity has. reached new heights. - All delegations 
present had‘ an opportunity to speak and express themselves. We 
have reached unity in the fight against imperialism,:for peace, for 
liberation, and for consolidation of the socialist camp. We have 
enriched the 1957 Moscow Declaration on the vital problems of our 
time, . This declaration will become, Like the 1957 Deciaration, 
a vital program: -for.-all -the -Parties, . | 

"The Communist Parties. are developing ideological. unity. 
The socialist camp is solving its problens and is more united. for 
peace. We have a common platform in this document. The discussion 
is over. Now we must move ahead under the banner of these collective-~ 
ly worked out decisions. We must implement them; translate them 
into reality. 

"This document is a collective asset. We must be guided 
by the formulas in this document. We are sure it will be accepted 
by all the Parties, The. bourgeois press gave weight to the idea 
of a split in our ranks. The United States especially rejoiced. 
Now the imperialists will be bitterly disappointed. These resolutions 
are imbued with the Communist struggle for’ peace and socialism. 

"The CPSU will discharge its duty. Our relations with 
China will be good and maybe even better than in the past. We 

“ὦ hope that we will meet with the same feeling on the part of the 
Communist Party of China. We aré all equals as Parties, but there. 

is’ such a ‘thing as responsibility, and we ail share this responsibi- 
lity. We, and the Chinese, have a bigger share of. the responsibility; 
more than the other fraternal Parties. 

"We will unite and disappoint our enemy. We will fight 
to preserve our unity. We will watch. unity like the apple of our 

", 

wh on 
a παι ττππ.....-..ὕ...... .--ᾧἕ .. 



CONCLUDING SESSION OF THE © 
MEETING OF COMMUNIST PARTIES 
AND WORKERS' PARTIES’ IN MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA: ὍΝ. DECEMBER 1, 1960 - 

rT wo ” ~ 1 - - - - 5.- a ey -- 

eye. We will work for the cohésion of the socialist camp and the 
worid Communist movement. We will strengthen the fight against 
colonialism,and for independence. 

"The CPSU wishes: success to all the fraternal. Parties. 
Long live unity. Long live Marxism-Leninism. Let us close ranks, 
Workers of the world unite. "τ " 

After the concluding remarks of Khrushchev, it was 
announced that the Secretariat of this meeting would be ‘the 
guardian of the minutes. of the meeting. 

‘The delegation. of the. Communist Party, USA, and some 
other delegations, announced that. they might not bé able, for 
legal reasons, to openly endorse the declaration. 

The meeting was then adjourned with an announcement 
that it would be followed by a banquet on December 4, 1960, 

. The Communist Party, USA, has been designated by the 
Attorney General. of the United States pursuant to Executive 
Order. 10450. 

This memorandum contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FRI and. is 
loaned. to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distri- 
buted outside your agency. 

πα - 
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Date: 1/12/61. 

Transmit the following. in 
Sd 

Vie AIRTEL. 

TO. ; | DIRECTOR ,- FBI ΒΕ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Ἐ) 

e There - are’ enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7\copies 
and. to the New: York Division one copy. of a letterhead 
memorandum containing information concerning the 12/2/60 
session ‘of a- meeting in. Moscow, Russia of representatives 
of CPs of Latin America.. This meeting lasted 5 days: and 

νι} was held: in the theater of ‘a hotel restricted to CP members: 
who: were in Moscow 4s: ‘guests of the CCCPSU, This hotel is. 

"As Jocatéed at Platnikov Paraulik (ph) No. 12. It is near - 
Abatskaya,— the: main. polyclinic and the. Foreign. Office. ‘It. 

Me hy is a modern 6 story building which will house. between 200 and 
i 250 guests. 

| : ss Mie ye, Na anes ἣ . 
ff CG. 5824-S* wal the only CP, USA. representative who 
{ attended all sessions of this'meeting. JAMES. JACKSON, JAMES 

ALLEN and HELEN WINTER. were each ‘present. on one or two 
occasions. during the meeting. Usually ‘their attendance was | 
limited to a few minutés.. The sessions were: conducted in ‘ 
the. Spanish language, however, CG. 5824-S* received assistance " 
‘in the translation of the remarks. No member of the ΟΡ, USA 
has notes comparable to those of CG 5824-S* on. this very. 
exclusive meeting, 

For the above reasons and in compliance with - 
instructions set forth in-Bulet dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 

ΟΠ menorandum ois classified ‘"soewet”, Because of the nature of. 
the meeting and the information obtained, ra } 
desire to change the classification ; 

- place of issue has been reflected ag 
πε to paca ns contained in re te pt ᾿ τς τέ ses} | 

fais [3 ) “ΠΣ CAT | F tye ὠὰ , 3 = can” (indis. cy Naas C sf x fae Elbo 
a ite ork ἜΣ 3) (aM): (RM). a: Ἢ ᾿ a | 

7 1005134637 (Βῦ 1:0 : Ν a8” } 
Ἴ scxSebitago τὰ εὐ ΚΙ 
ΤᾺ, τῇ " ΠΝ SEER 

ff! Dhaits i : : Trak : : 
3 

i ᾿ é ae ΡΞ ᾿ ἢ 

᾿ a APF | ge 
--- Sen over Zi , 

᾿ϑρεῷ al ‘Raent. in Charge | , ss af ὌΝ ἢ | 
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CG 134-46 Sub. B 

The information contained in the letterhead 
menorandum: was furnished -by CG 5824-S* . - 
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PDECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FET sUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CuILE 

DATE 6-27-2011 

νέου STATES DEPARTMENT OF ΘΝ 

FEDERAL BUREAU’ OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to. 

File.No. + 

100-428091 - ΚἘ Έ6Ὸὃ6᾽ Washington;,.D. C. 
January 12, 1961 

we _ DECEMBER'2, 1960 SESSION. . ~~ 
: ᾿ OF A MEETING IN-HOSCOW,.. 6 ., | 

τς RUSSIA,: ΟΕ: COMMUNIST: ‘PARTIES. ον 
ἽΝ. LATIN. AMERICA " FO 

| | A source;,.: ‘who has furnished. reliable: information: _ 
dn ‘the. past, “has, furnished the? Lollowing. information... ᾿ ' 

/On. December :2; 1960, xopresentatives. of. Coniminist - 
» “αἱ Parties.,in ‘Latin América net for’ the. third;: :day: of: 2. five, 

day: meeting. ‘in. ‘HOSCOVY ,, : ‘Russia. The. tepresentatives | οἵ. 
these ‘Parties ‘were in Moscow ‘to attend the: Novenber , 1960. 
meeting. of . representatives ‘of eighty. one, Communist’ Parties:. 
and: Workers! ‘Parties... ‘This. meeting: Of. representatives: of: - 
Communist: ‘Parties in. Latin, Anerica was held: in the: ‘theater: 
ofa hotel Limited: to Communist: Party (CP): members. ‘who were: 
guests. of: the: Central ‘Committee’ of’ the..CP- ‘of: the Soviet, . " 

_., Union. (CCCPSU) i~ This -hotel -is. is. located : near the. main. : 
‘polyclinic.;and. the. Foreign’ ( Office, It is: 8 hodern’ six. 
‘story: ‘building;:. | 

‘The cccpsu ‘did not directly participate: in. this. 
meeting. but .did: provide 8. translator: who only octasiondlly 
took ‘notes.. 
‘ 

Ὁ} Remarks, ‘of. Rudolfo. Ghioldt. 

Wh, The first speaker. oD Decenber-. 2, 1960, ψ88. 120, 
s-member. of. the Céntral Committee of ‘the CP of. 

‘following. is: th PE s “"FoMaTESS "" 

YThere. is a. growing sympathy for the Cuban. 
Revolution in Argentina. . The Cuban. Revolution is having _ 
an influence on 811. sections: of:,the- population, The ‘most.. 
popular and: the’ most, wide spread influence. is among the 
peasantry. ‘because of the agrarian reforn in: Cuba. The. _ 
Peopla!s. Socialist. ‘Party. (PSP): "Ο Cuba~has” a wide . influence. 

_ in: -progressive: Yanks, and, of: course, (int ‘each ‘Party... This. 
” ds also true: of: the. ‘Havana Declaration; ‘Théré.is a big: 
solidarity: movement. in Argentina, although: ‘the: CP: is. 
illegal. and semi-legal; ‘This: ‘movenent, of solidarity 
offers great. possibilities, ἜΣ solidarity. committees: 

SLO" LER SIPS =f 2 
ot 1 cose Semaigt ἱ Ns ; 
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fave 

expression ‘through, these: ‘movements,’ which Faise. ‘the: squestion ΄ 
, of: .antieimperialism.and the- Cuban Way.. 

‘The -Cuban:Révolution. had various:effects on the 
different strata of’ the population.. -Sections of. ‘the 
-hourgeoisie. are scared,. They ‘are: afraid. of Cuba - and :the 
“Castro way... Some: sections::of, the: -hourgeoisie in 
‘Argentina: have: become. enraged and have: also. become real 
stooges: for ‘United: ‘States. imperialisn,. ‘They attack 
not “only: the CP. but.:also:.the:.trade. unions, However ;. the 
CP:.1s- .growing ‘and so is«its. influence, 

“The economic situation An: Cuba cannot be solved ° 
by. the. rage. ‘and terror,of the, bourgeoisie, ‘They . cannot 

- Suppress: by” ‘force the: popularity of. the- ‘Cuban Revolution, 
The’ new:. ‘manifesto of, the: ΟΡ. of Argentina ‘shows ‘how ‘the 
peoples of ‘Latin -Anérica. and: other: parts: .of the world 
sympathize: with. ‘and. ‘support: Cuba, 

“We have. a.central press:‘and we: earry.- on--our’ 
" propaganda “through 1. cand we. also repéat -BOnE: of. these 
“things” Ain. the provincial ‘press. , ‘Our. central press’: now. 

~ has, 8 Circulation. of ;60,000, ἴδ are. ‘algo: spreading 
> petitions, τ΄ ‘We -are- ‘conducting: 2 plebiscite: for: solidarity 

| . for Ciba. and“ for ‘the defense of the..Cuban Revolution.. : 
“This- causes. discussion. amnong the. MASSES. of. -people, . 

“In view of our circumstances, the CP of 
Argentina σου]. πολ meet in. plonary. Session... . However ,. 
the Politburo: is meeting: regularly ;° ‘The. ‘principle 
objective. before us-..in. Argentina. is ‘solidarity with 
‘the .Cuban’ ‘Revolution._ ‘There. is a wide’ movement, ‘as. I 
said ,. for: solidarity “with: ‘Cuba. We believe, however, that: 

- this.. "movenent. could. be. broader’ ‘and bigger.. ‘The ‘Party . 8150" 
points to: the: need, ‘for material support. to: Cuba, - We. are. 

".- 
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now. looking into. the possibility: of sending engineers: and 
‘technicians to “Cuba. Keep in. mind that. we. have to be 
careful so as not to denude the CP of Argentina of cadres 
that nay be’ needed, But I. do. want. to repeat that every 
organ. of our Party, every committee, places Cuba as the 
number one problen, 

“In Argentina, there is: a wide experience in 
international solidarity. Our experience. goes. back to the 
Mexican. ‘Revolution of. the 1920s and before. It also goes 
back. to..the revolution in Nicaragua at the time Sandino 

American imperialism. Aliso there is our solidarity at the 
time of the Russian Revolution of 1917, and,..as you know 
of course, our solidarity, and Help. to..Spain "during: its 
revolution. These solidarity movenents were always great 
mass movements. 

“Our peace movement in Argentina is already wide 
and broad. But. the last Politburo: meeting of the CP οἵ 

_ Argentina decided to broaden this movement. We decided . 
- that everything must be done that would favor the independence 

of Cuba. .Even in the peace movenent, the question of Cuban 
‘independence. is raised. Doctors and others are being 
organized ‘to help Cuba medically. . I’ want to again say that 
allaspects of Party life have become. permeated with the 
idea of solidarity with Cuba, The women are conducting 
a wide campaign too, ‘They just finished a drive for a- 
complete maternity ward which is to be sent to Cuba, 
Now the women.are.in'.a drive to collect. money to send 
tractors. to Cuba.! ~ 

: At this point, the representatives of the CP - 
| of Uruguay shouted out,“we are sending cows to Cuba.” A 

The remarks of -Ghioldi continue, 
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‘Many municipal councils have voted .solidarity 
with Cuba. and voted-some form of. support to Cuba. There 
‘is-a special ‘organization in Argentina working. for commercial 
relations with Cuba, ‘This is. not 4 narrow’ or small thing. 
It involves industrialists: and merchants, who favor the ᾽ 
development of Latin. Anerican. trade,. 

‘I would: like: to ‘propose. that we consider -the 
declaration of a Continental Day of solidarity with. Cuba 
dn Latin. America and we.should. try to. make. this 8. reality. 
Finally, I believe that this declaration.of 81 Parties, 
which. we have. just finished. discussing ‘and adopting, 
should .bel-of great. help to..all the CPs.including the 
Parties -of ‘Latin-‘America,” 

Remarks:.of Jesus'Faria 4/< + KU SS fez, 
πππΠΕο στ πστ΄ 4 

Jesusz -<General,Sacretary.of—the-Central— 
Commit Ὁ», Venezuela, was. the next speaker, | 
Conn tied ofthe the. essence’ of. is’Fonarks. 

"The, movenent in Venezuela, for solidarity ‘with. 
Cuba started dn. January ,.. 1959, It startéd in‘a small, yay. 
After the. .revolution:.in Venezuela in 1958, but. while the | 

- “fighting. was Still going:on, we collected. dollars. for’ the 
Sierra Maestra guerrillas, The..first yisit of: .Fidel Castro 
outside.of Cuba after the:revolution.was to Venezuela, ‘He 
visited with a candidate. who-ran: for President: and who 
was: backed ‘by. the. CP, This candidate :is.a‘former admiral 
who believes that. the CP. members. are. the. best pat¥iots: 
in Venezuela. When Richard Nixon. visited Venezuela, this 

.. admiral said:.that:not one..drop: of Veneguelan:- blood should 
be spilled. to defend: Nixon. 
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‘The comrades in: Cuba ; are ‘very: close. to us’; and, 
this is not ‘only. because we were. both - ‘colonies* ‘of United — 
States imperialism. - We ‘have.’had ΟἹ ΕΘ, cultural relations’ 
with. Cuba for a. long. tine. and our: Party ‘has. been: especially 
close to: the. Cuban. Party which helped us to ‘unite our:: 
Yanks when, ‘at one. time we had three factions.. - 

‘When: Fidel visited Venezuela, ‘he spoke. before: 
‘ Congress... ‘Originally: all ‘the Parliament. supported. Fidel..:.. 
But. 86. Christian. ‘Denccrats. ‘smashed : ‘this. solidarity. a 
They: ‘wanted: 0, condemn: theU, 8: .8.R. and. China..:: We forced. : 
them to ‘back down,.’ Publicly. all. ‘supported. ‘Cuba even 186. 
socialists. This solidarity lasted one and. a. half.:years, - 

“ “"fhen“the: Catholics started ;a-.campaign: of-‘pressure.to:.limit .- 
the. solidarity. They. : used: the, executions’ in. Cuba. as. an. 
excuse:.and..also.. claimed. that the Ὅν 5.8. R.. has - ‘too: much © 

influence in ‘Cuba, “Some. of ‘these. people. ‘worked, very:: . 
closely. with the. United: States Enbassy.. 

“The. cp press has many. problems. But it. :has: wide. 
suppor t., because- of Cuba. We also have.the opportunity..'to . 
‘uge ‘television. for solidarity with Cuba, . We .have ‘forced: 
various- parties to have solidarity with: Cuba. Cuban 
representatives visit us. Very. often: ‘and ‘participate i. in 
social functions: as well as. meetings of. many . organizations, 
We also. ‘have; a. weekly newspaper called. *Cuba .Si} ‘Yankee S 
No.” The Police assassinated one, ‘of: “the. leaders, of this | 
newspaper, This. set. off..many big denonstrations: in 
Venezuela. The organization . of. ‘newspapermen is. Sympathetic. 
to :the CP and that, helps too. 

A 

‘There: are special .travel: agencies for. exchange... 
ες with Cuba so many go to visit: Cuba, “There, are thousands 

of -volunteers ;for service: in: Cuba. - Hany. of then -bought 
‘their own ‘travel tickets. There are-100 deputies. in 
Parliament .who. favor Cuba. They ‘use the press conference. 
88 8 means to- mobilize support for Cuba. . Even’ in. the | 
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. government party. there. is. a faction:for: Cuba. and this faction. 
is against its own ‘party:'s. reactionary :measures. ἡ When Fidel 

‘ planned this.visit to Venezuela, ‘thavgovernment.wanted:‘to 
cancel his: visit. However, it wasvatraid. ‘to do 50 and. Was 
colipelied to inyite him; ὁ 

the congress for. underdevelopedspeoples which 
"took ‘place. in ‘Havana, :- was. attendediby:.representatives: of. 
the Venezuélan: Govérnment because: they: were. compelled ‘to 

“‘attend, At the: meeting of. ‘the.« rganization of: -Américan. 
States. (OAS) ; the foreign: ministers; ‘could: not. agree. , The . 

| . foreign. minister:.of Venezuela, as.-you. Will ‘reéall;. did: ‘not 
“agree with.action..against :Cuba. He. δά: to resign, ‘He: _ 
‘is for Cuba:but .is: anti~Communist. 

. party hagaa_ ‘pase ..& Budug: workers: and ‘peasants; “We have: a 
better. base.. The, ‘government: now says. ‘that. it favors: thei | 
‘Cuban-,Revolution: but. is .against..the Castro typeof. = - 
‘government, The government. saysthat. ‘the: leftists in: ̓ 
‘Venezuela: want: ἃ- Castro - type: Of: government;. ’ When.:.we: ‘work: 
to help. Cuba, we are actually ‘working. for. ourselves’, 
Fidel. is.-the:-most. ‘popular. ‘person ‘in. Venezuela ;. * ‘The 

government . ‘party:“is- now split. and, dividéd: ‘due::to- its 
. attitude on*Cuba. There® isa left ‘wing ‘in: this ‘governnent . 
_ party. and. ‘those: in: this’: ‘Left. wing: are: our ; future allies ;. 

S. “The: majority. of. the-.trade. unions ‘are: under. the. wa 
influence ‘of: the’ ΟΡ... We::have :-been winning 9. our. of: every: 

.10 -elections-.in the: trade: unions, ‘The: trade: unions continue | 
to help: Cuba. _ 

“The. universities ‘have, become.-the: bulwark, for. the: 
revolution. Great’ ‘activities: 80; on; in':the-universities.. 
There: .is-a.lot. of impetus: fron: the:Party. fLor.these 

4 
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“There are; peasants:.in-the- government .party, - But, 
these :peasants):agree. that: the: CP- ‘program: of. agrarian reform 
ds: better: ‘than. -that:. of itheir ownuparty. :This section of, 

. the;goverrment.. party favors. the: Cuban: land. reform. They 
- Say, that. they, do::not: ‘want. ito,wait’25-years: ‘for. land: reforn. 
85: ~the: present. governnent ‘proposes, - The: Ce: ‘exposes. the - 

᾿ς fraudulent::program of ‘the: ‘governing. party." If.the::CP ᾿ 
“could. succeed in. ‘breaking’ this. ‘section. of: the: peasantry 
fron _ the, government. party.,. this:'would‘be.;the “most” ‘important. 

aby 

wascomplishment. ἢ - These. peasants:-are: the: ‘enemies. ofthe: big. 
+ Tandlords. 186. government. leaves:the. big landlords:alone. 
. There* “has” been: no). division.of the: land’ .but:. int some: places ; 
the: farmers have--grabbed- ‘the::land. The. government:insists. 
on..indemnifying:‘the » landlords. : ‘ 

“The CP of. ‘Venezuela is:.beginning, to. work: in. the 
. countryside: and. it-raises. “two? demands, - These ‘are? ' 7 

‘L) ‘The:.reduction..of jrent. 

| 2). The..division.of ‘land. 

, ‘The: political .cutlook.of. the? Navy in Venezuela.is .. 
‘different from: that of the: Army, It. Seems: that:the ‘Naval 

, personnel: ‘agreesswith those: ‘whorfavor ‘Cuba. | ‘There! was: a 
“time: when: ‘the -governient~ wanted” ‘to:use the:'Navy.. ‘against. 
the:-peopre. ‘but: it. could: nots: “The: ‘Officers: ‘tTéefused.”- We 

2 are. convinced, that the: ‘Navy: ‘will :help::the: revolution: if. 
necessary: ‘when the time: cones, in "Venezuela. vo 

“Now. we ‘have. an. acute.situation in ‘Venezuela..- The 
-influence:.of. “the Cuban: Revolution” is ‘part. of At? At ‘the ὁ 
‘third: ‘Congress: of. the: trade ‘unions ,.. they’ votéd isupport. for. 
“Cuba Α11 ὍΣ οὐχ Party. -institutions , all. of ‘our’, BCHOOLS 5” 
are. studying ‘the: ‘Cuban: Revolution. — 
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“Recently ,, the CP. ΟΣ .Argentina..raised .the: slogan, 
Of. a second front. din. Latin. America if: ‘Cuba: is-invaded. " 
‘There is: ho question or no..doubt..id our: mind: ‘that. if" United - 
States: imperialism ‘invades Cuba’ or: attacks: Cubaxthere: will: . 

_ be: second: fronts in: Venezuela. cand other: ‘countries: ‘dnd: even 
the: clergy . is ‘powerless to. protect United States jmperialisn,, 

Within: thegovernment. there. As; a.section. of 
the. military. clique: which~cooperates with the’ United 

- States. ‘Embassy. “They are. ‘against. ‘Cuba: ‘but they dare not 
work ‘openly: against "Cuba. “Thé masses would: not: ‘permit Ate 

\The: people. in- Venezuela. like the: <people::of? Guba, 
ALL. classes. have: sympathy: for- ‘Cuba except. a: narrow: clique’ 
of: the rich.” I- would: say. .in-.Venezuela, ithere | “fs: a 
“passionate ‘sympathy: for ‘the: ‘Cuban Revolution:: 

“At the present moment, there. is. a. grim. situation 
-in Venezuela; The. ‘government: even had: ‘to:-resort: te : immobilizing. ᾿ 
the . cadets,.: President: Romulo Batancourt..will: not: ‘finish. _ 
hig: term,. Weare optimistic: ἀρουτδ ‘the. Situation.in. : 
. Vefiezuela. ‘The: conditions:. ‘are, becoming: ripe | ‘for ‘great 
struggles. “We ‘are. algo:-keeping. in ‘mind: that: “the: mountains: 

‘in: our country ‘are. ‘Close to-.oux. citios.. ‘The ‘Colombian Μὲ 
Party has: -helped ‘us.at ‘great risks - ‘eVen- when: ‘they. -too.- 
‘were’ saddled’ with military dictatorship... Neverthless,,. they 
shelped, Right now, we: have. a. ‘problem. of. ‘how: “to: ‘protect: our 
cadres} show. ‘to husband “then: τὸ. Save. them; how"some: τ 
‘people: should not ‘appear on: the ‘public. ‘scene. as what® they 
really are. We cannot ‘expose all: of. ‘our: forces ateonces. 
ΤΊ. 6: did; ‘Amperialism ‘would’ act; “Therefore , ‘we: Bay. 
Pa UT καρ "νιν 

Premature: activities ‘on our Re would: ‘be: ‘dangerous Tout. 

wee 

385 Ὁ 
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᾿ Remarks of Manuel 
Terrazas Guerrero 

The dast speaker at this session was’ Manuel Terrazas 
Guerrero, member of the Central. Committee Of ‘the CP δ: ‘México. 
The essence.of his remarks. follows. 

“The: Cuban Revolution was a turning point for ‘Latin 
Anerica, it will stimilate the movement for national 
libération everywhere, This is especially. important: ‘for 
Mexico. The. democratic. forces An Latin. “América, have: the... 
task to. dévelop everywhere. : the idea of the real. Significance | 
of’ the Cuban Revolution... The report -of Anibal. Escalante. ᾿ 
made to this méeting ‘ig of great” inportance:. and will help, - 
Us. ‘The Cuban ‘Revolution has shown that it receivedi-help _ 
from: the U.S.S, R.. and the socialist camp; - The ‘example is. 
very: clear and. will ‘ba. ‘understood: ‘by everyone: : 

“The: repercussions: of the Cuban -‘Reyolution:-are.-great, 
. We are not. exaggerating this sympathy.. ‘The: Méxican, ‘people> 
know ‘very. little: about ‘the Cuban’ Revolution. and - ‘mugh'needs 
τό Ὅθ ‘done: to’ popularize the: ‘Cuban: Revolution: in México, 
Among the, intellectials: thére: “18° ‘a: mass: ‘movement ‘developing... 
in.favor .of the Cuban - Revolution. General: ‘Lazaro: ‘Cardenas. _ 
‘issued a very. important ‘statement..on the.-Cuban ‘Revolutions | 
It. was. timely and he did this at a crucial moment... THE 
visit of the Cuban -Rebel Army. Group créated.the: first: . 
‘favorable: climate: It was.at: the “time of strikes, and. mass’. 
movement.. The visit..of President ‘Osvaldo’ Dorticos : “Torrado: - 
of .Cuba -was-also another, opportunity: and: this: visit © 
resulted ‘in anti-Yankee: denonstrations: even: though: 
these demonstrations: were. smal, ‘They -were snell ‘because... 
the -govyernnent called for a. welcome. for. Dorticos; For: 
the: first time, the CP menbérs:, marched: im:the:. open. with 
their. ‘own ‘banners; and-weére:. applauded. by: the -people- in--the:. 
street. Even ‘the--government controlled trade. Mnions were:. 
forced: or. .compelled: to . adopt sympathetic resolutions. ‘for. 
Cuba., Later when-the demonstrations ,were* suppressed). 
there: was: a growing. public sympathy for. ‘Cuba, 

<< Γ 
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“The graduating -class,of the agricultural school -: 
of sthe. university, elected: “Fidel, Castro: 2S’ the ‘Man.of. the” 
"Year while President: ‘Mateos:.(Adolfo, ‘Lopez: Mateos)-.received. . 
only: ‘thrée. votes. ‘Thé:, Government: of Mexico: ‘is. resisting 
the inviting of: Fidel Castro, to Mexico... ‘Last. May, at.our, . 
13th: Congress; “the:.CP':of “Mexico. Yesolved. ita. diner “Party. ᾿ 
crisis, The: ὉΡ δ Mexics:. suffered: a lot of. damage ‘during. the’ 
factional strugglés, but even, during. our ‘inner,,crisis ; there . 
was ‘support. for ‘the, Cuban: Revolution, fe. issued, many. . 
leaflets: and: other printed material explaining. the’ — 
significance. ‘of the ‘Cuban, Revolution... Many. .prominent. 
non=Party: ‘4ndividuals. ‘are..doing: excellent. work.-for; the’. 
Cuban. Revolution.. ‘This: movement, “for: Cuba, is- made-up Of: - 
journalists, judges, ‘and. even gome. judges, from. the, Supreme. 
‘Court, 

--- 

‘The: attitude .of.the’.governmont..at :the: beginning. < 
was 2. negative One. Later ithe; government, could. not ignore .. 
‘the, attitude of the, people: and ‘all-of “Latin, America.and. - 
At-could: not ignore ‘the- internal ;» problems, and “therefore, κ 
At shad to change its: attitude. But ‘this. is not the | 
nost ‘important quéstion. We know: that. in: this. government ,.. 
there. ig .a. ‘big. group. for. ‘Cuba. - But there: .is- ‘also- 8 .group.-of.. . 
‘Feactionaries who work “with United:.States: Ampexialism, ‘As ° 
in.:Costa. Rica, ‘gone - oF them, expected. ἃ ‘share’ of ¢he. sugar. 
‘quota which. the. United. States, took away. from. Cuba, For , 
8. time. Eisenhower’ s. ‘visit. to. Mexico gave. prestige’. to. the. 
government: ‘but: ‘now. ‘the . ‘governnent..has: been weakened. and ’ 
the. people. ‘have been: ‘influexiced: by the threats: ‘and: 
aggressive. acts of the United States against: ‘Cuba... ‘Steps 
are. being. taken: to..organize solidarity.. There, are-- “COTPS.... 
of. ‘volunteers. and the United .Stateés preparations. im: « 
Guatemala’ as. a “springboard. for aggression. against.:Cuba 
have: created’ real problens: for. the Mexican Governmént .- 
The. United States corporations .are-‘also; the object: of... 
the ‘hatred. of: the Mexican. people... Sone. of the’ demonstrations’. 
resulted: in’ the stoning of: ‘Ainerican buildings: On. the | - ς- 
anniversary’ of: the. ‘Cuban, Revolution, : τῷ, Mass. movement: 
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developed:.for the sending, of delegations. to.Cuba, We think. | 
that this year too,. there will ‘be.'a good. opportunity. to 
invite outstanding. pérsonalities. in: Mexico: to Havana on. 
the first..of: January. We favor. the. Latin. ‘Anerican, Conference 
for peace’ -but the: first. Place on the. agenda. should ‘be: ‘given 

. to the: question ‘of ‘solidarity’ for Cuba. The slogan ‘Should 
-be,. no: attack or aggression. against. ΑΥΤΟΝ 

1815. concluded’ the. session of, December: 2, 1960. 

This: document. contains neither recommendations 
mor conclusions, of. the Federal: Bureau: of Investigation. It 
is. the ‘property of: the: Fedéral Bureau ΟἿ Investigation: and . 
15. loaned to. your agency; it..and its. contents: are <not:'to 
be Cree outside. your ‘agency. = 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) _ 

sussEcT: (Boug) 
er - ¢. 

| There ‘are enclosed herewith to the Bureau seven 
A. copies and to the New York Division one ‘copy of a letter- 

fi head memorandum ‘containing information concerning. -the 
organizing session of a meeting in MoSéovw,, RusSia, of 

7 Ae representatives of Communist Parties. in. Latin America, 
Tat t ohis meeting. lastéd. for fiyé days and: was held in the . 
lef theatex of a hotel restricted to Communist Party -(CP) 5 
Kh? members who were in Moscow as guests of the Central.Com- : . 
f j mitteé of the CP 6f the Soviet Union. ‘This hotel is. 

located at Platnikov Paraulik (plione-tic) Number 12.. It yo, 
is near ArbatSkaya Street,. the main polyclinic, ‘and. the ) ' 
Foreign Office. It is a thodern ‘six-story. building ‘which : 
will house between 200 and 250. suests, = 

CG 5824-S* advised that the CP, USA, did not 
actively participate in the meeting. The. informant was. 
the only CP, USA, representative who attended ail sessions 
of this meeting. JAMES JACKSON, JAMES ALLEN, and. HELEN ~ 
WINTER were each present, on one or two océasions during, 
the. five-day meeting. Usually their attendance was limited rer 
to a few minutes. The meetings. were conducted in the-, ΝΣ 

4 Spanish language, but CG 5824-S* recéived assistance in . 
ik . the tYanslation of the remarks. No member. of the CP; USA; 

‘has notes. comparable to those of CG a, yi dz er, 
exclusive meeting. ν yg yw eR 16% . ἢ if oO 

ch τι REG 8 | 
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σα 134-46-Sub B. 

For this reason, and in compliance with instructions 
set forth in Bureau. letter dated 11/2/60, the letterhead 

. Memorandum is classified "Secret", Because of the nature 
of this meeting | and the. information obtained during the meet 
ay which will be the subject of future nemoranda, the reau, 
aydesire to consider changing the classification to 

Gecre?™. The place of issue has been reflected as ΚΕ ΜΝ 
- in accordance with instructions -in referenced. Bureau 

letter. 

-“The information in the letterhead memorandum was ες 
furnished by CG. 5824-S* to NG and RICHARD is¢ 
tu. HANSEN and §tenographer on 1/6/61. IC 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CIDE 

DATE ΒΕ -2 3 - δα11 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TUSTICE ™ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. .- - 
File No. 100=428091 January 10, 1961 ᾿ 

THE ORGANIZING OF A MEETING. _ 
IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OF REPRESENTATIVES - 
-OF COMMUNIST ‘PARTIES . IN LATIN ANERICA 

~—_ me 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, has furnished the following information, 

* Beginning on November 30, 1960, representatives 
of Communist Parties in Latin America held a five-day 
meeting in Moscow, Russia. ‘The representatives of these 
Parties were in Moscow to attend the November, 1960, 
meeting of representatives of 81 Communist Parties and 
Workers' Parties, The meeting was held in the theater of 
@ hotel limited to Communist. Party representatives who 
were guests of the Central Committee of the Commiunist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU), This hotel is a 
nodern six-story building located.east of the Foreign 
Office and near the main polyclinic in Moscow, 

The CCCPSU did not directly participate in 
this meeting, but did provide a translator who only 
occasionally took notes. 

- The Or The Organizing of the Meeting of the Meetin 

be ἐ Ae ,.. ἃ Secretary, of .the.Central 
(, ommittee,.0 op apo, 8 Secretary. Ofat z Cuba, offi- a8 

i sy fatty: opaued-the Weetine ὃς Novenbor 30, 1960." 
following is the essence of his opening remarks, 

We are gathered here to exchange opinions, We 
will deal chiefly with and exchange opinions on the Cuban 
Revolution and solidarity, Of course, other problems may 
come up during the course of the discussion, The following 
has been proposed as an agenda: , ἌΣ 

εἷς 

Wr bo ae 

ees 

--..ΨἍΨὦὄὦὌ ὁ"... 



THE ORGANIZING OF A MEETING 
IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OF REPRESENTATIVES 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES, IN LATIN AMERICA 

1. The Cuban Revolution 

2. The question of peaceful or non- 
peaceful transition to socialism 

3. The solidarity of the trade 
union movement or an exchange of 
experiences in the trade union 
movement 

4, The Latin American People's 
Congress, }ts nature, and the 

OS General Seoxetary of the. 
Communist, Par’ ΟΣ ΒΗ il, said;“lret us discuss our own ex- 

“~periences but keep in mind that we cannot impose our ex- 
periences on other Parties.” 

Aosta SZ OIN/ 
sy. /Arismend: , ecretary of “the~Communs 

Party of,Jruguay, said that he. disagreed with Prestes, “We 
~really ought to recite _our concrete experiences because we 
have present here representatives of some new Parties and 
some of the discussion would apply to all of the Parties. 
The Communist Party of Mexico just went through a terrible 
crisis, Few know what happéned in Mexico and we would like 
to know.’ 

Committee “of;tin TH) party Οὐ Mexicd;.said, * “we would 
~t ve you a picture. of. what happened in ‘the Communist 
Party of Mexico.” 

Arismendi spoke again and said that if the 
agenda depends upon a time element, let us. determine how 
much time each delegate can spend at this meeting. Alberti 
Gonzales Paulino, a member of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party. of Argentina, said,“we must have an agenda 

_because I cannot see how we can discuss every subject,’ 



εἰον 

“eae ΜΕΝ ef ie ea Pre 

THE ORGANIZING OF A MEETING _. 
IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, OF REPRESENTATIVES 
OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN LATIN AMERICA 

Escalante spoke again, stating“we can fix a time 
Limit for each speaker and not all persons present and not 
all Parties need to speak.” 

The General Secretary of the Guatemala Party of 
Labor, whose name is not known, suggested that there should 
be a concrete discussion around the Cuban Revolution. “A 
time Limit for each speaker will be opposed and will not 
be effective. If we do not know what topic each represent- 
ative will speak about and if we let a representative of 
each Party speak, we will just have a hodgepodge instead 
of concentrating on some important problems.” 

VA 

Manue rrazasyiGuerrero,,,.a member of. thew, 
Central Commi, 6.0 €_06 DLS ar y of Mexico, e 

, we have a common interest. Let us exchange opinions 
because we do have a new Situation in Latin America, Let 
us discuss some of these things right here. Let us dis- 
cuSs and resolve some- tasks and plans for action. Let us 
discuss the most important problems. We want to explain 
the position of the Communist Party of Mexico and also 
tell you about the role of Vincente Lombardo Toledano. 

!! 

; It was then decided to elect an Executive 
Committee to conduct the meeting with each member of 
the Executive Committee acting at one time or another as 
a chairman of the meeting. Elected to this Executive 
Committee were Anibal Escalante, Arnoldo Verdugo, Luis 
Prestes, Jesus Faria, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party of Venezuela, and Rudolfo Ghioldi, member of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Argentina. 

At this time, the meeting was adjourned until 
10 A.M. on December 1, 1960. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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ReNYairtel instant date in which: Bureau was - advised 
concerning the necessity of changing. the: office space for NY 694-S*, 
In view of this, the matter has been discussed with ‘NY 694-S*, | 
-who. in turn has..discussed it with: CG ΘΔ ΘῈ and it has beén. 
mutually agréed that three different -generai: Locations: in the ἀν 
New Yerk -area. will.be mnubmitted to the- Russian contact at the next. μ 
meeting, which should take place 2/3/61. ‘Once: thé location or 
alternates is agreed’ upon by the Russian, contact, the NYO wil. 
then take immediate action to pave the way for “relocatifig “Ehé 
‘cover company office. No effort along this Line is bejfig €Bkens, . 
fpending δῇ agreement by the. Russian- contact, on a satisfactory ἊΝ 
[ΞΘ Θ “location, ι ον τ ἣν a 
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TO: | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

me FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

i Dsoio Ae 
ς 15.Ὁ 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished. the information.on 
the following page to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W. 
HANSEN on 1/13/61. It pertains to a CPSU proposal that 
GUS HALL become Chairman of the New York District in 
addition to being, General Secretary of the CP, USA. 

My 

ΡΝ ἢ 
Bureau (AM) (RM) 

οἴ + New York (100-134637). (AM) (RM) 
1 -. Chicago 

GALE 

JEK: ntb 

(5) 

Sent 



CPSU PROPOSAL THAT GUS HALL 
BECOME CHAIRMAN OF ‘THE : 

: | NEW YORK DISTRICT IN ADDITION 
ee TO-BEING GENERAL SECRETARY 

OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

. ΟΠ NIKOLAT VLADIMIROVICH HOSTOVETS, Head of the 
North ‘and. South American section of the International 
‘Dopartmont of the Central. Committec of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and ALEKSEX. ANDREEVICH 
GRECHUKHIN; who is in chargo. of the United States and the 
Conmunist Party, USA (CP, USA), as assistant to KOSTOVETS, 
asked MORRIS CHILDS the following question in the fall of 
1θθ0. The New York District of the CP, USA is not too good 
‘dis it 

After CHILDS replied that it is not and that the. 
problen is one of leddorship, MOSTOVETS and GRECHUKHIN said 
that. they are still suspicious of CLARENCE HATHAWAY,.:Chairman — 

/ of ‘the New York. District. Furthormore, HATHAWAY is an old 
man. - 

‘GRECHUKHIN. asked, why cannot GUS HALL be tho 
- Chairman of tho New York District? At one time, NIKITA 
‘KHRUSHECHEV- was the Secretary of the Hoscow District. and 
a Secretary of the Contral Committee of the CPSU, . 

As of January. 13; 1961, this information had not 
been relayed to GUS. HALL 

. Ι 
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Date: 1/20/61 

Mr. Cailphan_— 

Mr. -Gonrad 
Mr. DoeLoach——" 
Mr. Malone 
Mr. McGuire—_— 

1 Mr. Rosen 
- Bir. *-otter ᾿ 

|p ptr, 20.Sallivan [ἢ 

Tle. Room 
rn. Tsgram.—_ , 

Transmit the-following in 
° (Type-.in plain text oF code) 
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TO: . DIRECTOR, FBI .(100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

IS-C~ 
bes a eee 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on +. ΡΣ 
the following pages to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W, « η͵ Wes 
HANSEN on 1/13/61. It pertains to indications of anti- 5, Ὁ BY 
Semitism in the Soviet Union. " 

Due to the nature of the information and the. manner nil 

in which it was obtained, it is not ‘being incorporated:in a i 
letterhead memorandum... ay 
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> anpicariows OF = 7. ee 
7 ANTI<SEMITISH IN. ΠΝ oe 

THE SOVIET UNION 

During -a discussion with ALEKSEI ANDREEVICH 
" GRECHURHIN who is in. charge of the Communist Par Pty, USA, 
‘ep-"GSA) and the United States in the Intornationat : " 
Departnent of the Central Committce of the Comnunist. Party oe 
of the. Soviet Union (CPSU) ,. he.-asked MORRIS CHILDS to ΕΝ 
ask V, ΣΑΣ ΒΘ MEWAf JEROME. had-ever discussed the | > Jewish 
question with JOHN and MARGARETE PITTMAN, mo 

hon asked about this, JEROME said that there 
were sone discussions but he followed the Party line. 
He denied; that he had said anything about anti-Semitism 
in the Soviet Union. 

La NI JACKSON, “i003 ΟΚΈΣ ΤΊΝΑ 9 and’ aa : Ne ̓ ς ΣΕ ΤΟΝ Υ to Ὁ the CERI 8 er ΡΣ 
Lee 

or Thankepiving = 
ov of this CP, USA -dale- ~~ 

gation, was visiting an elderty"uncle who lives: on: Gorky: 
Streot. in Moscow: | . : 

7 The PITTANG ¢ started ° a discuasion about and | 
indicated: they: are dissatisfied with anti-Semit ssa Can ff no at. preven 
the Soviet Union. Thoy said that the youngest ὮΣΕ of 
Vi. 3. JEROME, who is a student at tho UnivarSity” of Moscow, Rave 
has stated that hé saw anti-Semitic Practices ἢ at the ¥ A 
Univorsity of Moscow. , αι 

The PITTMANS. also stated that they have hoard 
of cases of synagogues, being. burned and Jowish. “people being 

᾿ς ‘beaten recently in Russia. ἢ 

JAMES JACKSON said: that the PITTUANs were ‘approach 
ang this problon incorrectly. | ες 

Type 2 Fae) - 91: 
ENCLOSURE 

mu | Cd 
. 



Comonts = ΝΕ ΝΞ ; - 

" | Undoubtedly there have been “nstaneds of anti- | | 
ΝΣ Sonitisn in Russia, however, they Gay have been exaggerated. 
πο It is also ἃ possibility ‘that V. J. JEROME. may have encouraged 

the PITTHANs to. discuss anti-Senitisn in the Sovict Union. 

7 . Dw 

A ᾿ # 
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Mr, Rosen, 
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Transmit the following in Mr. Trotte re ( 
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TO: ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

Soro 
- 1532.-0 

] There are enclosed herewith for the Burem, 7 copice 
and to the New York Division, 1 copy of a letterhead. memorandum 

:{; containing information and opinions from CG 5824-S* indicating 
{| * that Russia is conserving foreign curren Since arrangements 

for financial assistance to the CP, USA from the CPSU are 
handled solely by CG 5824-S*, and mention of this assistance 

| is made in the letterhead memorandun, it has been classified I 
"secret", The Bureau may desire to raise the classification to} 
"top secret" if the letterhead memorandum is disseminated “Ts 
outside the Bureau.. cA 

- σα 5824-S* advised that in behalf of the CP, USA, a 
asked BORIS. PONOMAREV. on 12/12/60, for $200.,000 for the ‘year , 
1961. PONOMAREV made no definite committment. PONOMAREV said, re J 
we will have to see what happens. We will try to give it to yop. 
We will have to work it out and will try to carry through. 

The only other person present during this conversa- 
tion was ALEKSEI ANDREEVICH GRECHUKHIN, who is in charge of 
the United States and the CP, USA, as deputy to NIKOLAI~ 
VLADIMIROVICH MOSTOVETS, the *head’ of the North and South’ o 

American Section of the International Department of the- CCCPSU. 

' The place of issue in the letterhead memorandum - has 
been reflected as Washington, D. C., to further protect the 
identity. of. CG 5824-~5S*. ΄ 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was . 
εἰ Cbnisned by CG 5824-8* to SAs JOHN ΒΕ. KEATING and ae 

mae on 1/11/61 in the form of dictaphone ἀτοφαρ οι Ἢ 

(3. Makeau Cab 27) Xap (RM) (RRR) 110 ge ἠχεῖ » 
1 — New York }\(Ex ΝΟΥ͂Ν Fe), ΩΝ 

τοῦ-184 ἐν 
1 = Chicago: Si) ) BEC 3 a ΣΕΥ 

ἡ SER: “θῇ; GEA! lwo’ re JAN 19 1961. ἃ 
“ . ™ 

Ζ ϑδοι. “Ἢ 
Special Agent. in Charge 
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FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE Q6-Z27-2011 
εἰ 4 

unt dn STATES DEPARTMENT or O}srici 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

100-428091 Washington, D. C. Se 
: ΄ January 17, 1961 - 

t 

INDICATIONS .THAT. RUSSIA. 
15. CONSERV.ING ‘FOREIGN. -CURRENCY 

: 7 ᾿ - πὶ a τ- 

Αἱ ‘ Source, δ. has. furnished. reise. information 
in the past; sand who is-ina position to do’: 80, has -furnished - 
the. following:, information and observations. " 

“thers ave: indications that. Russia is being a Little. 
more economical in regard to financial matters, particularly ; 
when foreign clirrency ᾿ is involved.’ The ,Comiunist-Party ‘of . 

ἕω Communist: ‘Party. (ΟΡ, “USA, : during’ ‘the: year 19 ΄ | 
make: ἃ. committment: for. ‘the entire:year,. Be 
2. mene, ὍΣ the: Central Committe he 

τ. “but, did not, 

δα" in ‘December, 1960, tha Yr "be" discussed 
againiin’September, 1961, if the « CP’, "usAl eat that it was fesass /” 
short Of : funds at. that ‘time, ΝΕ CL Reng s Ss [Son 

" Financial: ‘matters:.were- discussed in ἃ manner - 
different: -thian that in: ‘which they: have: ‘been. discussed: .in: 
thé; past.’ The ΟΜ Pox: economy. Was: ‘stressed.: ‘Ponomarey. 
also-said' that there. is-‘a need..for: 86: Ὁ, USA. topestablish | ΄ 
its own, source » of. funds, ‘while: at. the sane: “gine saying that 
the: CPSU “would. not, neglect the- cP, USA, “when. it / isin. 
financial trouble, - He. said, Just let us: know. and: wwe will . 
_see ‘to it. that you get-: ‘money. : faster than. you: ‘have gotten: ” 
it in the ‘past. . 

A. member :of. the. ΟΡ ; USA: delegation .tqg the November . 
meet ing -of- 81. CPs: and: Workers! Parties asked: .if -it would.:be . 
‘possible:-to receive’ in ithe United States;. the: "Daily. ‘Review - 
of ‘Soviet Press",,, published “by | ‘the: Soviet «Information: . 
‘Bureau. in. ‘Moscow: This. delegate wag told: that ‘guch a. 
‘subseription would ‘cost. a few ‘hundred. dollars « ‘and-since _ 
"The -Worker" -receives..a copy. of the. "Daily. Review of ‘Soviet 
‘Press",. ‘the “CPSU would not. authorize an. individual subsérip-. 
tion for ‘this:, delegate. 

ΓΝ 

Keb er If! LS 
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INDICATIONS: THAT- δ ἢ 
“RUSSIA: 15: CONs. ; 
- SERVING’. FOREIGN | 
~ CURRENCY: _ | | 

ἢ . -- 

It: was: alsocnoted.that :the. 
‘Money. fox gifts, « othing, .etes.52 for thé-delegates οἱ thi 

: “ November. ‘meeting: as.. lavishly: 'as.has <been. one: the: past, 
! ‘Tit; the case “of one delegate trom the CP Ui a me 

made to: locate’ a.coat :that. shad. been made. ‘Lor the: delegate 
on 2 (prévious: trip: and: eft’ in. Moscow; . instead ‘of. providing 

' the. delegate with: @- new: ORL, ‘Bven: the. amount: ‘of :rub 
. allotted: ἐσ, Ἐβδ. delegates. 2or-iiscellancous.expenses-and-forl 
‘ the: ‘purchase:.of _gouvenira_while—in-Noscow,was. conservative, 

rds‘. ‘The: need .to help: people: ia the: me more by previous ὁ 
. backward. ‘countries: as. emphasized. 

' There :-was; -another indication: that. finencial . 
. -matters: are: ‘being: handled: ‘differently. than: in. thepast. 

The.CP, ‘USA.was: advised. that ,whenit:-sends".a-Party member 
to. Russia. ; ΤΟΊ: 8. able to provddes forint 
own. trans the: CP, USA: should ‘purchase: he ᾿ 

“United States, Α τ ‘ticket. ΟΣ - wranspoxrtation “OnLy jag.-far. as. 
zecnoslovakia, or- a city.in: 8. ‘Communist ‘country. 

“bordering Nesters Europe. - No ‘return. ticket μοι] θ᾽ 
purchased: in the- United. States.. ‘Thus; ‘the CPSU. will uge. 
_the MOnStary exchange. of. Russie or’: other..Commnist ' 

- country:: 2or-the.: travel fare tiside: ‘those. eounteiés:and 
Will .use some ‘reciprocal ‘arrangenent. with ‘airlines: ‘O2: ‘None 
‘Comminist: ‘gountries. ‘forthe return. fare τὸ the United a 
“States and thus. will. ‘avoid: the: expenditure: of: foreign 
currency's 

; \ 
‘In. regard: to.,.che CP: of :Puerto Rico, -Ponomarev. 

said that. 4£ ‘the. .CP;. USA’ wants” £9. give. financial-assistance | 
to-that.Party and: 18 4€. is. necessary, “the-CP,. -USA- should | wy 
. to2do:-it- cout of ‘funds: which’ ‘it, raises: or receives. ᾿ 

:η 

Fron the ‘above, it. seons Gbviols that the. Russians 
at are. accumulating: δ reserve of..foreign currency or, a: gold . 

‘| "reserve to; .béused as part. ΟΣ the: struggle against ‘the: ‘West, 
particularly. ‘against; the ‘United. States, 
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INDICATIONS. THAT presi 
RUSSIA ‘IS CON- 
“SERVING FOREIGN 

τ CURRENCY . 

The CP,. USA, has been designated. by the. Attorney 
General of the United States, pursuant to: ‘Executive Order 
10450, 

. "The. Workéx" is: an. East. Coast Communist. yeekly 
newspaper ,, ‘published in New York: City: 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
_ conclusions, of. the ‘Federal Bureau..of Investigation. . It: is the 
. property of..the Federal Bureau -of. Investigation;and is loaned 
to your: ‘agency; it and its contents. are not to be distributed 

- outside: your: ‘agency, 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) of 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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Thére are enclosed herewith to the Bureau 7 copies 
and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum containing information concerning a briefing 
of CG 5824-S* on the current situation in thé CP of Brazil 
and in Brazil by LUIS CARLOS PRESTES, General Secretary of 
the CP of Brazil. This briefing took place in the suite of 
PRESTES in a hotel restricted to CP members who were in 
Moscow, Russia, as guests of the Central Committee of the 
CP of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU). This hotel is located 
at Platnikov Paravlik (phonetic) No. 12. It is near 
Arbatskaya Street, the main polyclinic and the Foreign 
Office, It is a modern 6 story building which will house 

' between 200 and 250 guests. The meeting took place on 
12/7/60, and the only other person present was JOAKIM 
RAMARA FERREIRA, member of the Central Committee of the 
CP of Brazil. 

For the above reasons and in compliance with “ ~ 
: instructions set forth in Bureau letter dated 11/2/60, the | 
| letterhead memorandum is classified "Setret", Because of 

. the nature of the meeting and the information obtained, it 
is suggested that the Bureau consider changing the classifica- (if 

‘tion to "Top -Setret", The place of issue has been reflected ae 
as Washington, Ὁ. C,, in accordance with instructions 

Rie. Ba, O-42.304] -H66 
Ὗ The information. ibs CO at menorandum was 
Ν furnished by CG 5824-S* ii JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W. 

INSEN in the form on + “phone dictabelts on. 1/10/61, 
‘3 - Bureau (Encls. RM) (CR 
1 - New York (Encl. "TY CANS Cat Cie GALE meal ser ΣῊ ?) 1 = Chicago 34 1037) A? 

sent --- M ̓ 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, ‘Please Refer to 

File No. Washington, Ὁ, C. 
January’ 16, 1961 

100-428091 Bi τ | Trosemenrs 

BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, ON ‘THE ‘CURRENT 
SITUATION” IN THE COMMUNIST ‘PARTY: OF 

' BRAZIL. AND IN BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS. 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 

The. Communist. Party, USA (CP, USA) ‘has been designated’ 
by the. ‘Attorney General. of the United States pursuant: to: Executive 
‘Order. 10450. 7 | 

A source, who. has furnished reliable information. in 
has furnished the following information, 

- 

-the past; 

ecember TS ~“1960;. ‘theré was- ἃ. special meeting in 
ssi 2 bétween a representative of ‘the ΟΡ, USA, and 
asi errs of thé CP. of Brazil. - 

° person pres this special meeting Was 
Ramara Férreira, ‘member of ‘the ‘Central Committee of the. 

cp of Brazil. ' 
~~ 

This. meeting was held: in the ΙΝ of Prestes in a 
| hotel. restricted: to CP, members: who. were. in “Moscow as guests, of 

the .Central .Committee: of ‘the CP of the. Soviet ‘Union (CCCPSU) 
for the Novémber, 1960, meeting (of. ‘the representatives | of 81 
‘Communist Parties and Workers!: Parties: - This:‘hotel is located. 
near the main polyclinic. ‘and the. Foreign Office. It is. a ‘modern 
Six story bui-lding. - 1 - 

The purpose of this special meeting was to permit. 
| Prestes to brief the CP, USA, on recent developments in. the 

CP. of Brazil and in Brazil and, to establish .closer contact 
‘between. the: ‘CP, USA, and. -the -CP of Brazil. 

= - τα ΟῚ - 5 --- - - -- -- --- --.οόοΘ -  -- - -: 
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BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE Nitzcanta 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, | ΕΝ 
ON THE CURRENT SITUATION IN . 
THE -COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN BRAZIL. BY LUIS ‘CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF 
THE: COMMUNIST -PARTY ‘OF:. BRAZIL 

Luis Carlos Prestes is undoubtedly the best known 
Communist personality in all. of Latin America. In Communist. 
circles, as well as other circles .in Brazil; he is known as 
the. Brazilian Knight because of. his long history of struggle. 
At one time he was an officer in the Brazilian Army but he 
has.-been a: Communist for many decades, 

The following is the essence of his remarks, 

"In Brazil, the law still says that it is a crime 
to organize. a Communist Party but de facto the Party continues 
to work, The leaders of. the Party continue to ‘work .but. when 
they speak in public they do not talk in the name of the-Party. 
They say, we of the Communists. Even when I speak, I use the. 
same terminology and do not say that I speak for the Communist 
Party. When we printéd the resolution from our recently held 
Party Congress, we printed it as a draft of Communists and not 
in the name of the Communist Party. 

"We do have a national office in Brazil, It is. the 
Communist Party office but it.is not called the national office. 
It is called the office of Carlos Prestes. ἥδ publish a magazine, 
which ‘is actually ‘an organ of the Communist Party, but it. is not’ 
designated as such, The title of the magazine is !Novous Rumos', 
meaning new direction, It is published in the office of the 
editor, who is Mallegaro. Mallegaro attended the 21st Congress 
of the CPSU. 

"In regard to elections in Brazil, the law prohibits 
Communist Party candidates. Therefore, we register Communist 

’ Party candidates in bourgeois’.« parties, chiefly in the Labor 
Party. It is mainly in this party, which.is led by Joao Goulart, 
the Vice-President of Brazil, that the Communists find- refuge 
διά. continue their work.. We work in other parties too.:and even -- 
have some deputies in Parliament. Since the deputies in. 



penetrated. every segment of the population. 

BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
ON ‘THE CURRENT SITUATION IN 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF 
‘THE. COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL. 

Parliament have. offices, we. utilize their offices in order to 
get around the law which. prohibits the organization of a 
Communist Party. 

"The Brazilian Communists have a great influence 
amongst the trade unions. We control many trade unions and 
Student. bodies, We have great influence amongst the public 
and government employees and have developed a great influence 
among the army officers in Brazil, 

"You might ask how the Communist Party can play such 
a role. In Brazil at the present time, there is what.might 
be called an, equilibrium of forces. All of the main parties 
are equal. For this reason, the Brazilian, Communist Party, 
with its. influence, can tip the scale for one side. or the other, 
Therefore; this Party. cannot be ignored. On the one side‘ there 
are the reactionaries, the landlords. On the other side are 
the workers, the petty bourgeoisie, even the big section of 
the patriotic bourgeoisie, the students and the peasants. At 
this stage of development in Brazil, the reactionaries cannot 
impose their rule. But the progressive forces cannot impose _ 
their program or rule either, ‘But the international situation, 
the complications that face the United States the world over, 
makes things favorable for a change in Brazil, naturally in 
favor of the Communists. 

"The elections took place’ from the third of October 
to the tenth of November, . These elections. were very important, 
Since then, one million. workers have participated in strikes. 
Involved in these strikes were the railroad workers, cement 
workers, dock workers, metal workers, ete. All these strikes 
have. ended: in victories for the strikers. In Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
some officers and sergeants in the armed services were arrested 
because they wanted higher pay and because they protested 
against the low pay. -This.indicates that the. discontent has 

eee 
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BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE 
‘OF THE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, ἠ 

‘THE: COMMUNIST PARTY .OF BRAZIL 

when Juscelino Kubitschek was first elected, you could get. 18 

peasants are Jandless. Because of. this, there is always a big 

‘ when there are :natural calamities such as recently: when there. was. 

ON THE. CURRENT SITUATION. IN 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN. BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL -SECRETARY OF 

"Phe economic and financial situation in Brazil is 
very difficult. Inflation is. one of the most pressing problems, 
Now ‘you can buy or get 200 cruzeiros for the dollar. In 1956, 

cruzeiros for the dollar. The problems in Brazil demand radical 
measures against imperialism. because the profits in Brazil 
leave the country and go to the United States monopolies. 
Therefore, there is a very serious deficit. There is a deficit 
not only in running the government but a deficit in the balance 
of. payments which continues. to aggravate. the economic ‘and social 
crises. . 

"3,08. per cent of the landowners own 70 per cent 
of all the land in Brazil. Out of 65 million estimated population 
in Brazil, 68 per cent are peasants. Thirteen to fourteen. million 

——=> er = ὁ. — . 

migration. from thé north to the. south and this migration increases 

a drought. Therefore, the ‘big problem in Brazil. is that of land 
reform. The fight for the land is the chief issue; 

"The labor movement is growing too, but it is. necessary 
to know that the labor and tradé union movement is linked to. the 
Labor Ministry in Brazil. The trade unions are fighting for 
independence from government control and for the establishment 
of a Trade .Union Center which they have, in fact, established. “- 
We have in Brazil what are called Vertical Trade Union Confederations, 
such as metal, transport, and others, but no real national..center 
of the trade unions. In each state they do hold trade union 
congresses and they act as permanent centers. But; last August 
for the first time a National.Congress of Trade Unions was. 
called. 2,500 responded. These came chiefly from various 
state organizations although some Vertical Trade Unions were 
represented.too, Nine national organizations calied this 
‘Trade Union: Congress, Six out of this nine are under Communist 
influence. Three are anti- Communist but they did attend this 
Trade Union Congress. This | Congress élected’ an” executive. ~ ~~ : ΗΝ 

ΝΞ ἢ 
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BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
ON THE CURRENT SITUATION IN" 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 

They set up ἃ permanent organization in the form of a national 
committee. Actually, this Trade Union Center is a united 
front of the Communists and the Labor Party but it also includes 
some reactionaries, Some of these reactionaries are in this 
Trade Union Center to try to sabotage its functions but they 
are kept going by the pressure of the workers. They do not 
dare. to desert and they have to be careful as to how they engage 
in reactionary pressures. This Congress was the first step for 
areal, genuine Trade Union Center or Confederation in Brazil. 

"A big effort is being made by the Communists and. 
others to try to change the law to permit the organization of 
a Trade Union Center. This law is a han@wover from the .old 
Getulio Vargas regime. Also, international affiliation is not 
permitted in Brazil, Therefore, the trade unions are not 
affiliated formally to any international organization. But 
the law does permit international affiliation to the Inter- 
American Workers Regional Organization. The American Federation 
of Labor-Congress of. Industrial Organizatiorm (AFL-CIO) is active 
in this organization, This organization is called ORIT,. 

"When Brazilian trade union delegates go to meetings 
of ORIT they are pledged to a program and they always raise 
the question of unity and they sometimes raise the question 
of working with the World Federation of Trade Unions or 
affiliating with it. At this last August Brazilian Trade 
Union Congress they said that they will continue to go to 
meetings of ORIT but that they will also go to meetings of 
the World Federation of Trade Unions. The World Federation 
of Trade Unions had fraternal delegates at this Brazilian 
Trade Union Congress that I have referred to. Because of 
such representation on the part of the World Federation of 
Trade Unions, the representatives from ORIT walked out of the 
Congress. The United States Embassy representation at this 
Trade Union Congress also walked out, and there were attacks 
against labor in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo because of 
this Congress. OE 



BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
ON THE CURRENT: SITUATION IN 
THE. COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN’ BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS 
PRESTES, GEN RAL SECRETARY OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 

"United States imperialism is conducting: a fight 
against the trade union movement in Brazil, For example; 
most trade union contracts, and if there are no contracts 
it. is. the understanding, provide for 15 legal holidays during - ’ 
the year. The United States mazopolies are trying to do away 
with this law. Naturally the United States ‘industrialists are 
not very popular because of this. There is also a law in 
Brazil which says that no one can be fired, if he has worked 
in some establishment for ten years, without severance pay that 
amounts to at least 20 months wages. If-you have worked -for 
15 years,. you get. 30 months. severance pay. The United States 
imperialists are fighting even this particular law and are 
trying to change it. This is an old -concession given by Vargas 
to the working people, 

"Vargas, at. one time before his déath, threatened - — 
nationalization. of the utilities and oil industries. ΟῚ is 

the big problem in Brazil. It is a state. monopoly. No 
concessions ‘have been given and it, is forbidden by law: to give 
concessions in.oil. Brazil has to import two-thirds of its 
oil from abroad. It spends 300 million dollars a year for oil 
and most of it goes to the big Rockefeller interests. These 
oil monopolies of the United States refuse to help Brazil to 
prospect for oil although we know there is. oil in Brazil. 
They refuse ἕο. 5611 us refining machinery. -At the. present 
time, despite -all these difficulties, most of the oil is 
refined in Brazil, 

"Many of the governors in. the. various. states of 
Brazil have been’elected. with the open support of the Communists. 
This is: true in Rio Grande.do Sul,. Pernambuco, ‘Rio Grande. do Norte, 
Para, Santa,Catarina, and Goias. Despite this: influence. of the. 
Party,. the Party is still, 6n the statute books, illegal. . However,,. 

. the relations, especially with Goulart,..are very good,. Not all 
the_politicians are labor politicians or depend on labor. 



‘BRIEFING ΟΕ A. REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
ON THE CURRENT: SITUATION IN 
THE-.COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF .BRAZIL 

Kubitschek is ἃ social democrat and belongs to the Social 
Democratic Party. Actually the name means nothing because. 
the big: landlords control it. But,even in this Party of 
Kubitschek, the Social Democratic Party, there is a large 
section of the patriotic bourgeoisie which is anti-imperialist, 
against the United States, for protection of the natural 
‘resources, and for independence in general. 

"In the October, 1960 election, the Communists 
supported candidate: Henrique Lott. He was the Minister of 
Wax for Kubitschek, the outgoing President. Lott was defeated 
for President. Quadros,. the successful candidate, received 
five and one-half million votes. Lott. got just a little over 
four million votes. But these four million votes were of a 
certain quality. It was very difficult to get support for 
Lott. But since Lott was the candidate for the nationalist” — 
forces and Quadros was considered the. candidate of the. United 
States monopolies, he was looked upon as a Brazilian Frondizi. 
Although ‘Quadros traveled to Moscow and to- Havana, he did this 
‘to get. votes and he made many promises, Some people thought -he 
may be a Brazilian Fidel but I can, tell you, that this is, not. 
so. The votes for Lott were very conscious, anti-imperialist 
votes. In 1945, the Party. had a. candidate but he did not run 
in the name of the Communist Party. But this year, because 
of broader’ support and because of a growing national anti- 
United States consciousness, Lott was able to draw four million 
votes. Ὁ 

"There. are 300. deputies in. the Brazilian Parliament. 
One -hundred and thirty of these can definitely be said to be 
nationalists and take an anti-imperialist position. Pressures 
are now developing to change the government policies; ‘to begin, 
with to change the foreign policy of ‘the Brazilian government}; Ὁ 
also to. change its personnel. ~ There is. a big base for this 
movement. Broad united fronts. dre developing ali. over Brazil, 
made, up of workers, peasants, patriots, army officers: and others. 
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-no one knows where this would-have led. It might have'‘led in 

our situation, to talk to us. You will be welcome. You 

BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE Βιυ ων τ 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
ON THE CURRENT SITUATION IN’ 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 
AND IN BRAZIL BY LUIS CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 

"There was a period not long ago when some sections 
wanted to suspend the Constitution, A big movement developed 
among the army officers, the deputies, and amongst the working 
class and they stopped this effort to suspend the Constitution. 
ΤῈ the reactionaries would have suspended the Constitution, they 
would have been faced with an open social upheaval in Brazil and 

the same direction as in Cuba although our circumstances are 
different. We Communists in Brazil are still fighting to 
utilize every legal possibility, every Parliamentary activity, 
and, as you. know from previous reports and discussions we have 
had, we succeeded in defeating our leftists in the Party. We, 
of course,. cleaned out the revisionists. Although some of the 
leftists are still in our Central Committee, they have very 
little influence and power. As far--as the. prospects. for the 
Party are concerned, we consider them bright and we would like 
to have better connections with you in the United States, We 
should keep each. other informed, We should see that we exchange 
our newspapers and magazines more regularly. Of course, if 
there are documents of importance that you think we ought to 
read, some policies that we should know about,. please see to 
it that we receive them. We will do the same. We also want. to 
invite the American Party to send someone to Brazil to study 

especially will be welcome if you have the opportunity to come 
to Brazil. The reason we say send someone is because at the 
present time we know that your reactionary bourgeoisie would not 
permit a well known leading Communist to come from your country. 

'We want to thank you for the cooperation in the > Wh 
drawing ‘up of this\d@raft declaration of\the 81 Communist 
Parties and Workers' Parties. I Know that you worked very 
closely. with gur previoug representative| on the itorial 7 
Commission,. Mario Alves,’ poo” 



BRIEFING OF A REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
ON. THE CURRENT SITUATION IN’ 1A “ἃ ἢ 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL ἷ, Hie ἢ ony 
AND IN BRAZIL BY LUIS: CARLOS 
PRESTES, GENERAL SECRETARY OF 
THE - COMMUNIST PARTY OF BRAZIL 

‘This concludes the briefing by Luis Carlos. Prestes, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions. of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It-is. the 
property of the Federal Bureau of investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents aré not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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the. car_Wednesday - (2/1) and make the installation. The car - 
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TO : ΜΗ. A. He. DATE: January 31, 1961 

SUBJECT: NY 694-S* | Son 1-Mr. Fox CHA 

ASAC McCabe, New York Office (xyoy, called 
yesterday (1/30/61), making reference to recent 
instructions which NY.-694-S* had received from Barkovsky 
concerning the use of a rented car during his next meeting 
with Barkovsky.. McCabe advised that the manager of a 
reliable automobile rental agency has in the past been 
used aS a source and, in fact, 694 has rented cars from 
this agency. Through this ecntact, NY can obtain a car 
tomorrow (Wednesday, 2/1) and instail a concealed 
automobile. transmitter (CAT), which car will later be 
made available. to 694. This can be. done without disclosing 
to themanager of the agency exactly what the Bureau contemplates 
doing,. and 694 will then have an automobile with a trans-- 
mitter;* "but will ‘have no knowledge himself that such ~ 6ῸΟ “- 
transmitter is in the car. NY asked for authority to obtain 

" ᾿ poo 
"πα ἕνα 

1 == YJ authorized NY to make the installation as a 
requested, with the understanding’ that this could be done 
discreetly ‘and so secretly that no inspection by Barkovsky. 
could possibly detect the presence of the transnitter. 
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and to the New York Division one copy of ἃ. letterhead Ὁ: 
memorandum containing information concerning the 12/3/60, » 
session of a meeting in Moscow, Russia, of representatives... ὦ 

NY, of Communist Parties in Latin America, This meeting lasted’ Ὁ ς 
Oo days and was held in the theater of a hotel restricted ~ ἽΣ 

[ἃς to CP members who were in Moscow as guésts of the Central < x 
Committee of the CP. of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU). This Aad 
hotel is located at Platnikov Paraulik (phonetic) No. 12. 4% 3 
It is near Arbatskaya Street, the main polyclinié and the wa? 
Foreign Office. It isa modern 6 story building which will νῈς, 
house between 200 and 250 guests. ι agen 
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CG 5824-S* advised that he was the only CP, USA, 

representative. who attended all sessions of this meeting. 
JAMES JACKSON, JAMES ALLEN, and HELEN WINTER were each 
present on 1 or 2 occasions during the 5 day meeting. 
Usually their attendance was limited to a few minutes, 
The sessions were conducted in the Spanish language; 
however, CG 5824-S* received assistance in the transia n 
of the remarks. No member of the CP, USA, has notes 
comparable to those of CG 5824~S* on this very exclusive / γ ζ Lok 
meeting. a RC-31 |600-- Fag eile 

For the above reasons and in compliance 

-Ψ 
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instructions set forth in Bureau letter dated ΠΡ 966 
letterhead ON oy ‘is classified ‘Seeret". Because Ota ΄ 
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CG- 134-46 Sub. B 

the nature of the meeting and the information obtained, the 

shington D. C.,. in accordance with. instructions contained 
ced Bureau letter. The information in the letterhead 

mémorandum was. furnished by -CG 5824~S* to SAs JOHN &, KEATING 
Vestn τ, HANSEN and Stenographer PATRICIA L. BEBAK on 
1/6761 
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DECEMBER 3, 1960 SESSION OF 
A MEETING IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, 
OF COMHUNIST PARTIES ΙΝ 
LATIN AMERICA 

~ xv 

A source, who has; furnished reliable. information in 
the past, furnished. the. following information, 

On December 3, 1960, representatives, of Communist’ 
Parties in Latin America net: for the fourth day. of a five day 
meeting in Moscow, Russia. ‘The representatives of these. 
Parties were in Moscow, to attend the Novembér, 1960, meeting 

_ of _representatives of 81. Communist Parties: ; and Workers’ Parties, 

America, was held in the theater of the hotel limited to. Conmunist: 
Party (CP) members who: were guests of the..Céentral Corimittee of: 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. (CCCPSU)., . This hotel “ἝΝ 
is located near the main polyclinic and: the Foreign. Office, ᾿ ἮΝ 
It is a modern six story building. | ᾿ 

. The CCCPSD did not directly participate. in this 
meeting but did provide a translator who only’ ‘occasionally 
took notes, . | . | - 

Remarks. of the Representative 
of the Peoples* Unity: Party of Haiti B By AEPBOX, - 

The session of December 3, 1960, ‘began with. remake 
by a representative of the. Peoples’ "Unity Party of ./ His 
identity is not known, however, he was. referred to a Texis. 
He is described as follows: Race, Negro; Age, 33-to 35 Height, 
6'; Weight, 170 to 175. - Hé is an excellent chess player, speaks - SOP - ὸ 

: several languages, includirig English, and is very talkative. x. « rad 
‘The following is the essence of his remarks: ~ yet oot 
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"Many peasants and others have migrated ‘from Haiti to 
Cuba. ~There is tremendous enthusiasm in Haiti for the Cuban 
Revolution, The relationS between Cuba and: Haiti have always 
been good. The Haitian peasants have an anti-~feudal tradition, 
They also have an old anti-slave tradition, Even in the old, 
old days, they used the slogan, the land belongs. to those who 
till it, In 1830, there was a big Struggle in Haiti and a 
primitive commune was &Stablished. Already in 1905 there was 
a big struggle for land reform in Haiti. In the 1930s, the 
dictatorship .of the -feudal land owners was used against not 
only the peasants. but even ‘the merchants and the intellectuals. 
The peasants have an. anti-feudal movement; the merchants have 
an. anti-feudal. movement, ‘But because: of segregation and color, 
these movements never merged. Now there are some Negro land 
owners. However, the present Negro bourgeoisie is mulatto and 
the land. owners are using color discrimination to keep their 
grip on everything. I want to emphasize that the mulattoes 

are the rich in Haiti: The Negroes are the’ very poor. “There στ᾿ 
ἀπ, ἃ. long history of resistance dating back to 1830. This is 
why I speak about. this problen,. 

"In. 1954, we reorganized our Party which, was in bad 
‘shape. because it suffered from Browderism. We reorganized when 
we understood, the peasant problem, Our Party was really born 
in 1939,. and our first leader was Jaquisimo (phonetic). 

"There are four and one-half million people in Haiti. 
‘The total income of the country is so small that the government 
has to get money from United States. imperialism to pay the 
government functionaries. The ‘rulers of the country did, not 
even bother to organize'their economy, It. is against their 
class. interests. Our- Party was divided into a left and. right 
‘wing and we. did not raise the question of anti-imperialism, 
The. lefts would shout that all we need to talk about is freedom 
and socialism: Yet in a city like Port-au-Prince with a 

‘| population of 300,000, we were able. to organize an anti- imperialist 

| 
demonstration involving 60,000 people. The Party has influence 
in the..cities ‘but not aniongst ‘the peasants, soto 
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"The CP leaders originally were. ρον" bourgeoisie, 
They were responsible for splitting the united front, But 
we do have some relations. between ‘the workers and the middle 
class. It is only. now in the recent period that. the Party 

has statted work among the peasantry and there is a movement 
underway. ~- We"Know that in Haiti a mass movement without the 
peasantry is impossible. Up until now, the commercial 
bourgeoisie has been passive. They are beginning to see that 
the: peasant. movement. has anti-imperialist perspectives:.and- — 
this has caused them to be less passive, 

"The Cuban Revolution helps. The Cuban Ambassador 
helped to give arms to the landlords. This--Ambassador married 
a Haitian woman. Later; this same Ambassador helped. to: train © 
people in'the use of arms in Barbados. We explained. to. the 
people why the Cuban Revolution won. It. was not due only to 
the use of. arms but also to, work amongst the people, We. had 
to convince. the people that terrorism alone. could not.win. | 

The Cuban ‘Ambassador Rodriguez is not bad ~but-he could’ Have. been” ~~ ~~~ 
better... 

‘"We have. a. terror regime in Haiti now. They are even 
burning ‘down the houses of the opposition and' of the peasantry. 
Big concentration camps have been established but. the opposition 
is organizing abroad and is receiving inspiration. from. the 
Cuban Revolution. Even the national bourgeoisie is bankrupt 
and even they. are worse off under the present regime. . They 
would .like.:to..get some. help from the socialist camp. One-half 
of the population of Haiti is unemployed. I am not exaggerating 
when I say’ that. last year 100,000 people died from malnutrition © 
or starvation, The peasants go into. the islands hunting for. ι 
food, The Party can influence a change under the anti~feudal 
and anti-imperialist slogans,-~ Bu Jarty needs to learn more 

_about. the ‘Cuban Revolution.. The students, in an overwhelming: _ 
majority, are for the. Cuban_Revolution. The students are ἢ 
against United States. imperialism and United States business 
in ‘Haiti, and: Latin America, . The support of, the students for ‘the. 
Cuban. Révolution is. more than. formal, There are other strata of 
the population, including some businessmen,. who see no gther way τ τ 
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out. without the help of other sections. of the population, 
. particularly the workers. They see an. example in’ the Cuban 
Revolution. The peasantry .especially sees. this,, All the 
Christian organizations in Haiti. follow the. line of our Party. 
Even. the Bishop of Port-au-Prince sends: money to. the Party; 
Many of. the military staff have.-sent, money. to ‘the Party. Some 
officers: were. removed because of. their sympathies, Revolution 
for Haiti ἐπ΄ 8 matter of life or death and every day brings 
us. closer to it. The Haitian Communists bring, it closer, The 
Cuban Revolution brings us closer to. our own, revolution. 

“There are in Haiti, small groups which call themselves 
Communist Marxists-Leninists but. they are either rights or lefts, 
‘These groups have about 300 members. They are opposed, to the 
line. of the People"s Unity -Party which is the real Marxist-Leninist 
party. ‘Some of. these who oppose us are. agents the governnent: 4/4; +; 

Some. of them.are fine people, But there is onefGallante— onétic) ——— 
who; is..a spy. for :the. United States _imperialists. \ He is a ‘friend 

ePreste (phonetic) ‘who lives in ‘Ciba, “DePreste “is. a tiember™ 
_ CB: but during, the Hungarian events, he. was. against the 
R, ‘When he came to Haiti, -he visited President. Francois 

_Davalier, a tyrant who killed 2,000 people... DePreste may: he. 
honest. but mistaken. | We. want to. inform you: that he carries a 
credéntial from the People’ s Socialist Party of Cuba, He uses 
it. We think the Cuban comrade should know about this. 

“There are other individuals amongst the students, 
even. some: who, have been accepted in the University of the. 
Friendship..of the Peoples in Moscow, who we. are convinced ere 
agents of the government or United ‘States imperialism. We 
‘should look into this. 

“There are 50,000 Party members in Haiti with a great 
influence, ‘Everyday: 100. to 200, people who, are. against the regime 
Ἰαβὶς. to join the Party. There is ‘only one organized Party in 
Haiti and.that is the. People's Unity Party. ‘There is. a newspaper 
-in, New York. called. the. 'Herald. Tribiine' which wrote about, this. 

| situation one time and. showed the. power .and influence -of the 
| People's Unity Party. 

| — 

~ 4 - 
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"Our problem. is how to take. power. ‘The rulers have 
learned :from Cuba and will prevent us from taking power. We 
therefore need different methods than were used in Cuba. We 
are working in the armed. forces too. A new. .revolution in 
Haiti will be a solidarity :answer and.a solidarity action for” 
Cuba, ‘All Communist printing establishments ‘have been’ destroyed 
by Duvalier but we. are working just the same, Finally,.I ‘promise 
that we will send volunteers, to Cuba", 

Remarks. of -Enrike Hilbert Hill 

rike. HilbertXHill, a-Secretary—of.the Central Committee 

95:36 -Ολαξουββοτος the next speaker, The tollowing is 
= | essence. of his remarks} 

"Before the Batista regime. was overthrown, there were 
many Cuban, exiles living: in Ecuador. -This is.why a lot of 

__ Sympathy, for Cuba had .developed ‘in Ecuador, The Labor. Federation 
in Ecuador supports. ‘the Cuban. Revolution arid tthe trade unions 
will, if necessary,. send volunteers. to fight in: Cuba,— The 

- Trade Union. Federation. has: also endorsed the Havana Declaration, ° 
The. Cuban. Revolution has had a great influence upon the peasantry, 
especially. : “in the ‘coastal. area, : In many provinces, the peasants 
are just taking ‘the land, Amongst the students, there is a. big 
movement ;for.the defense of. the Cuban Revolution. The national 
organization of youth is composed of youth of many different 
parties; There is. a widespread anti-United States imperialist 
‘sentiment in: Ecuador and only. recently. the United. States flag 
was: burned ,and the. Consulate: has -been. stoned,. 

"The: present President of Ecuador has only recently 
raised some.:old border. problems: with Peru.. This has been done 
as a diversion.to. try: to. draw attention away from the:.Cuban: 
Revolution and Yankee. imperialism. But when meetings are called 
they always end .up ‘with the slogan, Yankee No, Cuba Si, 

"The: Cuban..Ambassador in‘Ecuador is. nougood, He works 
ΝΕ ΕΣ the: United States and the Canadian Legations.. 

~ 5 -. 
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"Last October we had a big demonstration celebrating 
independence and we linked this to Cuban solidarity. Last year, 

. the .students were massacred and they could not hold their 
celebration. The President of Ecuador arrived in Quito, Ecuador, 
at the same time as the Cuban Ambassador, The demonstration for 
the Cuban was just .as big, if not bigger, than that for the 
President,” In the last election we had a broad united front. 
This united front was for the Cuban Revolution and it forced 
the opposition to talk about the Cuban Revolution in order to 
retain mass. support. 

. "Our Party paper, the. weekly !El ῬυΘΡΙΟῖ, systematically 
calls for the. support of the Cuban Revolution, The magazine 
‘Manana’:also stresses independence for the Cuban Revolution. 
‘EL Hora' in the provinces is for Cuba and speaks for the 
students and’ others, On the radio too, the united front hag - 
a trade union hour and in their broadcasts something is usually 
said for the Cuban Revolution. 

"There are many people in Ecuador who are trying to 
get to Cuba, Some even walk to other countries trying to. find 

_ their way to Cuba. In any case, many. people want to.get to. 
Cuba, 

"I want to remind the comrades present here’ not 
to forget the Inter-American Conference. Originally we scheduled 
it for 1959, then we talked of 1960, now we hear talk of March, 
1961, in Quito, The imperialists want to do in Quito what. they 
did in Caracas. They want to organize against. Cuba, They want 
to.use this Inter-American Conference. against the revolution, 

"Before I conclude, I want .to say that it is necessary 
that we engage in more self-criticism because if everything we 
do. for. solidarity with Cuba is good, then what are we talking 
about here? Finally, Fidei is very popular in Ecuador, We 
believe he could even be elected President in Ecuador, as he 
might be in some other Latin American countries. There are two 
popular words in Latin America and these are Fidel and sputnik. 
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Just.as El Faro (phonetic) helped Jose Marti, by . this historical 
analogy, we will help Fidel", 

Remarks of Luis Carlos Prestes 

The next Speaker was Luis Carlos es General 
wecretary of the ΟΡ οὐ Brazil, The follow [ g is. the: essence 
of his renarks: 

"We agree with Anibal Escalante of the People’ Εἰ 
Socialist Party on the international importance of the Cuban 
Revolution, It also has some great significance in our 
national situation. We consider it. our duty to study’ the 
Cuban Revolution. We have just. gotten through.a very hard 
fight against revisionism and dogmatism in the CP of Brazil, 
Life if richer than theory and the Cuban Revolution is: proot 
of that. 

"In Brazil too, we will have to learn how to. fight — 
the Plattists. We are, therefore, receiving, inspiration and 
learning lessons on how a united front can fight and defeat. 
a dictatorship. In Brazil, some CP members: consider that the 
united front should be made ‘up only of the left and. must be. = “ 
guided only by the CP, We will clear this question up with. 
the example of Cuba. In Cuba, the Party fought against dictator- 
ship and for a new regime. In Brazil, some. Communists still 
think that we need to fight. for a people's democracy. The 
example of Cuba proved that we can start with a. new government 
and gradually move to socialism. 

"This example of the Cuban Reyolution has helped 
us fight our dogmatists and sectarians. This problem was 
resolved at the last Party congress where we adopted..a. program 
that can be summarized as follows: 

l. For land reform. 

2. Against imperialisn, 

3. For national independence. 
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‘We-need to take certain steps: to first, of 431 get 
the. support: of. the. working class’ and: next ‘to ‘receive. inter- 
national: Support. 

"The ‘Cuban: Revolution.will continue to’ have great 
" in?luenee amongst the: working.class, the- peasants, and especially 
‘the studénts, Now, even. amongst.the industrialists: ‘and 
certain; ‘sections: οἵ the armed forces, the. Cuban ‘Revolution 

. nas, great ‘influénée. in ‘Brazil. At the beginning, the: nationa} 
bourgeoisie was for. the Cuban Revolution. Now they are 

: against’ Fidel and’ the Cuban ‘Revolution. Now the: Brazilian 
press is against: the ‘Cuban -Revolution.. Only the Party’ ‘press 
‘is. unreservedly: for Cuba, 

“Janio Quandros, who. was just elected President, 
lwas in.,Hayana. ‘and, he: talked, in favor of Cuba but, he never 

__ fparticipated, dina meeting., for Cuba in. Brazil, Now he is against 
\Cuba- ‘and is a ‘sponsor .- ΟἿ᾽ the- Organization of. American. States” ΝΕ 
(ΟΑΒ)- . Yet we could say that. his majority of two, millio# 
Yotee was due. tos the: Caban partisans. In: -the. ‘working class. 

t ig: just ‘the- ‘reverse, Everyday there: is. more: admiration 
- for the. Cuban. Revolution, ‘This is ‘true. from. the. north * to. the 
- south ‘in. .the.. entire: country. There is ‘always. great applausé: 
and. enthisiasm<when the Cuban. Revolution is mentioned. First 
“We: deal, ‘with: domestic, problems ‘put when.we use the ‘Cuban ὔ 
exanple. 88. our ‘example, ve. are met. with great ‘enthusiasm. 

-'The. student: movenent:.is united and this .movement 
used, a lot. of initiative. ‘for the. Cuban. Revolution, When - 

. Eisenhower: was in. Brazil. ‘he was: confronted. with. a big photo-, 
graph of. Fidel. which. had a, -caption,. we. like. Fidel... ‘Fidel was 
elected, the: honorazy.. président. .of ‘the aw. students.. Kubitschek ,. 
who. was the Presidént of. Brazil, was on the. ticket:.of, the Law. 
students. opposite Fidel. for honorary president ‘but Fidel. won 
amongst: the students.’ 

ἔ 
4. 

‘The third=National. Trade: Union - Congress adopted δ. 
| resolution: ‘against intervening. in. Cuba: and: diiring’ the. election 
canpaign;. there were ‘parades. and denons trations. -in ‘which: the | 
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participants carried. pictures of Fidel .and slogans. for, ‘Cuba; 
Many -péopie. have gone to Cuba. . Henrique. Lott, the other. 
candidate: for President ΟΥ̓ Brazil,. was. against. Cuba. and, talked . 
of: “Fidel ag a. murderer, : 

"The fifth Congress of the CP of .Brazil stressed 
the importance. of the: Cuban Revolution and the mobilization ΟΣ. 
the .masses for the nationalization of the. banks and. power, 

Ἵ companies, ‘and. also raised the. question of high rents and the. 
cost:.of ‘living... When we talk of these things we use the. 
Cuban examples ‘Since Cuba has established. diplomatic relations 
with. the Soviet-Union;and. China, we: have posed this. question. 
‘in Brazil too, The: last plenum; of our ‘Party: ‘placed the fight 

᾿ against: ‘intervention: in .Cuba. 28. one, of the most important 
tasks, We' concluded;.that. it would. ‘be-a terrific’ blow: if the 
Cuban: Revolution. was. even temporarily . defeated. ‘Fe. > must: and we, 

. have. ‘the: possibility to_.stop. intervention, 

“United. States imperialism will be. confronted with.. 
many: wars. when aggression: against: Cuba. takes. place. The Cuban - 
resistance will (give us time. If the United States. knows this 
it- will.. ‘not, dare ‘tovact. We believe that . ‘the, United States | 
knows: this. and Yor this reason: hesitates... We must strengthen 
the powerful movement against United States imperialism and for. 
Cuba. When the. OAS. met the: United. States thought. it-.could. use 
the Latin: American. countries for intervention... We know that’ there... 
were: even..secret nilitary. ‘plans ' prepared in case :OAS, agroéd., But 
some. Latin: American. ‘governments cautioned ‘thé United States to. 
be. weareful. in déaling. withthe Cuban ‘question. We. in Brazil 
do.. have sone. difficulties but if the United States. attacks: Cuba, 
we. are: ‘sure: that, thexe. will ‘be a wide struggle; struggles wider: : 
than at the time -when Vargas. was assassinated. Anti-United: States _ 
féeling.is.strong in ‘Brazil but it must be. broadened. It ‘must 
be a movenent of: many: ‘millions. ᾿ 

“Our errors during the years 1955. το 1958 have diminished 
᾿ our. influence... Fifty per.cent: of: the population. ‘of, Brazil is 
“illiterate. Our propaganda became weakened. - We had some. financial 
problems.. . The cost of living. is ‘bigh.. -The government is. ‘compelled .. 
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our difficulties. 

. money and buying traétors which we send to Cuba, We are .carryin 
out a big campaign for trade.with Cuba. Where does Joao Goulart 

Secretary of. the CR. of Paraguay 

relate this to concrete demands. in Paraguay. Even the question 
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to raise wages because of inflation, In one year's time, the 
peseta fell from 7 to 2] for each dollar, But'we are overcoming 

"ZI want to inform the comrades that the articles of 
Jean-Paul Sartre on Cuba were published in the Brazilian press 
and reach many, many people, There is a Friends of Cuba 
organization in Brazil which is led by membersof Parliament, 
There is currently a campaign for solidarity. and signatures 
are being collected for endorsement of the Havana Declaration. 
Now we are conducting more concrete campaigns, We are raising 

stand? Well at this. time he is' neutral, on 

"Now I want. to ask the comrades to send us more Cuban 
films on subjects dealing with current developments. My final 

--- --.- 

its. own. revolution. iy 

Remarks of the. General “ 

The next speaker was the General Secretary of the CP ΄ 
of Paraguay whose identity is not known. He is described as 
follows: Race, White; Age, 52 to 54; Height, 5'7"; Weight, 
145; Eyes, Blue; Complexion, Light; Hair, Gray. He speaks 
some English and does not reside in Paraguay at this time, 
The following is the essence of his remarks: -— - 

"In Paraguay we are working under very difficult 
conditions under a brutal. dictatorship. Even leaflet distribution 
means. death if you are caught. But we work anyway. We have 
covered Paraguay with slogans such as, hands off Cuba, We 
use the slogan, Yankee No, Cuba Si. We have even managed to 
paint slogans on. the walls. of the anti-Cuba newspapers, Our 
line. stresses the united front for the defense of Cuba and we 
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of -bus:, ‘fares 25 related ..to the revolution.in Cuba because. 
the: utilities -are..in the hands ‘of the. imperialists. - There are..- 
‘meetings. ‘taking place in the. university but. when -the Police 
find, ‘out, : ‘about ‘them they dissolve’ these :meetings and ‘arrest: 
sone ofthe, participants, Despite. these ‘reprisal MOBgUIpS y 
the Cuban Reyolution. is an inspiration. 

“If there: is δ .attack against Cuba, the. _ people. Will.,. 
.uge this situation, to: rise against the-Stroessner Dictatorship. 
‘We are showing up. the.. role of ,United States imperialism. We 
are constantly: exposing. it,.. The Cuban Revolution has convinced | 

defeat United States. imperialism}. ‘adopt. reforms. for, the. land,. 
industry; etc. ;- ‘and ease. their burdéns. . Our. work, is hard’. and 
I repeat, sometimes. limited, but there ‘are some things. that: We . 

- ¢an.do. . You -should. know: that. 821 ‘forns: οὗ. organizatipn are, 
prohibited. in. Paraguay, but. We. have managed. to« “organize. 
underground: committees; for the | secede of Cuba. ~ | 

“Right. now there: is.a guerrilla’ war. going .on against.’ 
the. ‘Dictatorship. . This. war is spreading. But. here. is. how. we 
place. the . tasks. The first task OF importance. is. the: defense : 
of. Cuba... ‘Never. in. history. did we have such:.an important task. 
in Latin Anerica,, -We. must prevent.an attack on Cuba. The 
imperialists. will, try to use. some..Latin ‘American countries,. - 
at least five. that . I can think of, for this. ‘attack - against, © 
Caba,. Therefore, wé have to: 1) iicrease: ΟἿΣ propaganda;: 2) | 
increase: Our: ‘actual. aid, ᾿ 

WY would say that: Cuba is now the. national. problem 
forall: of: Latin America . 

"Al Communist Parties: now. have. to: decide:.which,:road 
- to.také:.to: socialism.. The democratic revolution. in Paraguay 
has, -begun.. This. present. Dictatorship: Regime. cannot put down 

> the. guerrilla, movement. -It will not be able to avoid: a 
nation-wide insurrection, -In the. army too, there is. some 
dissatisfaction, I would even say that the ‘Dietatorship: has 
helped: us by. emphasizing that. there. are two ways; the. Cuban. 

~Lle 
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way or the other way, which is, of course, the Stroessner way. 
This has divided the upper .classes, We have a movement in 
Paraguay called the 14th of May. movement... It 1s ‘similar’ to 
the July. 26th movement in Cuba, Although relatively new, it 
is a united front for national liberation, The big bourgeoisie 
has deserted the united front..and has deserted the 14th of 
May moverient, But the left. of the. petty bourgeoisie picked 
up. the. banner, The opposition. is divided. 

“Some say let us use the Colombian. way, a bi-party 
administration, Others say, let us use the Cuban way. There 
are those.who say they favor guerrilla war with. outside support.. 
We. favor a base amongst. the people, particularly the peasants, 

- We are for the united front but it is not a signed or formal 
united front, We place our stress on the mass movement and the 
development of this movement, We are for a new government, a 
government that will be democratic and will also. establish 
relations with Cuba, We do not ask for a government -exactly 
like Cuba's but we’ orient the masses ih ‘the diréction of the 
‘Cuban way, 

"This policy which I outlined is important for us | 
because there are Putschist tendencies and it would be. bad 
if these Putschist tendencies. would prevail just as it would: 
‘be bad if the tendencies for compromise with dictatorship would 
prevail. Therefore, we ask for democratization and in this way 
to break up the military apparatus and the dictatorship, 

“We cannot, duplicate Cuba but we can show results and 
in the end the results may be the same as in Cuba. But we have 
to be careful how we place these problems because there are 
sections in the population which are scared of expropriation 
and we cannot drive these people away. When we place these 
problems, we must not place them in a defensive way, We-.even 
have to. show how the bourgeolsie..has betrayed our country. 
They did not merely turn their back on their country. but 
betrayed it. 

"The Cuban Revolution is now correcting leftism. 
This. helps us. We of the CP of Paraguay say that the. Cuban 



τς S¥mpathies we share, We will not fail in. our duty to the Cuban. 

©. 
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Revolution opened up. a new stage..of revolution in. Latin 
America with, the. working class playing the chief role. But 
we must put, the emphasis..on independence, economic and political 
independence." " 

. Remarks. of. James Jackson 
\ . 

The next speaker was -JameGackson, mnember-of..the _ 
‘National -Committee of the Communist Panty, USAC , USA)... 
Jackson. was not 8. participant ‘in this. meeting but did attend 
the meeting on one or two occasions for a few minutes. He 
was asked to make a few remarks and the. following is the 
essence ‘of his remarks: UV « 

“During the meeting of the 15th Assembly of the 
United,.Nations,. we distributed 30,000: copies of the. Havana 

‘Declaration, -The CP, USA, dug up pamphlets on. Cuba. -and:-sold 
every pamphlet., . We could: have. sold.more, There-was:a lot of: 
sympathy. for Fidel Castro in. Harlem. . He: aroused.-the .Negro 
-people- especially... There. was-.great. interest-.when. the.-head of. 
the military forces. of. Cuba, a Negro,. stayed at the same hotel . 
with Fidel Castro in -Harlen. 

"There is a growing movement of sympathy for Cuba 
in the. United States, Not all the. American. population is for 
the imperialists. ‘There are progressives. and, others. who. have 

;Révolution"™. 
eave » 

La 

‘Expression of Thanks. to CP, USA, 
‘by..Rudolfo. Ghio AL. 

Rudolfo}Ghioldi member ofthe ‘Central Committee of 
the. CR.of..Argentinay as Chairman of. this. session,, expressed. 
thanks ‘and ‘greetings to the CP, USA, on behalf of. the leadership - 
of the. Communist, Parties. in Latin “Anierica. The, following .is. the 
essence..of his. .remarks:. 

ee 
"LY want to remind the: CP, USA, that I know the old 

time .leaders, in. the CP, ‘USA,. such as: William. ‘Z;..Foster,. ‘Eugene... 

~ 13 = 
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Dennis, and. Elizabeth Gurley: Flynn, and::desire. that. my. best. 
wishes. be extended to- them, -The Communist ‘Parties. in Latin 
America, ‘know. that. -the .members:.of the: CP; USA, .are working 
‘under: ‘difficult. conditions; but. ,are. apply ing Marxism-Leninism 
to: ‘the .concrete situation, “We .are: in. a--common. fight. against 

᾿ς @ comtion enemy, and are: giving support to the Cuban Revolution. 
This: cannot. pe. -done. without ‘your. support ‘and solidarity: so: we 
thank | you, .our. dear’ fraternal comrades: of the, CP, USA, In 
‘our Light against Yankee monopolies; .we-. are at the. sane time, 
Lighting: for ‘the. people:-of the United States," 

᾿ς The.CP.. USA, has, been designated by the Attorney 
General: o£: the. ‘United: "States. ‘pursuant, to. Executive Order: 10450, 

san < ial 

es of . «WAS 

essence: “of A Ss. redarks, 

Unt last year,. we were. disconnected. from Cuba. 
The: people were- doubtful about Cuba, ‘They did not. believe: that 
the.. . Cubans’ really. -accomplished: gomething because: our..own 
revolution slowed down. Cuba, went through :the; most. thorough 

᾿ revolutionary: transformation - in all of Latin-America, -The 
Vice. ‘President of Bolivia said that. perhaps, we: ought to’ engage 

. -in blackmailing United: ‘States, imperialism in ‘order:-to κοῦ. 
gonething fon: the. United ‘States, The. ‘people. are mobilized | 

- for: the::Cuban. ‘Revolution. . Every. trade: union. has- endorsed: ‘the 
- Havana- Declaration. The-Cuban Ambassador. is. ‘the: honored guest 
at every, gathering of workers:.and' peasants. --Anongst: the: workers, 
there, ads; ;;@ conscious - solidarity. with: ‘Cuba. _The: peasants, -and: the. 

are. very: “active: in the: vanguard’.of ‘this: "movement. , The- ‘studdits | 
"are: radical ‘and. conscious. and work for. the: Cuban. Revolution. 

““Entil.. last: year, the ‘Party was.:very sectarian, 
But: the’ Cuban. Revolution:.proved the need’ and ‘the possibility~ - 
ΟΣ mass::and -broad: contacts, and now the. Party has;.mass:. ‘support, 
The youth. hag. been. exposing the. ‘government: party and: “its: treason 

you " 

ἮΝ οι =14- 
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to our: ‘revolution, Every ‘member of Parliament belonging ‘to 
the; government. party: ‘votes: sometimes with the. CP’ ‘and-meets ‘with 
members: of the” ‘Central Committee of. our ‘Party: to ‘get advice 
on. policy, - The: Confederation of ‘Labor ‘hag. ‘signed: axipact j. "a 
‘mutual aid -pact,. with the: Cuban CP. ‘in case of United- States . 

' aggression. Maybe: I ‘seem: optimistic about the: problem of 

τὰ τσ τς πὶ - 

fact. 

'The. United States. Ambassador ‘has:.heen stoned ‘in 
Cochabamba .~. “I. δ. ποῖ Know -of. any trade, union: or ΔΉ ΘΕ. ὑ 
organization. where. ‘the United: States; ‘Ambassador. could ‘be | 
invited ὃν. allowed to. speak, . But the Cuban: ‘Ambassador. is - 

‘invited: everyyhere and Sometimes: even. gets involved: in ‘the © 

a’ we 

χδν: 2 « , 

“Tp: “many: places ‘in Bolivia,. the! ‘trade. unioncworkers” 
are armed: and: ‘form their own: militia. In some<places ,.. the .- 
government: ‘tried. to control the ‘trade unions. and. ‘place. ‘their : 
own Stooges . :in: the ‘leading positions.. The ‘tradé ‘unions’ 
electedtheir. ‘OWN people. When. the ‘government: ‘threatened ‘not 
‘to. ‘abide: iby’; the. ‘decisions .of. the; workers; the. ‘workers :appealed 
to the<miners:'who are. arnéd.. There: is ‘one: mining: town ° ‘under: ᾿ 
the control. of the CP, ‘These. miners marched, -earrying ‘their 
guns; with. ‘then, to ‘insure “that: ‘the -workers-: choices: ‘Yemained . ‘Ln. 
the. .trade:union |. Aeadership.. Ye do ‘not ‘know -what- ‘to do with these 
armed forces, - ‘The compades., can ‘help: US decide: Ress Sete Some: of 

wot 

“Seven. hundred: thousand workers_.out’.of..a population 
of three; fillion ‘belong: to the. Central ‘Labor ‘Union, : 

; "In 1952; ‘after the ‘revolution, the armed: workers . 
marched: ¢hrough:.the street. Gradually. things have. ‘been. changed, 
the leaders:shave been moving to ‘the ‘right. “There-1s*a-group -- 
which ealis-itself the “Orthodox Marxists... This group - “still 

3 
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fools and influences masses. We. hope that the example and the 
experiences of the Cuban Revolution will change things and also 
teach. the CP’ how to penetrate more deeply the mass movements, 
even. the government party. 

"There was one demonstration for Cuba in which 
30,000 to 40,000 people participated. But not all.of these 
people are controlled by the Party. In the factories, 90 
per cent of the workers put their signature to the Havana 
Declaration. The peasants, though they are mainly illiterate, 
compelled the teachers to read material on the .Cuban Revolution 
to. them out loud. The results of the Cuban Revolution. are quite 
different than those of.the. Bolivian Revolution, The peasants 
are beginning to see this. 

"Our Party is young. It was formed in 1950, We 
realize, that solidarity with Cuba is the main probiem of 
Bolivian foreign policy. if we had a stronger Party, we could 
do .more,.” | 

Remarks of a Member of. the 
Central. Committee of the. CP.of Peru 

A member of the: Central Committee. of the CP of Peru 
was. the next speaker, His identity is not known. The following 
is the. essence. of his remarks; 

"We do not agree with comrade Hill's remarks about 
the border problem between Peru and Ecuador, There is a big 
radicalization in Peru despite the repression, When Richard 
Nixon..was.in Peru, he was booed and spat upon. The. demonstrations 
against Nixon were big and of course, ‘they resulted in attacks 
and arrests of CP members,. The Cuban Reyolution did. not arouse 
enthusiasm αὐ the beginning. This was due to a lack of information 
and this. caused some doubt. But when the Cuban Revolution moved 
ahead the people understood. 

"The peasants of Peru now know that the land in Cuba 
belongs to. the peasantry and not to the big landlords. There 
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ar6é examples in Peru of peagants’-now: occupying land which 
belongs’.to sone United Statés imperialist. enterprises. The 
government go: fay has been unable :to. expel these peasants. 
Some péasants: hiave. Tost their. lives: and’: they: ‘have ‘had. 
casualties-ibut they aré still holding: on. to the land they’ 
took fron-the United: States imperialists. In the north ; we | 
have 3. ‘similar situation, " ‘ ae 

~ “When the Cuban Representative visited - ‘Peru, , the 
people ‘turned: Out. in: MASS: ‘onto. ‘the ‘streets: to welcome ‘him, 
When Dorticos; thé..Preésident of Cuba. visited Peru, he. was 
practically Ὁ. ‘prisoner of the, ‘government. : 80: he. would, not. che 
able to. ‘reach ‘the people, 

“We ‘have ..a ; ‘solidarity connittee. for Ciba. The CP. 
_has some’ influence. in this. It.is only..a wing of this. committes,. 
The. tradé. ‘unions “are in the ‘hangs: of the ‘reactionaries’, - ‘Due. 
to the..crisis of the ‘Cuban Revolution, the. national. bourgeoisie 
‘has abandoned the’ Committée for the iDefense of: P Cuba. 

heey oe? 

flash : nesting in front of the United “States ἘΝ ecoe At: ‘the 
demonstration; ‘they. burned United. States. flags. for the ‘first 
time, . Later, ‘they. burned. in. effigy, the Prime: Minister ‘of: 

Peru. ‘wrapped’ ‘in ἃ United States. flag. 

“The Party press does not -appear regularly because 
‘we. have: ἐδ’ publish it abroad but we do. manage to get. ‘leaflets 
out. ‘The ‘youth in Peru is. ‘publishing. the.documents Of" the - 
People’s. ‘Socialist. Party. Our country .is ‘Closed’.to- Caban 
publications’ ‘but. ‘we. published, Cuban. documents just ‘the: Same. 

“The governnent, conducts ἃ campaign: against ‘what 
it ‘calls. Fidelis and: Cofimunism. . -It--speaks: of Havana. a8 the. 

_ Latin. ‘Anerican "Moscow and it.triéd to utilize against us the 
slogan ‘which was ‘once raised, turn the Andes. into the: ‘Storra 

. Maestra.. Of the Americas. 
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"I repeat; our Party: is not strong. We still. lack 
enough: information -abput the; Cuban, Revolution. ΟἿΣ task: is 
to, see to “it ‘that’ our’ press ‘comes. ‘out. more Fegularly;.- ‘This: 
will help us. The, Politburo decidéd that the -Cuban solidarity : 
movement :is : our. most important task, The. revolutionary 
situation ‘in Peru is ripening. There. are more strikes. 
There. is a FYevolutionary upsurge. dn Peru, The'CP, therefore, 
must grow. 

Remarks: ‘of: ‘By oO: Victor | 

-of :his-remarks; 

"We -of. the ‘Central. Committee ‘of the Panamanian ΟΡ. 
start ‘with: ‘the. :proposition, that the: ‘Cuban: Reyolution 15 ‘the . " 
axis ‘for. ‘all, sLatin “American work, ; ‘Yet: we : shave. problems. 
The youth. did assimilate. ‘the: ‘Cuban. experioneéé;. | ‘There is. 
no: big mass, movement’ .in defense: of: ‘Cuba ‘but. ‘what exists: λθ΄ 

really 8. -youth movement. We .can @XPress. Solidarity - for. Cuba: 
through. ‘fighting’ ‘for our -deriands. | As “you know, in November; - 

"1959," we } ‘had ‘big. deiionstrations - ‘and ‘struggles. in ‘Parana. which 
were echoes: of. the. Cuban: Revolution, When ‘we. fight: ‘for. Bovereignity 

‘jn. .our: ‘zone;,. we fight United. States imperialism, the "common..eneny,, 
The ‘Cuban. Ambassador ‘in Panama.-‘is. anti-Communist ὁ ‘When we..set: 
up solidarity committees ; this Ambassador sald: We. should dissolve © 
these. committées, 

amy 

“. 

"The. nationalization of the Panama Canal is not yet 
a demand: of, the people; - It ‘is. wrong as: ‘Stated. “in” ‘the. Havana. 
Déclaration,.-or as stated. in. the: newspaper. !Revoluciont. ‘or: 
Havana. ‘that, ‘this is the “main ‘task and. slogan. Lor Panama’; ; 

"All classes in. Panama are. against the United::States ~ 
imperialists but the. ‘bourgeoisie. wants: to. hold. on: to. the. tharket 
of the Canal... Thexe is profit f¥om it; Even some .sectioxs of 
the.population are ‘not. for: the nationalization. ‘of the C&pal. 

- 18 « 
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1 want ‘to remind. you that the police. in Panama. are. a privileged 
lass..in. the service of .the capitalist cldss.‘and-Dnited. ‘States’ 
imperialism. . But.:the Cuban Revolution -has. ‘produced | an upsurge 
.for, the Cuban-Revolution among Panamanian workers, students, 
peasants, sand ‘so:on,. But it..has not, however,. penetrated. the. “τῷ 
peasantry-. ~ However ,. these. will. .be reached ‘too. Yet at.the 
‘present time. we.:are weak, among the peasants, ‘We:-cannot as: 
yet pose the question, are ‘you for. or against the revolution? 
But. ifthe United ‘States. attacks. ‘Cuba. we. believe..that the 
people. would Ῥϑδοῦ violently. against the imperialists, We 
need’.a better understanding. ‘of. the revolution in..our ‘Party: 
and wwe-feel. that ‘this is. now possible,": 

Remarks. of a-Member ΟΥ the 
Central. ‘Committee: .of the 

Dominican. ‘People! s. ‘Socialist. Party 

A member of. the Central Committee.:of ‘the Dominican 
People's. ‘Socialist: Party..was, the. ‘last. ‘speaker. in. this .session, 

- His identity is not. ‘known, The following. is: the essence of - 
his..remarks:: 

"We are, influenced by’ the Cuban Revolution, As 
you. know, we’ took. part. in-.an armed uprising’ last June, We 
will. not; discuss. ‘this now,. You, know. about the expedition. 
But there are a few things we can do to ‘pay our debt, of solidarity. 
that ‘wé. owethe. Cuban comrades,. We work-under very difficult 
conditions. in the. Dominican Republic, At the same. time, our 
‘Party. ‘is very. inexperienced, But ‘we.will carry our grain. of 
sand. ‘in the Latin. American revolutions, We have a. radio. station 
that the Cuban. comrades fave us and we. call: ‘upon..our people to 
fight oppression. .We also. have a monthly paper: which. calls. for 
solidarity and’ awakens our people to struggle against ‘dictatorship 

.and’ United, States..imperialism, » Even. a. few slogans -painted. on 
‘walls..are. of ‘importance. ‘in such a situation as we are in and these 
things. are‘done' at. great risks. When Fidel. was in. New ‘York. at 

. the: meeting,.of the 15th. Assembly. of: the United Nations, :our 
exiles organized denonstrations in front :of. the. United Nations 

~ building. ος 
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"f would like. to see discussion where we engage in 
self-criticism because’ this is needed too, . Some Latin Americans 
are‘ doubtful of the leadership of the revolution in Cuba. They 
ask,.where is. the Party? I am a-.witness that it is there, and 
comrade. Anibal Esealante gave a good outline of the exact. 
situation, 

"Our Party was too inexperienced to guide. the 
111. fated expedition and in that expedition we lost six 
members of the Central Committee. as well.as other ‘comrades, 
But this was not in vain. We have learned a lot, . We are‘a 
small Party but when the Guatemalan Revolution took place; 
we were-in it,. -When the Venezuelan Revolution took place, 
we.were in it. Now we are in the. Cuban Revolution. But we 
must remind you again that there are not too many of us left".. 

This..concluded the session.:of December 3, 1960, 

This:document contains neither récommendations nor’ 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau. of Investigation. It-is 
the. property of. the. Federal Bureau of Investigation and is. 
Loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

τῷ ἀρρΗΝη 
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Arbatskaya Street, the main polyclinic and the Foreign Office. 
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200 and 250 guests. 
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SUMMARY REMARKS-OF ANIBAL ‘ESCALANTE,, 
ADOPTION OF A -PROPOSAL AND CONCLUDING 
DISCUSSION. AT. THE MEETING IN MOSCOW, 
RUSSIA OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN 
‘LATIN AMERICA. 

A..source, who has furnished. reliable: information 
in the past, has; furnished the: following, Anformation. 

! At the final day of..sessions .of the ‘Moscow, Russia, - 
| -. 5 day meeting.of representatives of Communist. Parties in’ 
7 Lat erica, the: delegates heard. the.. ‘summary. remarks .of 
| ' ΝΥ Aniba Escalante, a Secretary .of. the:People's. ‘Socialist. Party 
| 2 ° τοῖς Cuba ‘which is: the Communist.Party (CP), in Cuba, The 

“meeting concluded with the. adoption of a proposal. for ἃ 
document and a. general. discussion concerning a ‘People! 8 
Congress. in. Latin. America. " ΝΕ ta 

The representatives, or. the. CPs in: Latin, Anerica: were.. 
- in Moscow, to attend ‘the. November ; . 1960:-meeting: of represen~" ‘ 

tatives. of 81 CPs: and: Workers‘ Parties, -The meeting of 
these: representatives of CPs -in Latin. America. was held. during. - 
the: first part of December ;- 1960, in the: ‘theater of 8. hotel. 
Limited. to. CP. representatives, who. were guests of the 
Central Committees of the. CP of the Soviet. Union: (CCCPSU) . 
This::hotel is located: near the main polyclinic. and. the ᾿ 
Foreign . Offiee, ἅτ. is: 2 modern, 6 ‘story, ‘building. 

x. . 
. , 

The. cccpsu. did not diréetiy: participate. in. 
' this meeting. ‘put “did” prov ide.. ξι. translator who: only 

occasionally took notes, . . 

| Sunmar Remarks: of Anibal Escalante: oo s 

po ὍΝ Ἂ 
᾿ The following is- ‘the essence. of the SURMATY - remarks 

of’ Anibal iis alante. os 
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| . . 
"Regarding. the: activity of Cuban. diplomats. .in 

. various ‘countries,. we in. Cxzba. are in the-process: of develop~ 
- ing a new corps. of diplomatic personnel, It is not easy Ὁ 
to ‘have a.sorps for the revolution that. has. been trained in 
diplomacy and that understands all the. facets: of. the. Cuban 
Revolution, Some of. these so-called: diplomats, .like -in 
Bolivia, cooperate too much. and go beyond ‘diplomatic bounds,. 
-Some, ‘as reflected in. the complaint.:from Brazil, and in 
Sone other. countries, are actually right-wingers, There 
‘are’ a few people: who are’ trying hard, . We. ‘hope” that. :in 
‘time: we will. have :the necessary: personnel, that will - 
really represent Cuba: im the various countries. 

"Regarding the complaints that there are residing “soe 
in. Cuba, ‘people calling themselves -Communists or left-wingers 

“and-saying that: they. are for. ‘the - revolution, ‘but, .in. the 
. words of some Comrades: present shere,. are not: Communists, 
we will admit that there are some. adventurers: ‘in Havana, ι 

1t. ‘there . are: algo some. good Comrades: and ‘even ‘others, who | 
may, not be Communists but axe sympathetic-and ‘good and: ‘who 
we cannot allow: to go ‘hungry. So we. take care of them. But 
I want to tell you Comrades ‘that whatever’ we: will do in “ 
using some people who happen to reside in;Cuba, or in 
Havana, we will. not be. interfering | in other Party's affairs, 
Some ‘of. them come to us: and ask that they -be.fed and that 
they. be taught. - ‘They: want. to go to'school, We ‘are. very 
‘careful: in choosing some: of. these people, sending them to 
school and even feeding: ‘them, ‘So be at ease Comrades ,. “we, 
+will try to: do everything ‘possible. not to develop a. ‘corps 

. that night be a hindrance, to you. instead Of “ἃ help. ᾽ 

. "Now once: again I. want to. emphasizé the -question. . 
of Latin American help and: solidarity. -This- will “be 

' decisive, I: would even say it’ may ‘be’ more decisive: than 
the help which we now receive fron. the: B88. R, If, we: 

-2-. ᾿ ὧν ἘΝ 
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receive our solidarity chiefly from Latin America, it will 
be difficult for the United States to attack. We need this 
solidarity to prevent other Latin American countries from 
joining the. attack against us or allowing the United States 
a free hand. 

"What can the other countries, especially the 
Parties which have influence, do if the eneny attacks?. 
Pamphlets, leaflets, literature of all sorts are all right, 
but we must all be prepared in ail countries to take part 
in more decisive actions. In some places, where the conditions 
are ripe and the influence of Cuba is strong, pressure can 
be put upon the governnents of. particular countries to 
make them change their policy or to make them take~a ‘more 
positive attitude or stand towards ‘Cuba. 

"Jf the United States Marines should attack, there 
is going to be strong resistance. This period. of resistance 
will give the other Latin Americans time to mobilize, ‘to 
get help, etc. This. will be the time when other fronts 
can be created. I do not want to say in which countries, 
but we might say, as already discussed here, in places 
like Venezuela and J am sure in other countries. 

"Our country has entered a new stage and is going 
ahead, Our: ‘general perspective was correct and life now’ shows 
that even in the Dominican Republic there are possibilities 
for the revolution. Some methods. of. solidarity have not 
been: answered or resolved. For example, the Latin American 
countries can give us more technicians and specialists. 
You should know that the U.S.S.R. wants to-help but it is 
inadvisable that they send.us too many specialists. and 
experts and besides, there is the language problem. But if 
we get such aid from the Latin American countrigs; we can 
really. say out loud that we do have aid; we are receiving 
aid and. we can even say from what countries. 

ie 
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“Chile has sent us many such people and they are 
doing good work in Cuba, but I want to tell the comrades 
that. these specialists will even be. batter later on when 
their political understanding is improved as ‘they live and 
work in Cuba, Specialization is not enough. Ideology — 
is almost as important and we will make an effort to improye 
the tdeology of all the specialists that you send to us, 
whether Party, nen-Party, mere progressive, ΟΣ patriotic 
Latin American bourgeoisie. 

"We need aid for agriculture, Therefore, send us - 

such specialists or tools that will help ws in agriculture, 
We can-also use a. lot..of foodstuf?.. So if. there is any 
work for solidarity with Guba going on in your countries, 
.foodstuff;; can be collected as well as other things that 
we need, 

“I want to say something to the Guatemalan fomrades, 
It -is:‘our opinion that they can get wid. of the imperialist 
bases and they wlll know how to do this in Guatemala. We 
also know that the Ufited States imperialists have 
established bases in Honduras and that it is not going to 
be difficult to get wid of the Yankee bases in Honduras 

“gither, if the comrades set their mind to this problem. 

. Ags. we have indicated yesterday, wewll have a 
checkup in May. We are. going to see ‘how the. solidarity 
movenent is. developing and we will know. what.fuxrther steps 
to take, 

"We have been speaking here of the necessity to 
‘study the. Cuban Revolution, how the united front. developed, 
how the trade union movement developed,. etc, Some 
of these. experiences might be useful for some-. countries. 
For some countries. they might not be so useful, It was the 
process which developed a leadership in Cuba. It was this 

” leadership that influenced the speed of the revolution, 
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not only the Party, but the. leadership of the. July 26th 
Movement, and others who were for the revolution with 
sincerity, The Cuban. Revolution was the result not only 
of objective. conditions, These objective conditions have 
existed for a long time. If only objective conditions. could 
nake a -revolution,. ἀξ would: be..a-mivacie,..: I:want to - 
emphasize. that the subjective work of leadership and masses 
of people who understand tactics are a very important: part 
of making. a revolution. 

"You will recall, and we told you this sometime 
ago, that.we originally objected to Castro's attack in 
the palace, that is, when _he tried his coup, in the middle 
1950's, Yet, looking back, from the objective point of 
view, we can say that this effort at. a coup has served to 
advance the revolution. Another thing, we did not agree with 
the date set for the landing im Cuba, but they, the July 
26th Movenent , did not agree with us. And, of course, 
their losses were far too great, At that time we. lost 
60 good People. Comrades, we do. not talk about these 
things in public, but it is necessary | to. keep such things 
in mind. 

"In. our united front we have agreed not to 
publicize what you might call agreements. If we made our 

{understanding and agreements with the other elements in 
) the revolution public, it would have helped, it might 
still help, the anti-Communists. This is a good . 
experience, Other Parties should pay attention to this 
method. This approach of. not making things public or 

. pushing ourselves to the forefront, has helped us in Cuba. 

"Now, we see things more clearly. We see a 
growing radicalization in Cuba. We see the development 
of nationalization, etc. We, do not speak and did not - 
speak 6f nationalization of industry. We did speak about 
the public utilities and why.they. should belong: to. the 
people. We ‘spoke about the,banks. and how they exploit.,;,: 
the psople. We taiked of Cuba for the Cubans. It was 
only later that..we undertook a big program of nationalization 
and we did this in the game of anti~imperialisn, self-defense 

- Fm 
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and to Ben are economic needs, This method and approach 
protected our forces, We can gay that this method, and I want 
to emphasize this, is like using:cmouflage in & War, 

"When the workers and peasants ΠΡ becone 
conscious, the’ national bourgeoisie is afraid. Naturally, 

other Latin American countries, even if you have a 
different gituation, you Will go through a similar protess. 

‘The hourgeoisie ay at first-be with you, then they. 111 
“become scared. The bourgeoisie in Cuba became less’ 
enthusiastic as the revolution developed. The landlords. \ 
did not like the 50% cut in rents. Who expected them to 
like it? The landlords were opposéd to the agrarian 
reform, But-I-want to remind you. that at the beginning 
of our revolution, even the landlords shouted ‘long live: 
the revolution’, But later on, they ceased to shout or 
show any enthusiasm. But our tactics defeated the Plattists. 
I have told you that before. and - I.want to wepeat, it again, - 

: "Some say that we are using the name Fidel ΟΣ Castro. 
too much. Perhaps. But keep in mind that .the: name. “Fidel 
has great significance for us. Each Party should..study us, 
should sttidy our methods, our tactics. But be careful. 
Do not just be. copycats, or you may get into difficulties.,., 

“Let me restate the tasks of the révolution: ” 

"1) Task Number -One, or the chief task, is to 
maintain our unity at 41] costs.” Too, we must. study’ ‘the. 
relation between the objective and subjective factors 
in Cuba, 

"2) Take over, as we did, the state apparatus. 
This is very important. 

"3) We must be prepared to defend. the goveiatien: 
therefore, ‘defense becomes an outstanding pEobiew: 

w= Gus 
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"4) Work. hard to bring revolutionary Consciousness: 
anong the masses, . Spreading the ideas of Marxist-Leninist: 
ideology is sometimes just 2s important as ammunition," 

At this point, Escalante was interrupted. The 
General, Secretary of the CP.of Paraguay, whose identity is 
not known, asked Escalante to explain why they do‘not. | 
hold. ‘elections in Cuba and how they explain this.to the 
people, Escalante proceeded to- explain: and the' following 
_is the essence. of his remarks. 

"In the People's Democracies. in. the countries..of | 
eastern Europe, they did not immediately. use. the election 
methods after they overthrew the bourgeoisie, ‘or.even if they 
took power peacefully, together with other Parties, But 
keep in mind, that the: conditions: -in these .countries were 
different than in Cuba, | But above all, keep in-mind, the: 
fact that the Soviet. Arny: was present ‘and this. could, to 
gome extent, guarantee the outcome of the elections. We 
in ‘Cuba, think that the conditions. are. not ripe for elections. 
When all the. counter-réevolutionaries and their: Parties | 
are. liquidated, when their influence is dissipated 
completely, we can have an election. At this earlier. stage 
of the revolution, . perliament would have been an obstacle 
to us-and to the adne of the revolution, : 

"The: important. thing. is that we. have the support . 
of the masses, ‘They gave 8411. power to sthe. Cabinet.: It-is 
legal, It. is. going. forward to a new stage in the revolution. - 
This governnent. will reform the Constitution, - ‘will. ΄. 

“eliminate the .ttwo Chambers. and other. ‘things that. ‘could. 
impede the. expression of the people, | “We are. ‘goitg. to bave - 
ons Chamber: and. the president ‘will be elected by this. 

- Chamber. in. Cuba, at this time, the main ‘thing is . 
to consolidate. the unity ‘of the revolutionary: forces. We 
are studying the: possibility- of: elections,.:but.at this, 
moment, 1 cannot tell you whén:we will finish this. study 
and when we will announce the advisability of ‘such elections. 
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“Now about this most important. question which 
seems to bother a lot of Parties, that is about’ one revolu- 
tionary Party in Cuba, Before we have. such a Party; an 
organization that, we can really call a Party, we must: acquire 
a Marxist-Leninist base. I’ must tell you frankly, that ‘at 
‘this: moment,. right now, this is. ‘only a hypothesis. We 
do not know. when we. will have this kind of one Party that 
we are.talking: about, but 1 can assure you that we. are 
working, for it.’ " 

Remarks. of Rodne Arismends py S ιβ 

᾿ - “At this, point, Rodne endj rst.Secretary 
of the CP_of Uruguay, spoke briefly. ‘The following ds: ‘the ΝΣ 
-essence- ΟΣ his remarks. 

"In my. opinion, there is. democracy in..Cuba hecause 
the revolution is based. upon the workers and peasants, . upon 
the. People's Socialist. Party, the: July 26th ‘Movement, the 
March.4 Directorate. The people are armed. There is 

unanimity. Even: the students and. professors, the 
professionals, the. state: employees, etc., are. behind: the 

. revolution." 

Adoption: of a Proposal 
for. a. Document Ι JSS iff 

) At this time. Rudol£o Ghioldi, member.of,.the.Central _ 
Conmittes of the CP of A gen n 2... introduced what he called 
in outline fOr this cobterencs. Ἐ This; outline would serve 
as the :basis, for. drawing, up a document. for internal 
consumption: only by the Central Committees of the CPs..in 
Latin. America. He said.he-had talked..this outline. over 
with other leading Comrades, Anibal Escalante, Arnoldo 
Verdugo, Jesus Faria, Luis: Carlos Prestes, and: it..can be 
polished up and hammered into a document afterwards. if.-the 
people present: agree to this: outline. Ghioldi's outline 
was, of course, later accepted. ‘It is not known whether 
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or’ not the document. has. been produced at this. time, . It was 
not. ready for. distribution in Moscow, in mid December, “1960, 
but in any case, Wt was talked about. The- following, is ‘the 
essence of ‘Ghioldi's outline. 

"1) We will announce. to. our own Central Committees 
. that .on ‘the occasion of the 43rd anniversary- of the Soviet 
. Revolution;: τ. mot-in-Moscow, That we- heard a report ἔχοι 
‘Anibal Escalante on the development of the: Cuban Revolution | 

-and.-its Anternational Amportance. 

“2).That we concluded at this conference: that 

America recognize that the Cuban Revolution is the: Teader 
of 811 revolutions, and has significance for all Parties. 

"3). That the threat of a United States.-invasion is 
imminent ox.it is ‘possible that. the- United States may. use — 
other ‘Latin.American. vassal states.for such an. invasion. 

ὴ "These facts. should. encourage our. people,. first. 
of all the Communists, to work ‘for ‘a -higher.stage Of solidarity 
with Cuba. We need to, first of all, show the. objectives of 
such an invasion or intervention,. and -at the same tine, 
‘Bhow to the people the real gains..of the ‘Cuban Revolution, 
We have to emphasize ail over ‘Latin.America that the ‘Cuban 
-Revolution..is our ‘revolution; that we: must ‘stop the. hand ᾿ 
of the . aggressor. 

¢ 

"4) If, despite our effort the. imperialists mancesa 
in launching One. intervention, we promise that we will gO 
over ‘to more direct and positive actions:.in each ‘country to ᾿ : 
help. Cuba.._ : 

— SSS ———— metals te — — — —— = --» [ΞΘ 

"All Parties should discuss this: question, use 
‘their initiative, as to how they can, help the Cuban 
Revolution, especially in case of intervention, 

Gs 
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People" Ξ ἘΞ in Latin America 

"s) Ye wuzaene that. ail Parties take’ into. considera- 
tion that the Pan-American Conference is scheduled for 
Quito and that it should take place, according to the 
announcement, sometime in March, All: Parties’ should be 
prepared, and some Parties have. special tasks,. -in. order- to 
expose this ‘Pan-American Quito Conference. Venezuela . has 
some. special tasks, as.do other Parties, 

" The People’s Socialist Party of Cuba..is 
responsible to orgenize 8, meeting in Havana to beheld this | 
May. At ‘this. meeting. in. May, we. will review ‘the situation, 
‘We should see ‘to it that even if non-Party delegations are. 

sent, to Cuba in May, that Conminists become 8. ‘part of the” 
delégation, ‘accompanying ‘this déVegation.- Otherwise; Ae. abt ahs 
becomes rather: difficult for the Communists to ‘gat. together. 
If, in May,. there is a meeting of the Parties of the ᾿ 
Americas | in Havana, anda document is worked. out, the 
Havana Declaration’ should become a part of this document”, 

These were the suggestions put forth:.in the: cout line 
proposed-by Ghioldi. Everybody agreed. to. the essence., of | 
‘this outline but. disctission: was not. over.. 

Contluding Discussion Concerning ἃ SSE 

5 \ 
3 aa Y: GoneraLisecreta of the CP of 

exico,. 581. at t Tacia “Aneri¢ans should be told“ about" 
the role of Vincente Lombardo ‘Toledano and. that his new’ 
Party is anti-Communist and: should be USS ἃ, 

Gilberts ieira, Political— Sécretar Ἐ CongTEEE Tm 
6f Colombia». "Bhat iat happened. to our People's Congre 
Obviousty; we i nave changed, the ‘ddea of the composition: of. 
such 8 Congress. ᾿ It has become more. complicated to bring 
people together for such.a conference especially: in- Havana, 
because; of :the sharp. change in the relation of forces in 
the development: of tthe Cuban Revolution," 

“10... 
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Russie 
arip.,,,General Secretaryaofthe.Central..; 

δ of venezuela _ said: "Originally ΜῈ6΄- 
thought’ that we might hold sucha Congress... in Caracas © 
and that Venezuela would be the host.. We: cannot: ‘doit 
now, ‘I therefore. suggest that we postpone the ‘idéa,.of . 
sucha People's Congress and perhaps someday. soon.Venezuela. 

8 ᾿ may be 8019. ἴο act as th posts SSE 

A XGonzale Paulina nmenberaotathenCs ntralss, 
Committee ofthe: ΡΟΣ, Are inacsaid:: "Maybe we-should ἢ 

Ἴ , consider ‘the idea ‘of this- ‘Congress, We can finally Ὁ 
resolve it at this. meeting. in Mey, in Havana, but the . 

~ Congress. should ‘take;-on--a::different-.characten., ... We. may _ 
call it a Conference for. the;. Defense. of. ‘the: Natural 
Resources, of Latin Anerica,. a Conference for:-the Defense.., 
of Latin American: Culture,. ete. AlL, I know. is. ‘that. we, need | 
a. broad .thené ‘forthe. call: οδ΄ θύσῃ ἃ conference. If it. - 
is. called only: for the defense. of: ‘Cuba, it wilt. be narrow... 
δα πο ‘known personalities ‘will respond,: - 

AS 
‘a Senet of the Ce 

t CPO moaid: “TY agree that ‘there - 
should bea very .broad conference and do not expect 
that the participants. will readily agree to- ‘accept 
Communists. as .such or. a Communist program, It may be . 
anti-imperialist. . This may: be: its progran, We in Chile 

-are having. some difficulties. in deciding... I believe we. 
differ ‘with. some of you as to the. nature of such a’ 
conference, We want the broadest cornferénce possible, 
the kind. that would even include. Catholics. because. _they-. are: : 
-in- favor..of Latin American, independence... Tf. we .raise: other :; 
issues: I am afraid our conference’ will. be. narrowed, Hf 

_desus 

—= = “π᾿ ΜΝ 
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er 
Rudol fa: io ain spoke and said: “J favor a 

very broad conference. This conference will have to have 
some color but it cannot be. based on the Havana Declaration. 
There are Latin Anericans who are patriotic but who are 
against Fidel. Yet“at the same time they are passionately. 
against United States imperialist. intervention, We must. 
use these people, but-whatever kind of conference we 
finally, decide to call, it would be wrong to exclude Communist. 
Parties. There. should be Communists present even if: they 
are there under :some other. name,. representing some other. 
organization.. Or maybe. we can only have a.few Comminist - 
personalities that are well known in Latin America, let us- 
say Like Luis Carlos Prestes. But whatever we-do, it 
should be a broad conference and not merely a Communist. 
or left wing conference," RySsui 

Arnoldo Ve oke again and. said:."I think 
-it should be “a People’s Confererce, It has to-be . 
different because the situation in Latin America is 

. different. I urge that the idea. of such.a conference should 
not be put off and that it. should be decided as soon. as 
possible. " 

Both Ghioldi and’ Escalante interrupted and said:. 
"Give us time, to think this problem over, We think we can 
regolve this problem by. the tine we get.together in Havana 
in Hay. or even: earlier “” 

oe Then. 1uds Carlo etary_of, the 
of Brazil, sai τ + c/a 

People’s Congress ‘now.for years. “In fact, I could say 
we have been talking about it since the 20th Congress 
of the CPSU. In my’opinion, we can-hold- a very broad 
conference for peace, and if.we hold a conference for 
peace, this conference. has to be-against intervention 
dn: Cuba because intervention would. endanger the.. peace, 

ry 
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about anti-inperialisn. and, other such things, I suggest 
that we hold a conference for peace, democracy. and non- 

᾿ς -be-irepresented -by. well known personalities." 

ee ee ee 
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On this: basis, it. is my opinion that. we can. pee important 
personalities to participate. We don't even have to: talk 

intervention: and - this would reach many sections of the 
péople.of.. Latin Anerica ; from the patriotic bourgeoisie 
down to the working class. and. to the peasantry ,- who would, 

This was the ‘end of this meeting in Moscow, 
Russia, of representatives. of CPs. in Latin America, 

> τ 15: -document: contains. neither .recommendations ΠΟ 
conclusions: of the: Federal Burean of: Investigation, It is ~~ 
the. property of. the.Federal: Bureau of. Investigation. and is 
loaned to-your agency; « it and its. contents are not to be 
distributed. outside. your’ agency. 
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(af aoe BARKOVSKY, he had "cleaned himself" by spending several hours 
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At 11:00 p.m. on 1/25/61, GG a furnished: ‘the- 

following information to - Ξ 5Ξ Ξε ἘΞ 

Pursuant. to: teleplionic arrangements made with ;VL EMIR 
ARKOVSKY-_on 1/24/61, σ΄. 5824-s* went to the Willard Theater at 
amaica Avenue and 96th Street, Queéns, about 6:00 p.m, on 

1/25/61, and remained there until 7:00 p.m., at which time, he 
left the theater and proceeded to walk toward Woodhaven Blvd., 
observing at this time BARKOVSKY, who was on the street outside 

) the theater... Previously, in accordance with instructions from 

in taking δ' circuitous route to the theater. 

In the area of Woodhaven Boulevard, BARKOVSKY passed 
CG 5824-s* and proceéded to the Jamaica 1," Station, where he 
boarded a subway train. CG 5824-s* followéd him onto the / 
train and they rode to a station in ‘the area of 117th Street / 
and Jamaica Avenue., : BARKOVSKY proceeded to walk for ,a few 4 
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minutes in the general area and then stopped at the Triangle 
Hofbrau Restaurant at 117-13 Jamaica Avenue, where he waited 
until CG 5824-s* joined him. Together they eritered the. 
restaurant. During the course of having;‘dinner, which was 
a périod of about an. hour and a half, they discussed the 
following: . | 

BARKOVSKY reminded CG. 5824-s* that when they had 
dase met in Moscow BARKOVSKY: had informed CG 5824-s* that it 

was imperative that NY 694-S* move his office to another _ 
location, inasmuch as the ‘Soviets felt that. the Location. of 
NY 694-S*4s present. office constitutes, a security hazard as 
regards meetings. between BARKOVSKY and NY 694-s*, BARKOVSKY 
inquired whether NY 694-s* as. yet. -had acquired a new: office. 
CG 5824-s* told, BARKOVSKY ‘that ΝΥ 694-S* is looking for a. new 
location, but as yet has not found a suitable one, He pointed 
out that it is not easy to: find office.:space such as, NY 694-51 
requires. They discussed possible locations where NY 994- S* 
might establish a new office. 

’ CG 5824-g* suggested the area in the: 50:"'s in’ New York 
City; but BARKOVSKY - stated that this: area was too close to the 
Soviet UN Headquarters. CG 5824-s* then. suggested. the area. 
of 34th Street in New York City. BARKOVSKY said that this 
area was too close to the Post Office at 34th Street. and also 
close to. the department store area, He said that it could be 
anticipated that in- such an atea, there would be a Large 
concentration of FBI Agents, who would be. there by reason .of 
surveilling individuals frequenting the area. BARKOVSKY stated 
that: generally the office should’ be located in an atea not 
frequented by"both your friends and mine.!! 

BARKOVSKY then inquired: whether CG 5824-s* would be 
i 
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lin New York City on Friday, February 3, 1961. CG 5824~-s* 
told him that he would not be in New York. at that time, 
_BARKOVSKY then said he would do business at that time with 
I NY 694- S*. He told 06 5824-s* to instruct NY 694-S* to 
meet him at 7:00 p.m. on the aforesaid date, at thé Townhouse 
Restaurant, 138-39 Queens Boulevard, Queens, where he pre- 
viously has met the New York informant. He stated that 
BY 694-s% should. proceed from the Townhouse Restaurant as he 
as in the past, turning left and walking until BARKOVSKY 

should contact him, | 

BARKOVSKY said that on Friday, February 3, 1961, 
, NY 694-s* should have ἀπ. his possession~-but, not: with him-- 

a hired car, and that the New York informant should be able 
at that time to give him a description of the said car and 
the license number thereof. BARKOVSKY stated that the reason 
for making this request was that he would arrange a second. 
meeting with NY 694-s*, to be held several days .after the 

_ £irst meeting, with the New York informant, and that on the. 
second meeting, it would be necessary that NY 694-S* have the 
hired. car with him. 

BARKOVSKY inquired whether or not CG 5824-s* had 
properly "cleaned himseif" before meeting BARKOVSKY and whether 
there had been any indication that CG 5824-s* had been under 
Surveillance, CG 5824-s* assured BARKOVSKY that he had 
"cleaned himself", and that, to the best of his knowledge, 
he had not been under surveillance. 

CG 5824-S* then briefed BARKOVSKY with respect to" 
jthe agenda at the recent CPUSA National Committee meeting held 
at Adelphi Hall in New York City, BARKOVSKY, stated that on -- OR 

aan 
Friday, 2/3/61, NY 694-s* should be ready to deliver to 

i} BARKOVSKY, in microfiln, -copies of pertinent CPUISA documents 

ὃ lta #. 
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referring to the aforesaid National Committee meeting. 

CG 5824-s* explained to BARKOVSKY that CPUSA contact 
, with the Cuban CP had been severed and that the Canadian CP 

/ Was being requested to use its channels to maintain contact 
between the CPUSA and the CP of Cuba. “BARKOVSKY was asked 
to transmit this information to the Soviets. 

CG 5824-s* also told BARKOVSKY that JIM ALLEN, who 
has beén in the Soviet Union, has written a letter to GUS 

: HALL, reflecting that ALLEN would Like to go to Peiping, China, 
/ for a visit. The informant requested that. BARKOVSKY transmit, 

through Soviet channels, a message to ALLEN that by CPUSA 
instructions ALLEN, under no circumstances, should. go to China. 

It was agreed ‘between BARKOVSKY and CG 5824-s* 
that in the event of an emergency, when possibly BARKOVSKY 

Y might not be able to contact either CG 5824-s* or NY 694-s*, 
| BARKOVSKY should make contact with ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG. 

Before separating, BARKOVSKY suggested to CG 5824-s* 
_that in about two months, the Chicago informant. contact him 
‘for the purpose of arranging another meeting. 

The NYO will attempt to arrange for technical 
7 coverage of the automobile which NY 694-S* is to drive when 

ὙΠ he meets BARKOVSKY pursuant to arrangements made by CG 5824-s%. 

By xeason of the nature of the above informant, 
{no letterhead memorandum is being submitted herewith, 



“ , 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE _ .. 

‘Date —i=24-6) 

Attached information supplied 
by CG 5824-S* was obtained during 
personal visit of informant to home of 
the Sterns in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
This information adds nothing of 
prosecutive value to the Stern Case. 
We already had the pertinent information 
concerning assets of Stern in the United 
States. No dissemination is being made. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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There are enclosed herewith τό the Bureau, 7 copies, 
and to the New York Division, one copy of a letterhead - 
menorandun containing remarks by RUDOLFO GHIOLDI of the CP 
of Argentina and ARNOLDO HARTINEZ VERDUGO, General Secretary. 
of the CP of Mexico. These remarks were made on 42/4/60 at, 
a meeting in Moscow, Russia, of representatives of CPs in? 
Latin America. is mee ng lasted for five days and was, 
held in the theatér of a hotel restricted to CP members who 
were in Moscow as guests of the Central Conmittee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCP§U). This Kotel . 
is located at Platnikov Paraulik (phonetic) No. 12: It εξ 
near Arbatskaya Street , the main “polyclinic and Foreign Office; 
Tt, ὅ5-ὰ modern six-story building which will house between 
200 avd 250. guests. Lvs 
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1 CG 5824- S*¥ advised that he was the only CP, USA 35 |, | 
‘representative who attended all sessions of this meeting. NTA =z ' 
JANES JACKSON, JAMES ALLEN and HELEN WINTER were each present C¢ |X _ 
om one or two. occasions during the five-day meeting. aly | 
Usually their attendance was limited to a few minutes. The Ὁ Ν᾿ 
Sessions were conducted in the Spanish danguage, however, Sib 
CG 5824=S* received assistance in thé translation of, the als 
remarks, .No menbers of the CP, USA have notes comparable Vis 
to CG 5824-4 on ‘this very exclusive meeting.” ys a ΕΝ 

~~ 

For this reason and in compliance. With. ‘instructions } 
set forth in Bureau letter dated 11/2/60; the letterhead | 
memorandum is classified "Secret", Because of the ndture of 2 
the meeting and the inform@gg: obtained ,vthe Busyeau may - 
desiré to consider changing ἐν elassificatio MO "Top Secret". . / 

: Ὁ- βυέδϑα, ‘(Encls. 7) ) RBE GR dE) 7 90 S25 62). [I 4 
“New Nor (Encl. 1) (AM) (RM).(RRR) 2- 
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The place of issue has been reflected as Washington, D, -C, 
in accordance with- instructions contained in referenced - 

- Bureau letter. ' 

The information in the letterhead memorandum 
was furnished by CG 5824~ S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and. τς 
RICHARD W. HANSEN in the form of -dictaphone dictabelts ok 
on. 1/10/61. ΝΞ 
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REMARKS BY RUDOLFO GHIOLDI .OF THE CP 
OF ‘ARGENTINA -AND. ARNOLDO MARTINEZ 
VERDUGO OF THE CP OF MEXICO .AT Δ. 

iy _* MEETING ΙΝ MOSCOW .OF’ ‘REPRESENTATIVES 
Lis OF COMMUNIST PARTIES IN LATIN: AMERICA 

— i; 8 

A source, who has’ furnished reliable information. in 
the past, has furnished the following information, 

On December 4, 1960, representatives. of Communist. 
Parties (CPs) in Latin America met for the fifth day of a. 
meeting in Moscoyw, Russia, The representatives of these. 
Parties were in Moscow :to attend the. November, 1960, meeting. 
of representatives of 81 CPs and: Workers! Parties, This meeting: 
of representatives in Latin America ,was held in the. theater of 
a hotel limited to Communist Party (CP) members who were. guests. 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the. Soviet: 

Union: -(CCCPSU):;. - This:-hotel_is:.located_near the main polyclinic . 
oe ..-- 

_‘and. the. Foreign Office. It is a modern. six-story ‘bidding, ἢ τ τ το 

- The CCCPSU. did not ‘directly participate. b-this ‘meeting: | 
‘but did’ provide a translator who, ‘only. ‘eecasionally ‘took notes... . 

». - - w 

Remarks: of ‘Rudolfo. Ghioldi ow ae " ΝΣ ΠΕΣ 
x 

During, session of December 4, 1960, ΘΔ ΚΒ, were 
‘made by Rudolipihiogldl,. ember o: <4] ntra * Com ttee of the. 

GE_of Atgentinawand A nolde\ Martinez Bada DV ewe 
f ὁ Θ- CP, of Mexico, This session eEiected: that there.are ‘some | 

fferencéS” of opinion between the People's Socialist Party of 
Cuba, which is the CP in Cuba, and CPs in other ‘Latin ‘American ’ 
countries, The following is. thé ‘essence of the. yemarks- of. ye 
Rudolfo Ghioldi: ᾿ ΞΕ ΠΝ 

"To the casual listener or: student of itfairs: of the 
CP of Argentina it may seem that the situation: in Argentina ‘is 
confused, But a¢étually this is not so. It. is a: very. complicated δ 
‘situation..-.There..are many. factors to.consider,.. This. is. what. tN 
may seem.as confusion, I éndorse. the .report of ‘Anibal’ a MNS oo 

| ) Lane ees ἮΝ δι a 

ae med ENCLOSURE! 
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Many things that he said will be useful to us and we are going 
to take into account the Cuban experience. There are however, 
two concrete problems in Argentina that I want to discuss and 
I believe that Escalante was not clear enough regarding the 
Situation in Argentina. 

"We should be very careful when we speak of Latin 
America .in general, We can speak of the Cuban way but we speak 
of it in a sense that the Cuban way means that certain deep 
structural changes have taken place in the economic and social 
Life. We in Argentina are studying the, Cuban Revolution as it 
was outlined in the report of Blas Roca at the 8th Assembly of 
the People's Socialist Party of Cuba. We have many problems 
and things in common but yet‘there are many differences between 
Cuba and Argentina as countries, and, of course, in the class 
relationships, It would therefore be dangerous to merely copy 
tactical questions. Escalante did not take into account certain 
differences between Argentina and Cuba as they relate, let us Say, 
to the differences of relations with what we call reformists. 

"There is another problem that I believe Escalante 
did not take fully into account. The 20th Congress of the CPSU 
did point to the peaceful road to socialism, That is, the CPSU 
sald that there is a peaceful possibility for revolution. The 
1957 Moscow Declaration and the present declaration that we have 
just endorsed also show: that a peaceful path to socialism is 
more possible today because of the changed relation of forces 
in the world. Of course, the Moscow Declaration as well as the 
present declaration pointed to the possibility that there will 
be resistance by the bourgeoisie and the degree of resistance 
may determine how peaceful a revolution may be. If the democratic 
way is closed then the workers must use the other way, that is, 
the non-peaceful way. But, in our opinion, we should not weaken 
this basic formulation without taking tattical formulism into 
consideration and this we should consider on the basis of the 
Situation in each particular country. 

"In Argentina we are struggling against the oligarchy, 
but we are fighting for peace and democracy. Sometimes we are 
united with a section of the bourgeoisie, particularly the petty 
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bourgeoisie. We must always remember that in Argentina the 
_ united front is a fact but we also remember that the most 
important thing, the main thing, is the hegemony of the 
proletariat.. , , 

"The. Cuban experience is good, as related here, by 
Comrade Anibal Escalante, but we must not turn the. Cuban 
experience into a schematic thesis applicable to all countries 
in 411 situations, The masses in. each country have their 
experience ideologically and of course have their own bourgeoisie 
and its’.experience ‘is different from that of its bourgeoisie. 
This means there must be a fight on. thepart. of the working class 
for hegemony, If the Party is in the lead and if the Party bases 
itself on Marxism-Leninism then the national and the small 
bourgeoisie cannot paralyze the movement, The CP of Argentina 
Says that no deep changes - in the social structure can take place 
until the proletariat gives leadership. “It is true that there. = — “- 
may be some guerrilla fighting in'a revolution, but such 
guerrilla fighting may not take place in all countries, 

"I want to outline what we consider the tasks .in 
Argentina in the’ order :of their importance. 

"1) In Argentina, the first task is to unite to end 
the military regime. 

"2) To win democracy. 

"3) To carry on to the end revolution for land reform; 
that is, the liquidation of the big estates, the giving of the 
land to the peasants, and So on. 

"The final objective is the triumph of socialism, But 
at the same time at this stage of development we fight for what 

-we call daily immediate demands so..that our struggle will be an 
agrarian, anti-imperialist struggle, We would favor a coalition 
government for democracy based on the parliamentary: way το 7 — 
socialism, Of course, if that road is closed to us. we will have 
to use other more forceful methods, In the meantime we continue 
to fight for democracy and for the removal of the military dictator- 
ship and all those who bolster the terror of this dictatorship. 
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This struggle may require sacrifices and there may even be 
big struggles, but we do not ask for sacrifices or violence. 
We blame the reactionaries for causing the violence. We are 
prepared for violence too, if it is used by the reactionaries, 
Then of course they will be to blame and not we. 

“Y repeat; the situation in Argentina is very complex.,. 
It is easier to understand other Latin American countries than 
it is to understand Argentina, In Argentina, we have a crisis 
in the economic and political structure. Argentina is the center 
of contradictions. between United States and British imperialism, 
The British position is still strong in Argentina, therefore, we 
fight. both imperialisms, We must take this into account, LENIN 
showed us how to work and utilize a classical example of a country 
like Argentina, which is actually a semi-colony. 

" “We call Frondizi'ts government ἃ government of treason. ~ 
There is a wide resistance growing up against Frondizi, who is a 
stooge of United States imperialism, | 

"Our Party in Argentina is illegal., They are always 
raving against us, The Army has been used and it has its own 
unity. In Argentina we have a situation, in the military which 
is similar to the French armed forces, This is an enemy that 
we cannot leave out of consideration, This enemy, the Army, is 
concentrated against the working class. Even the frontiers are 
left unguarded so that they can be. used against the workers, The 
Army in Argentina is a closed corporation. It operates on the 
caste system. Even the bourgeoisie finds it difficult to enter. 
the Army. Most ambassadors are army generals and are very 
reactionary. 

"The CP in Argentina is increasing its influence. 
Sympathy for it is growing and so is the membership. The Party 
uses: semi-legal forms: and also fights to restore legality. It 
takes advantage of every legal possibility. Our eneny tries to 
divide the progressive forces. They. bait”™us and they want τα Ὁ ~ 
use terrorisn. They claim that we are illegal because of terror- 
istic acts that we are supposed to have committed. We. success- 
fully deny these lies and we expose the enemy. We defend our 
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people, From a tactical point of view, it is very important 
that we in Argentina do not -become involved in what can be 
classified as terrorism. We do not--Zo to the mountains to 
organize guerrilla bands. Even if the Cuban Party and govern- 
ment offered us ariiSs and other support at this time we would 
say, thank you very much but we do not want that. We are the 
ones who asked 'Che’ Guevara to write the book on guerrilla 
warfare, Yet, the thesis and the methods he outlined in this 
book are not for us in Argentina, at least not at the present 
time, 

"In our country we have a population of 23 million, 

million people make up what we can call the rural proletariat 
which is also a part of the working class. The big landowners.» 
are in control of some tro million hectarés” of Iand: ‘On the ΝΣ 
other hand we have in Argentina a capitalist development of 
industry and commerce. Yet we still have remnants of feudalism 
with a big latifundia or the big estates in existence. 

"We have a fighting working class in. Argentina, but τ 
we must admit that it is divided, If the working class was united? 
we could win. We do have united fronts and unity ‘that goes. ‘beyond* 
the united front, but these are for secondary demands, But even Ὁ 
in strikes for these small demands, the government uses the 
military and the military as a rule takes over the trade unions. 
The unification of the trade unions is therefore a most important 
task, We must also admit that the bourgeois ideology is still 
strong among the ‘workers. 

"Even during the Peron regime the Communists. used to 
receive 46 percent of the votes in the trade unions, put it 
requires patience to work with the Peronista people. I repeat. 
patience even now and a lot of hard. work.. Many comrades in the 

casualties in Argentina during ‘the Peron régime. Some counseled = —- 
that we should fight the bosses but not the Peronistas. We fought 
the bosses ‘and at the same time won to our. Side the Peronista 
workers. Thus we avoided civil war amongst the working class. 

=~ 5 = 
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Because. of this method and patience we. are now harvesting 
good results, The Peronista workers understand and work 
with us. We aré able to do this because we sent comrades 
into the Peron controlled unions. Some who used to cry and 
shed tears because we did this in 1946, now in 1960 smile 
with satisfaction. This is. because. we now lead these 
Peronista trade unions in many places, The workers were 
for Peron, but they were never really anti-Communists. 

"In 1955, during a military Putsch we asked for 
arms for the workers, Peron fled. He did not give these arms 
to the workers. The workers, who up until then followed Peron, 
learned some lessons as a result. of this desertion. Of course 
they remember that Peron gave. them some social reforms but we 

_.remind them that these reforms: were not given to them but were 
possible because Argentinian capitalisn grew stronger: during” ~~ -- 
World War II. It made a lot of profit ‘and then Peron was able 

‘to give some reforms, 

"Now some words about the Party. We now have 100,000 
‘CP members, In 1946 we had only 15,000 members, Not all of our 
membership can be considered real “Marxists. But the majority are 
good working class fighters although some members of our Party 
still have the pictures of Peron on their walls. When we ask 
them the reason for this they say, we cannot forget that man, We 
have won many former Peronistas to our Party. 

"In our country we are getting used to the idea that we 
have a half a dozen attempts at Putsches.a year and of course 
the counter-Putsches. Argentina looks like an armed camp. But 
despite these Putsches and the display of armed might, we continue 
to fight for constitutional government and for a democratic regime. 
We fight the Putschists but when a Putsch takes place we call upon 
the workers to come out-in the street and prevent the reactionaries 
from winning, We are nearing the moment when we will answer the 
Putsch with unity. We also know that the United  States-Embassy~ --— 
is always involved in some Putsch or counter-Putsch,. Two months ~ 
ago the United States intervened directly to stop one Putsch 
because it was afraid that if Frondizi was overthrown, American 
imperialism might lose control of the situation and mightnot be able 
to restore the status quo. 
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"Now for a little history. In the last election 
we supported Frondizi. We supported his program, not the man. 
Let us read his program. I will not burden you with the entire 
program, but in that program you will find demand number one 
is land reform. Also in that program are the following: the 
state should give aid to the cooperatives, the important indus- 
tries should be nationalized, there should be financial reforn, 
measures of social security should be introduced, etc. etc. 
We say that if such a program would be put forth again, we would 
support this program again. In fact this program could be the 
program of the Party if there was only added support for the 
Soviet Union's peace program and a policy for socialism. 

"We also want you to remember that in 1955 Frondizi was 
the. founder of the League for Civil Liberties. Frondizi at that 
time exposed the United States monopolies, He denied that ‘He was- - 
a Communist but millions of people actually believed. that he was, 
For three or four months after the election, we retained close 
contact with him, Our head of the Party, Codovilla, used to 
566 him and very often he would send emissaries to us asking for 
help. At that time we urged Frondizi not to publish anything 
about our relationships or even the fact that he was trying to 
make contact with Khrushchev. We might characterize that period 
as one of idyllic relations with Frondizi. We could not give him 
unconditional support. We had our own candidates running for 
office until the day before the elections when we switched and 
urged support for him. We warned him that he would be overthrown 
if he did not build- support amongst the population anil when he 
ceased to depend upon the masses. 

"After the Frondizi treason, we did not lose anything. 
The Argentinian people remembered our warning. After the election 
we in the Central Committee of the Party held a plenum. We said 
that we were going to mobilize the masses to put pressure on 
Frondizi so he would carry through the program and promises of 
the election. We asked for the destruction of the police regime” 
and for the reorganization and the disbanding of the army 
apparatus. We asked for the ousting of imperialism and its 
agents. We said that this would not be easy but it could be 
done if he, Frondizi, would base himself on the masses, We further 
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said that he would have to support everything of a positive 
nature but he would have to fight the negative. We had no 
illusions about the Frondizi regime, There was a secret pact 
between Frondizi and Peron at the time of the elections. 
Frondizi had promised to turn the trade unions over‘ to: Peron. 
We, the Communists, prevented this. We took the program of 
Frondizi, Wefought for it. We continued to fight for it and 
we fought to win the Peronistas in the trade unions, 

"Now I want to speak about leftism. Leftism is 
dangerous in Argentina, The leftists condemn contact with 
the national and radical parts of the bourgeoisie, The 
Trotskyites have a lot of influence dmongst the students. 
The students are not allied with the workers. Actually in 
Argentina there is no other left but the CP, which fights for 
peace, against. imperialism and for an alliance between workers, 
the peasants, the students, and the patriotic ‘bourgéoisiée, In τ“ -- 
short, we fight to establish a united front of all of these 
elements. 

"We are constantly fighting for the legality of the 
Party. At the present time there are 40 trials going on which 
affect the status of the Party. We are constantly exposing the 
provocations, There is a section in the Army which, we knoy, 
is against the illegalization of the Party. We utilize that, too. 
We charge that the present government is illegal; we are legal. 
We boycotted the last elections, We mobilized the peasants who 
marched on to Buenos Aires. The enemy is waiting for the moment 
when we will march alone, but that will never be because we in 
Argentina believe in the united front. We have a policy for all 
mass movements and we work in all mass movements and organizations 
to extend our influence and to build the united front. We are 
now trying very hard to win influence in the peasant movement 
and to lead the peasant movement and to change the composition of 
the peasant leadership, We are conducting special fights for 
democracy. 

"We are preparing thousands of Communist cadres. Despite 
the illegality there are schools in operation. We can say that 
we have about 10,000 CP members attending one school or another. 

pl 
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Thousands have gone through our elementary Schools, We have an 
elementary school that lasts two months, full. time. We also 
have a six months school and we have a one year school, and, 
I repeat, that at least 10,000 of otrr cadre are involved and 
most of them have gone through one of these schools, 

"In the last trade union elections we won in the 
transportation unions and in unions in other industries. The 
government stopped these elections or nullified them but the 
fact remains that we have the majority on our side. This is 
true in the textile union and a number of other unions, I do 
not want to create the impression that the candidates who won 
were all Communists. There were Communists on the list but 
there were also ‘others on the list. Our demands were broad, 

illegally and we distribute them. I want to emphasize that as 
far as our press circulation is concerned -we sell 85: percent 
of what we print and we get paid for at least 85 percent of 
that which we print." 

This completed the remarks of Rudolfo Ghioldi. 

Remarks of Arnoldo Martinez Verdugo 

The next speaker was Arnoldo Martinez Verdugo, member 
al Committee of—the CP of. Mexico.andesthe-General 

e_CP of .Mexico. The following is the'6 

"In summary form, what was the situation in our Party 
until our last Congress? The situation was very complicated. 
It is therefore difficult to be brief and to give these facts 
in summary form, but we will try. Our Party suffered from an 
internal crisis, This was evident in the concrete situation. 
The mass influence of the Party was weakened. 20 years ago the 
Party influence was great amongst the peasantry and particularly 
in the trade union movement. This influence was Lost slowly and 
now the Party has influence only in some trade unions and in some 
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isolated organizations of the- peasants. Up until last year 
we did not have a real idea of the why of these weaknesses. 
Due to objective circumstances these ‘weaknesses can be 
explained, We aiso have to take into consideration the 
bourgeois influence over the revolution, the Protskyite 
influence and that in Mexico the petty bourgeoisie was increas~ 
ing in numbers. 

"The Party crisis resulted from two fundamental errors, 
In the 1930's the CP was illegal but it had close relations with 

_ the masses, After it. came out of illegality it had great influence 
but in 1937 the CP of Mexico began to follow an opportunistic 
Line, It gave unconditional support to the government of General 
Cardenas. The bourgeoisie made an effort and won control over the 

_ peasantry. and its organizations, The CP did not understand this 
and virtually handed over the peasants to. the bourgeoisie. ‘Lombardo 
Toledano helped in this surrender. In 1949, the CP changed its 
“line and fought Aleman, who was then President. It fought the - — 
labor leaders who were under Aleman's influence. As a result of 
this fight we grew in 1950-52, but this fight did. not last long 
or was it continued. 

"The Party leadership of Encina (Dionisio Encina 
Rodriquez) reverted to the old opportunist line, In our newspapers 
and magazines the Party followed a revolutionary line, but in 
practice the nationalleadership of the Party was opportunistic. 
There was rarely response to the situation as it developed from 
day to day amongst. the workers. and peasants. There were no concen- 
tration efforts made in the trade unions.or in the countryside. 
Whenever we were faced with concrete: problems the: leadership 

* followed an opportunistic line. We can also state that-from 1950. 
up until last year, there was no self-criticism at all, All 
criticism was eliminated, The boss method of work prevailed, 

| There-was no collective. leadership: and we can say that in: Mexico 
_wé had in, the Party the cult of the personality in Leadership. 
This leadership mechanically: controlled the organization: ~The © 
General Secretary was so protected that.he could not be touched 
and if anybody raised some questions or criticized, such person 
was expelled, Therefore, during these years many hundreds, if not 
thousands, of Mexican comrades were unjustly expelled from the CP... 
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Whenever political differences: would arise they would be 
Solved by organizational methods. : If someone differed’ with 
or criticized the leadership, he was immediately expelled, 
This is what happened in 1940; this is what happened in 1943 
and in 1948, another group was expelled. 

| "In 1957, a group of members was expelled and these 
were the ones who went into the Workers and Peasants Party. 
This group in. the Workers and Peasants Party called everyone 
in the CP opportunistic. Their attitude was anti-Party, although 
they .criticized the Mexican Government; they supported the USSR 
and favored Marxism-Leninism, Inside the CP of Mexico, there was 
a dissatisfied section which saw the Party dying slowly as it 
became isolated from the masses. 

“In 1956 or 1957, a big movement developed under the 
"leadership of the Party. The CP won ideological control over 
some trade unions and othér’ 6Grganizations that up until-then ~~ 
were in the hands of governnent agents.. A real upsurge developed 
amongst the masses. This situation made it necessary to solve 
the inner—Party problems. The 20th Congress of the CPSU in 1956 
had a profound éffect on our’ Party in Mexico. This gave new life 
to our Party and helped. us to create new conditions in the CP of 
Mexico, but the leadership. of the Party did not really. understand 
the significance of the 20th Congress of the CPSU. The national 
leadership of the Party only took a formal attitude toward the 
20th Congress of the CPSU. ‘They. promised a new line, talked about 
it, but did nothing. 

"At a Federal District conference, the Party leadership 
was openly. criticized. So was the cult of the. personality. ‘We 
had suggested that it was time for the Party to begin to do some 
mass work and to work in the trade unions. We thoughtit necessary 
that the Central Commission call a. Party. Congress. to take these 
necessary steps which were being outlined. Notwithstanding 
Encina's opposition, good resolutions were ndoptéed at this Fedéral~ 

’ District conference but the Central Committee. of the Party, still 
- controlled by Encina, took different steps. They started to get 
rid of those who criticized them and began to limit the activities 
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of those who wanted ἃ new line for the Party. This discontent 
grew in the Party and from all parts of the country there was 
a growing demand that the Centra] Committee act and call a Party 
Congress. 

"At the 21st Congress of the CPSU there were delegates 
present from all over. When we got back to Mexico, we put forth 
the demand for a new Congress. We also took steps to organize 
state leaderships which were virtually non-existent, We took 
steps to eliminate Encina since he opposed the collective will, 
and did nothing to favor the solving of our problems. A special’ 
commission was set up to put an end to the inner-Party crisis. 
and to resolve our problems, Resolutions were written and all 
preparations were made for the Congress and, or course, changes 
in leadership were also made. This was discussed all over’ the 
country in: all Party organizations, but a small clique in the 
Leadership continued fighting all this and it was leading us to 
a2 split. They were hindering the preparations for the Party 
Congress. They acted as if the Party did not exist, The 
Central Committee of the Party did not fight the opportunists, 

"It was the local Federal District group that began to 
lead the fight. The position of this group was accepted. There 
was a revolt against the Party leadership but this group too was 
expelled from the Party. The expulsion did not, solve this 
problem, The majority of the Central Committee continued to 
carry on its disruptive work and postponed the Party’ Congress 
even as the delegates were gathering. 

"Eventually the majority of the Central Committee called 
the Congress. There were'70 delegates, workers and peasants in 
the majority, present at ‘this Last Congress, Some delegates had 
30 years of membership in the Party while some were very young. 
There were three reports made to the Congress. I made the report 
on the political situation. Terrazas (Manuel Terrazas Guerrero) 
reported on programmatic changes and Valdez (Jose Encarnacion 
Valdez Ochoa) reported on rules and by-laws. This Party Congress 
said that the Mexican Government's policy has led to surrender 
to United States imperialism and this same government follows a 
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policy of repression inside the country. In the-last tivo years 
the jails have been filled with ‘thousands of political ‘prisoners. 
During big strikes as many as 50 thousand. people’ would be thrown 
into prison or confined for long or short periods of time. Today, 
there are hundreds of people’ in jail who. ‘have been there for two 
years without trial. The Party Congress asked for a. democratic 
front. We think that this front should be based onthe workers 
and peasants because the hegemony , of the: workers. is. needed if 
this united front is. to succeed, Toledano. has organized. a2 new. 
party called the People's Socialist Party. This is an opportunistic 
party. We believe he did this in order to take advantage of what 
‘he thought would be our insoluble: inner ¢risis, although he has . 
failed. , 

"We of the Mexican Party ‘pelieve: that solidarity with 
Cuba is the main task. Many meetings of solidarity with ‘Cuba — 
have been broken up by the police. Later the government permitted 
some:of these meetings. -It has been using. the law against social 
dissolution against all progressives and Communists, Anyone can 
be jailed under this law. ‘We are calling for a mass fight against 
this, Recently there was. a big broad. congress held in Mexico for. 
the freedom of political prisoners. This congress also demanded~ 
the freedom of Siquetros and Matta (phonétic):, Matta is not even": 
a member of the Party and he is 72. years old; but the Mexican ὀ ΓΚ ι- 
Government has. been holding him in jail. The political prisoners: * 
are winning sympathy all over the country . and one of these days :: 
the: Mexican Government will he: compelled to release these. people. 

"Internal. problems inside thé Party’ are being resolved 
differently than in the past. Wé asked for unity with the Workers 
and. Peasants Party which -is. divided, Some -of, that group, as. I 
said, has rejoined our Party; some of that group is still out, 
but we are continuing the discussions: with them. We have gotten 
no where as yet with the Workers;.and Peasants Party except for 
individual members joining our ranks. We hope, however, _ to win 
them to. our position and get ‘them to join as .a body. ~ : 

"Encina has not been expelled from our Party as yet but 
we did not elect him to the Central Committee or to any body of 
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leadership. When the vote was taken on Encina, 59 voted 
against him. He got only eleven votes. We do not make this. 
fact. public. We want to inform you that only two members of 
the old majority on the Central Committee are in the Central 
‘Committee today, Orana (phonetic), a peasant, has been left 
in the Central Committee. Valdez too was elected to the 
Central Committee but not to the Political Bureau. It was 
the Party Congress that charged these people with neglect and 
changed the leadership, Seven of the old Central Committee 
members were elected but some of these seven belonged to the 

’ minority... Even these people are not in the Political Bureau 
or in leading positions, The present Central Committee is made 
up of 23 members. , 

"Now we need to conduct a vigorous membership campaign, 
‘Which we°will do. ‘We ‘havé réorganized δὰ newspaper, the "Voice ἢ 
of Mexico", We also started an educational campaign to strengthen 
the Party ideclogy, During the last few years there have been. _ 
no state ὋΣ national schools conducted by the Mexican Party. 
Until recently. only one three months school was conducted by the 
Party leadership in the last 20 years. Now we have new rules 
and by-laws ‘for the Party. We will soon call a Party conference 
to continue the discussion on political problems. 

"The Congress was very important for the life of the 
Party. Up to the last Congress, there were no discussions in the 
State organizations of the Party, but now we have wide discussion. | 
Many. people who dropped away from the Party are rejoining and are 
endorsing the resolution. As a result of the 13th Congress of the 
CP of Mexico, a new mass magazine is being issued, Mass organiza- 
tions too are being revived. 

"We do have the problem of the leftists. We do have | 
people who wanted. to go to the hills and organize guerrillas. We 
had to defeat_ them, especially amongst the teachers. Some of. these. 
“people aré rot members” of the Party. “Amongst the-youth there are 
such tendencies also.’ They wanted to organize guerrilla bands 
and go to the hills, This was leading to a split. We therefore 
took stern measures. We organized the youth and prevented a split. 
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"Toledano thought that he would profit from our 
internal situation. This is, as I said before, why he 
organized the new People's Socialist Party and he expected 
Communists would join it. But I can tell you that he has 
been disappointed. We now publicly discuss Toledano's plans 
and aims and when necessary ve expose him, The United States . 
and Mexican Governments had a plan to smash the railroad — 
Strike, They arrested all the leaders and they were espectally 
after Vallejo (phonetic), but Toledano was against the general 
strike too. And even when 8,000 strikers were in jail, Toledano 
called for calmness instead of encouraging the strike to free 
Vallejo, Toledano accused the leaders of the strike movement | 
of conspiring against the government. In other words, he used 
the same argument as the government itself. In the teachers! 
strike, that is when 23,000"teachers struck in the Federal 
District, a committee was elected and was recognized by the. 
government. Later the government withdrew the Fecognition from 
the teachers. Toledano later met with the government about — 
electing a new committee,. Now you can understand why it is 
necessary for us to denounce the position of Toledano and win 
those masses that he influenced. . | 

"In the last two years we were isolated from other 
Latin American Parties, We are correcting this. We appeal to 
you and to all the Parties of Latin America for help. e want 
to extend our thanks to the Cuban Party for giving us assistance, 
for giving us help, for helping us to resolve some of our political 
problems, Thank you comrades in Cuba," : | 

This concluded the remarks of Arnéldo Martinez Verdugo. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. : ' , 
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Re New York airtel, 12/29/60, captioned "CP, USA, 
FUNDS (RESERVE FUND), IS-C", -copies to SOLO files, Re 
airtel reflects that CG 5824-S* received $6,000 for the . 
CP, USA from ALFRED K. STERN during the week of 12/11/60. 

On 1/13/61; CG 5824-S* furnished to SAs JOHN E. 
KEATING and RICHARD ἢ. HANSEN additional information concern- 
ing ‘his visit with ALFRED K. and MARTHA DODD STERN, This 
information appears on the following pages. Due to the ‘| 
nature of the information and the manner in which it was 
obtained, it is: not, being incorporated in a letterhead 
memorandum, 
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ELNSESCIS a memb 
of ‘the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) was in Prague, Cz 
vakia on September 26, 1960, WEINSTOCK said that he wa 
supposed to get some money for the CP, USA from ALFRED 
but that STERN and his wife, MARTHA DODD STERN, were in eno 
at that time. 

VLADIMIRAKOITSKI, a Secretary of the Central Committee 
of the Communist. Party— or, Czechoslovakia, said during \ 
December; 0, that ALFRED K. STERN is out of place in. - 
Czechoslovakia. While the government officials in Czechoslovakia 
try to humor STERN, who is supposed to be a building expert, 
actually he has nothing to do. 

A visit was made to the residence of the STERNs on 
the evening of December 15, 1960. They live in a beautiful 
mansion outside of Prague. It was formerly a diplomats resi- 
dence and has been completely remodeled. The STERNs drive a 
Mercedes Benz. 

-- - -MARTHA- STERN, -who- is.-a--beautiful woman, -does.-some -—-+ -- 
writing for a magazine published in East Germany. The English 
title of the magazine is-"The Magazine." The wife of GERHART 
EISLER is the editor of this magazine. . 

MESCALANTE.,. a Secretary ofthe Centrai-Committee_of_the-People 5. 
\Socialist Party (PSP)_of. Guna. on December 14, 1900. 
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hey knew the leadership of ὙΠῸ ΡῈΡ when they resided in 
| México. They speak Spanish and hope some day, if things settle, 
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The STERNs are paying income tax to the United States 
Government. They said that they have paid some $40,;000.and 
owe another sum of $40,000. They know that there is a-Secret 
indictment against them in ἀπὸ United States and that''this ~ 
indictment. contains some twenty counts and may include a count 
for treason. So the question’is why should they worry about 

—--. \paying, income. tax since -they would be prosecuted anyway if they: i ae | ! ros yway they 
orn 
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ever returned to the United States. MARTHA STERN, who is 
the stronger personality of the two,. insists on paying the 
income tax. She said, "I do not feel that I am a spy. 
work against fascism. They are not going to say that I 
dodged my taxes." 

The STERNs have a son who is 15 years of age. 
He is having trouble getting acclimated in Czechoslovakia. 
Even his clothing 15 criticized by fellow students. After 
having studied English and Spanish he is having difficulty 
studying in Czechoslovakian schools. 

"The STERNs feel safe but not settled. Their manner 
of living is high class. Because of their class position 
and wealth, they are not accepted in Czechoslovakia. 

The STERNs have made donations to women's organiza- 
tions and peace organizations in Europe and China. They said 
that they made a small donation to ESCALANTE for the PSP. 
They will continue to make donations to the CP, USA and the 

8 

ALFRED STERN said that he still has some $30,000 
tied up in an insurance policy in the United States. 

In a subsequent conversation in Prague with ANIBAL 
ESCALANTE, he confirmed that he had seen the STERNs. He said 
that he told them that the PSP would be glad to have them in 
Cuba after things settle down. 
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On 1/25/61, the Chicago Office received through 
a blind post office box a number of itemsmailed from Moscow, 
Russia by CG 5824-S¥ duving his recent Solo trip. These 
items, all in the Spanish language, appear to have been 
prepared and issued by the Communist Party (CP) of Mexico. 
The items received are enumerated below: 

1) A 22 page item éhtitled "Proyecto de Plataforma. 
Politica del Partido Comunista Mexicano", which is dated. 
11/15/59 and appears to ‘be a discussion bulletin, 

2). A 16 page item entitled "“Proyecto.De Declara-. 
cion Programatica Del Partido Comunista Mexicano", dated 
12/20/59, which appears to be a discussion bulletin issued 
by the Central Committee of the CP of Mexico. 

3) A 62 page. document entitled "Informe Del 
Comite Central Ante El XIII Congreso Nacional Del Partido, 
Acerca Del Proyecto De Declaracion Programatica Del Partido 
Comunista Méxicano", prepared by MANUEL TERRAZAS, This item 
appears to relate to the 13th National Congress of the CP 

—. Of Mexico, 5/27-31/60, 

4) A 25 page document entitled "Acerca De La 
{ ‘Situacion Politica Actual Y La Tactica Del Partido, Informe 

de la Comision Politica al Primor Punto de la Orden del Dia, 
presentado por el camarada, Arnoldo Martinez Verdugo", 
This item appears to deal with the statement of thé Political 
Commission of the a of Mexico at the 20th Plenum of the 
Central Committee, 7/30- 31/60. 
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5) An 1] page document entitled "Acerca De La 
Transformacion Del Partido Popular, Declaraciones de la 
Comision Politica del Comite Central del Partido Comunista 
Mexicano’, This item is dated 10/11/60 and appears to have 
been issued by the Political Commission, Central Committee, 
CP of Mexico. 

Request of the Bureau 

The Bureau is requested to advise if it has received 
copies of the above enumerated documents relating to the CP of 
Mexico through sources available to the Legat, Mexico City. 
If such documents have not been received from the Legat, Mexico 
City, Chicago should be advised and these items will be 
immediately furnished to the Bureau for translation and review. 

GALE 
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: Reurairtel 1-30-61 which Listed naterial obtained . 
by CG 5824-S# concerning the Confiunist Party of. Mexico " 

Which the infornant obtained, during his recent Solo trip. 

. . You are instructed to forward the material, to the 
| Bureau under the caption of the Communist Party of Mexico, 

information from CG 5824-S* showing: details of how the 
natecrial was. obtained, the accessibility of the material - 
and whether any action was taken ‘on the Communist Party of 
Mexico! S program by. the Communist Party of the Soviet ‘Union. 

; ' Set out in your letter to the Bureau a request 
that the Legal Attache, Nexico City, be asked to review __ 
the material for the purpose of determining whether his ~~ 
sources ‘have previously: furnished the material and whether 
it has been Ancorporated in 8 report for dissemination. 
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NOTE ON YELLOW: ee - oo vo 

-- Chicago airtel Lists five. items issued by the 

Communist Party of Mexico which ‘concern that Party's political 
platform, projected program, 13th Congress, 20th Plenium of ' 

the Central Committee’ and Political Commission statement.. 

The. material is in the Spanish language and some of the ᾿ 

documents number as many 848. 62 pages. It isfelt that much: 

of this: material has previously been obtained by the Legal: 

feb = 61. material by the Legal:Attache, Mexico City, will most likely 
eliminaté ‘the necessity for extensive translation if it has 

previously” been obtained and disseminated. 
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Bufile 64-200-221. ‘Incorporate ἐπ your letter of transmittal - | 

ἢ Attache in Mexico City through his sources. A review of the ΟΝ β 
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At 11:30 a.m. on 2/4/61 Special agent[ __or 

ὶ New York Office furnished the following information: ἐὲ 

Informant 694-S met Vladimir Barkovsky last evening. 
Gave to Soviet Communist Party, USA, documents concerning 
récent Communist Party National Committee meeting. Said 
documents reduced to microfilm. Barkovsky insisted that 
informant move his office to area. of lower Broadway and Wall 
Street. Was not satisfied with any areas proposed by informant. 
Barkovsky desires informant to set up new office by 3/1/61 in 
Broadway-Wall Street. area, . Barkovsky set up meeting with. - 
informant for 2/5/61 at 4:00 p.m. in Queens, New York. If 
weather permits, meeting will take place. Otherwise meeting 
Will be postponed to 2/12/61. Bureau will be kept advised. 
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‘Re ftenorandum DeLoach. to Heimont 1-27~61, same caption. 

Jay Lovestone;. Executive Sectetary of the free. Trade Union 
conniitteo of thd. American Federation of Labor-Congjréss of Industrial 
Organizations, ~ fostitiod before tie Senate Internal Security Subcon-. 
mittee on 1-21-61 and oxprossed his opinions and evaluations on ‘the 
rocent statement of the 81 communist and workers' parties which net 
iw November and December, 1960, in Moscow, Russia ς 

Soviet. Premier Khrushchov is considered by. Lovestone to be 
thé victor at this Noscow.Conféerencd over his chief opponent MAO Tse~. 
tung; Chairman of the Cornmunist Party of China. He testified that the 
Moscow Manifesto" is offensive in spirit and displays arrogant solf- 
confidence. He proposes that the Moscow Conference was for: tlie purpose 

of cononting the ranks of world commuhism with a view of stepping. up 
‘the communist drive for conquering the world, 

. Loevestone. minitizes the ideological: - differences between 
Russia and China and. calls their differences a power ‘strugglé within 
the internatioral conmunist moyenent. He atated this has cone about 
duo to the great power position China ‘has established in Asia, 

The "Hoscow Hanifesto" is roferred to by Lovestone as the 
Sharpest declaration of War over adopted: by an international communist 
gathering: against the United States. He said coexistence, as elabo~ 
rated, exolained and advanced in the: Hanifosto, is not ἃ goal of 
genuine: peace but only a treacherous weapon to ‘be enpLoyed for ἔα. 
‘thering the interest. of Soviet imperialism in its. drive for World - 
‘conquost and: communist enslavoment of the ontire hunan race, 

ODSERVAR IONS : : ἮΝ 

π᾿ FERA® BRI 79 oo ἘΠ 2504 - 

the tostanony of Lovestord. provides no information which Was. | | 
not previously available through our informants. . ΝΞ 

For ‘dleornation. | ' NOT RECORDED 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

The highly secret document which our informant obtained in 
Moscow was available for reading to 411 delegations in attendance at 
the Moscow Conference during November, 1960. After reading, the 
document had to be returned to the Soviets; however, our informant 
surreptitiously retained the document long enough to copy it. It is 
felt that since the document was available for reading to a great 
number of people, our source is protected and also there were -six 
representatives from the Communist Party, USA, in Moscow. 

We have disseminated a sunmary of this document to top 
officials of the Governnent. The entire document has been dissem- 
inated on a top secret basis to all appropriate Government intelligence 
agencies. 

ACTION : 

Referral/Consult 
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Moscow Reaffirms Its Positions, November 1960 

On 5 November 1960 the Soviet party replied formally to 
Ι 

the Chinese party's letter of 10: Septenber /” there is at hand 

| what purports to beyand Seems genuinely to be, virtually the 

. complete text of this letter, less certain details illustrat- 

ing some of the letter's points ἰ In this section of this 

| paper, devoted entirely to the 5 November letter, the document 

ds treated as authentic, with the proviso that double transla- 

hereinafter quoted. 

tion may have somewhat distorted some of the formulations 

The letter began with the charge that the Chinese letter 

of 10 September did not really answer the Soviet letter of 21 

a Jdune,. Conceding.that. differences between the Soviet and 

Chinese parties had arisen prior to 1960, it argued that be- 

fore 1960--specifically, in summer 1958 and fall 1959 when 

Khrushchev had visited Peiping--the parties had discussed these 

issues frankly. In 1960, however, after rejecting a Soviet 

bid in March for bilateral talks, the CCP in April had published 

the series of Lenin Anniversary articles attacking Suviet posi- 

ν . tions; and, after rejecting another Soviet invitation in May 

' for talks, the CCP had launched its “open attack" on the CPSU, 

4 bringing the issues into Nnon=party organizations" (the fronts). 
oY \ —-- - - ͵ ᾿ 
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The Soviet party, the letter went on, had felt obliged 

to inform the world Communist movement of Peiping's behavior, 

and the Chinese party had been given an opportunity to state 

its case at the Bucharest conference, "ALI" the parties at 

Bucharest, the letter contended, had disapproved Chinese 

"methods"; the letter did not assert, as Suslov and Kozlov in 

October had not, that ali the parties supported Moscow on all 

of the substantive issues in dispute. 

Rather than responding in an “objective" way to the Soviet 

letter of 21 June (the one used to brief other parties at the 

Bucharest conferenee), the letter continued, the Chinese party 

had continued to raise issues and behave obstructively at 

Bucharest. Moreover, the Chinese letter of 10 September indi- 

cated that the CCP did not intend to heed the opinion of the — 

“apsolute majority" of the other parties. Further; whereas — 

the Soviet letter of 21 June had taken a "comradely" tone, 

the CCP's 10 September letter had an "uncomradely," overwraught 

and “overbearing” tone-~indeed, the most "outrageous" tone anyx— 

one had taken toward the CPSU since the days of the Trotskyites, 

The Soviet letter of 5 November went on to rebuke the CCP 

for resurrecting such "settled" questions as eStalinization 

and intrabloc relations in 1956, and for making the "monstrous" 

charge in its 10 September: letter that the CPSU had departed 

from Marxist-Leninism. It reiterated the charge that the 

Chinese had indoctrinated foreign Communists visiting Peiping 

in the hope of splitting other Communist parties. Moreover, 

» 
νυ 
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the letter asserted, CCP leaders were indoctrinating the entire 

body. of the Chinese body. .in a spirit of hostility to the Soviet 

party. The section of the letter concluded with the warning 

that the Chinese party bore “full responsibility for the grave 

consequences” of its actions. 

The Soviet letter then turned to the Chinese charge that 

the Soviet party was “embellishine" imperialism, At this 

point, in an aggrieved but defensive tone, the Soviet letter 

offered evidence at some length that the Soviet party had con- 

sistently “exposed” imperialism and adopted policies to weaken 

imperialism. In this connection, the letter went on, it was 

a "slander" to contend that the Soviet party was "flirting" 

with imperialism merely because Khrushchev had spoken favorably 

of President Eisenhower; Khrushchev's remarks, the letter con-— 

tended, had had a diplomatic objective. The letter went on 

to emphasize that Khrushchev was not acting independently of 

the CPSU presidium, and to praise Khrushchev's “supreme devo- 

tion” to Marxism-Leninism and his "“unflagging efforts" at home 

and abroad. 

The Soviet letter of 5 November then turned to the conten- 

tion-~which had appeared early in the CCP letter of 10 September--~ 

that the CCP had induced the CPSU to adopt correct policies 

during the developments in Poland and BHHungary in fall 1956. 

Contrary to the Chinese assertions, the letter said, Mao in 

1956 had been willing to see Soviet troops used in Poland but 

had been irresolute with respect to the use of Somet troops 
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in Hungary.* Further, it was not true, as the CCP's 10 Septem- 

ber letter had charged, that Moscow in 1956 had wished to con- 

voke a world Communist meeting to condemn Poland. 

The Soviet letter, remarking that the events in Eastern 

Europe in 1956 had been one result of Stalin's mistakes, then 

took up the Chinese criticism of deStalinization. Whereas 

everyone had assumed that the CCP endorsed Soviet action against 

the "personality cult,"** the Chinese now in 1960 had resurrected 

the entire issue. The letter at this point reiterated the 

Soviet party’s rationale for its re-evaluation of Stalin.’ 

The Soviet letter of 5 November then turned to the sub- 

stantive questions in the Sino-Soviet dispute on world Commu- 

nist strategy. It began by asserting flatly that the CCP was 

‘mistaken on “fundamental questions," i.e. the character of | 

the present epoch, of war and peace, “peaceful coexistence," 

and the “transition to socialism." 

With respect to the first question, the Letter reiterated 

the Soviet position that the world socialist system was becon- 

ing the "decisive factor" in world affairs, that the bloc's 

¥The Soviet letter probably misrepresents the Chinese posi- 
tion to dome degree here, as has frequently been the case with 
both parties in these exchanges, Chinese pronouncements in 
fail 1956 strongly Suggested | that the CCP did not favor Soviet 
military intervention in Poland but did favor it--at about the 
same time the Soviet party decided on m it--in Hungary, i.e. as 
soon as the. Hungarian government. indicated its intention to 

_deave the Bloc. _. 
kkThis clearly is a misrepresentation; the CCP's long. commentary _ 

on this issue in April 1956 made clear that the Chinese had 
important reservations about the Soviet handling of the matter. 
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strength permitted the conclusion that. war was no longer in- 

evitable. It went on to Specify that this formulation meant 

that the West was, and would increasingly be, deterred from 

general war, 

As for the other half of the Soviet position on the nature 

of the epoch--namely, that the West is still militarily and 

economically so strong that it is advisable (as well as pos- 

sible) for the Bloc to seek its gains by non-military means-~ 

the letter dealt: with this in terms of rejecting Mao's formu- 

lation that the East Wind is prevailing over the West Wind.* 

The letter observed sharply that Mao's phrase, "probably ad- 

vanced with the pretension" of adding to Marxist-Leninist 

doctrine, in fact £had nothing in common with Marxism-Leninism. 
—t—- ----.- -»-.-.-... -- ----.-.- 

The letter then turned explicitly to questions of war. vt 

It reaffirmed that the Soviet party recognized the possibility τ 

of war (kind unSpecified) so long as imperialism exists, but 

argued that war could be prevented--as witness events since 

1956 in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Indonesia, and Cuba, 

It reiterated that it was now more difficult for the West to 

undertake wars of any kind than it had been, and it reaffirmed 

the Soviet view that local wars in general should be avoided, 

*The Chinese have used this formulation to imply that -Bloc 
military strength is much greater than that of the West, an 

. assessment which. underlies their advocacy of. an..extremely. 
militant revolutionary program. Khrushchev has: usually pre- 
ferred not to assert bloc military superiority, often employ-— 
ing the formula that the bloc is “at least as strong" as the 
West. 
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owing to the danger of their expansion. The letter described 

the. Chinese attitude toward local wars--i.e., Peiping's slight- 

ing of the possibility of their expansion--as “extremely dan- 

gerous,” 

The Soviet letter expressed agreement with the Chinese 

position that it was necessary to speak separately of one 

category of local wars, namely “revolutionary wars of libera- 

tion" in colonial areas. Such wars, the letter said, were in- 

deed "permissible and inevitable,™ and were going on now in 

Algeria (a colonial area) and in Cuba (which Moscow and Peiping 

used to include in the “semi-colonial" areas, i.e. areas in- 

directly under imperialist control). The Soviet attitude 

toward such wars were described as "positive." The letter 

again evaded the question of the degree of bloc support for _ 

such wars, contenting itself with defending the use of various 

means-~including diplomacy-—-to deter the West form wars, the 

implication HeEgxHEXH being that the West was deterred from a 

greater effort in Algeria and from military action against 

Castro. 

The Soviet letter then returned to the question of assess- 

ing the balance of power and took up the related question of 

the consequences of general war. Ii reiterated Soviet criticism 

of Mao's "paper tiger” concept, on the ground that this con- 

cept encouraged complacency(meaning really, adventurism) . 

The letter cited Mao's contention at the November 1957 con- 

ference of the parties that in a general war "at most hali" 



countries. The Chinese were again charged with underestimating 

O 
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of mankind would die, that imperialism would be wiped out and 

socialism triumphant everywhere, and that population losses 

would eventually be restored; the letter also cited the Chinese 

arguemmt that victorious socialism could rapidly rebuild a 

greatly superior civilization on the ruins. The Soviet letter 

ejected the notion of presenting such a concept to the "masses," 

and it stated flatly: ‘"“Contémporary imperialism is not a 

‘paper tiger.'" General war, it went on, would exterminate 

hundreds of millions of people, éntail "untold" destruction 

of productiee forces, and make “extremely difficult" the build- 

ing of the new society. This section of the letter concluded 

with the assertions that socialism can echieve a world-wide 

triumph without general war and that the people must be ‘told 

‘plainly and honestiy" of the existing danger.* ; 

Passing on to the question of “peaceful coexistence," the 

Soviet letter of 5 November interpreted the Chinese letter of 

10 September as favoring this concept but disagreeing on the 

proper interpretation of it. The letter rejected the Chinese 

contention that there had not been “peaceful coexistence" in 

the years since World War II; the letter cited successes in 

stopping “a number of local wars." 

The letter went on to defend briefly Soviet policies to- 

ward the bourgedis nationalist leaders of the underdeveloped 

*In the context, this presumably refers to the dreadful 

consequences of general war. 
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the degree and importance of conflicts between these countries 

and the West. 

Still following the organization of the 21 June letter 

and (approximately) of the 10 September Chinese letter, the 

5 November letter then took up the question of negotiations 

with the West, specifically in terms of disarmament. The 

soviet use of the disarmament issue, the letter contended, was 

an essential part of the concept of “peaceful coexistence." 

It would not do to hand this issue over to the imperialists. 

Moreover, the Chinese were mistaken in contending that the 

achievement of some degree of disarmament would not free funds 

for underdeveloped countries, as the USSR planned to do just 

that as part of the program of seducing such countries. The 

letter denied that Moscow planned to have a "world without ᾿ 

arms", as the soviet plan euvisaged militia “in every state, 

Reaching farther, the Soviet letter argued that disarmament 

would help to correct the weapons imbalance between the imperi- 

alists snd the workers, the imperialist oppressors and the 

colonial liberation forces. The letter conceded again the 

difficulty of reaching a disarmament agreement, but reaffirmed 

this as a long-term goal. 

Turning then to the question of the "transition to soci- 

alism''~-~i.,e,, HSS accession to power by Communist parties-- 

the Soviet letter rejected the Chinese charge that Khrushchev 

had a “non-revolutionary" point of view on this. The letter 

contended (correctly) that Khrushchev had simply said that 
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violence would not always be necessary, and it reviewed 

Soviet statements on this point. It specified that. the Soviet 

concept was not the “revisionist” notion of Simply winning a 

parliamentary majority, but rather uSing the parliament as one 

of the means of establishing a proletarian dictatorship. The 

letter went on to reject the charge that the Soviet.party had 

"evaded" key questions relating to the establishment of Com- 

munist power. 

The Soviet letter continued its discussion of this ques- 

tion with the contention that a proper understanding of the 

balance of. forces--the same considerations which permitted 

the thesis of the non-inevitability ofmw wars--applied to the 

possibility of peaceful accession to power. That is, bloc 

military and economic power would increasingly influence the 

people of the world, increasingly strengthen the local Com- 

munist parties, and increasingly deter imperialist interference 

in the affairs of any people carrying out a revolution. Reply- 

ing to the Chinese assertion that the concept of "peaceful" 

accession was acceptable as a tactic but not as a genuine 

expectation, the Soviet letter reaffirmed that the Soviet 

party and its supporters did indeed expect this to happen "in 

a number of countries."" The CCP was rebuked for having insisted 

that his was never possible. 
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Departing from the organization of the 21 June letter and 

of the 10 September letter, the Soviet letter of 5 November 

did not treat separately the question of the use of the world 

Communist fronts but included this question in the larger cate- 

gory of “questions"--i.e., the discipline--of the world Com-— 

munist movement. This section began by rejecting the Chinese 

contention--not previously known--that there was “ideological 

discord" within the movement as a whole. There was no general 

-discord, the letter went on, there was only Chinese dogmatism 

and obstructionism. The letter reiterated that revisionism 

in the bloc was routed, whereas dogmatism and sectarianism 

existed and must be combatted. Countering the Chinese charge 

of "bourgeois" influence on the Soviet party, the letter ob- 

served loftily that “dogmatism as we know is a result of 

petty bourgeois influence," and that the Source of "sectarian~~ 

ism was political immaturity. There was apparently much 

embroidery of this theme. 

As for the Chinese charge that Moscow wanted everyone to 

be a blind adherent to Soviet experience, the Soviet letter 

of 5S November declared that the Soviet party "respected every-=: 

thing new" contributed by other parties (without specifying 

any contributions), but went on = to assert that there could 

not be a "Russian" Marxism or "Chinese't Marxism of "indian" 

Marxism or any other kind of national Marxism. The letter re- 

buked the Chinese for having contended (in January 1960) that 

Mao "S8inocized" Marxism, 
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This section of the letter concluded by remarking the 

Chinese tentlency to claim the role of "sole defenders and 

interpreters" of Marxism-Leninism, to have @ monopoly on deve- 

loping this body of thought, and to have the right to excom- 

municate those who disagreed. Judging from the Chinese press, 

the letter said, "after Lenin there appeared a. chasm,...filled 

only by the works of the Chinese comrades." 

Taking up the question of work in the world Communist 

fronts, the letter agreed that there certainly were differences 

in the Soviet and Chinese views, but it rejected the notion 

that the difference lay in whether the fronts were to be 

fighting organizations. Of onurse they were, the letter said; 

the question was how to wage the fight. The leter reiterated 

that it waS counterproductive to “impose alian tasks and _ 

slogans," and it gave a number of instances of such Chinese 

action. The letter argued reasonably that the Chinese course 

would enlist only those who already entirely agreed with the 

Communist poSition, and thus would defeat the purpose of the 

fronts. The letter was particularly sharp in its rebuke of 

the “shameful and inadmissible" Chinese attacks on Soviet ef- 

forts to attract--in the fronts--representatives of "national 

liberation movements," including "bourgeois" figures. 

Turning to the question of relations among the Communist 

parties, the letter began with the observation. that the Chinese 

desire for "unity" was not supported by practical deeds. 
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After the Bucharest conference, the letter went on, the Chinese 

had continued to ignore majority opininn and to circulate docu- 

ments among other parties. Here the letter insisted at some 7 

length that the "unity" of the. world Communist novenent Sn 

respect for the opinion of the majority, and it apparently in- 

voked the Leninist principle (in intraparty affairs) of carry- 

ing out the party's decision even if one does not agree with 

it. 

The letter went on to reject the Chinese charge that the 

soviet party violated the principle of "equality" among parties, 

and observed that this charge was a screen for the CCP'sS own 

violations of “equality and comradely cooperation."' Following 

Khrushchev's line at the meeting of 22 October, the letter dis- 

pensed with the concept of "leaders and led" in the world Com- 

munist movement, asserting that the spCPSU had rejected this 

concept as long ago as the 2lst Congress. Indeed, the letter 

continued, gaining momentum, /there was anyone who Showed a ten- 

dency to occupy a special position in the movement and to “abuse 

the trust" of fraternal parties, it was the Chinese comrades. 

According to the Chinese, the letter went on, the Soviet party 

had made one mistake after another since 1956, but now the CCP's 

April 1960 articles had brought clarity out of confusion. Con- 

fusion indeed existed, the letter said, but in the minds of 

those who wrote the articles. 
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Taking up the final question of relations between the two 

governments, the letter set forth the record of Soviet political, 

military and economic support of Peiping, and rejected the 

charge of having conducted an anti-Chinese campaign. Anyhow, 

the CCP started it, the letter said, with its April 1960 arti- 

cles and its behavior at the WFTU meeting in June. The letter 

professed indignation at the charge that Soviet aid was being 

used as a means of pressure (i.e.' the withdrawal of the tech- 

nicians). The letter observed that Soviet aid to China--much 

more extensive than simply the technicians-~had been given 

China at the cost of depriving the deserving Soviet consumer, 

and it remarked at this point that, while Peiping had sent 

goods in exchange, the USSR "really had no use for them" and 
--- - - .--- 

had taken them only to help the Chinese. The letter summed 

up Soviet scientific and technological aid--in the form of 

dmcunents, designs, drawings, and specifications--to. Peiping 

as having been worth six billion rubles, plus the "43 years' 

experience" accumulated by Soviet personnel who had prepared 

them, plus the assignment of specialists needed in the USSR 1τ- 

self. In the past this had been much gp appreciated, but now 

the Chinese party was minimizing it. The letter at this point 

emitted a shriek of outrage at Chinese remarks to the effect 

that the tkruth could not be bought and that Peiping would not 

trade its principles for technicians. The letver reviewed the 

Soviet reasons--obviously insufficient in themselves-~for with- 

drawing the technicians. 
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The letter concluded, as had the 10 September Chinese 

letter, with an expression of desire for "unity,'' and it warned 

again against actions weakening or breaking this unity. The 

Soviet party and other parties, it said, were "seriously alarmed” 

by Chinese actions of this kind. Moreover, the world Con- 

munist movement was not going to wait for the "verdict of his- 

tory." 

By this time (early November), both the Soviet and Chinese 

parties had gone to much effort to encourage the view that 

neither would back down in the Moscow conference, even if 

this meant the separation (voluntary of involuntary) of the 

Chinese party from the world Communist movement. In other 

words, the two parties were playing "chicken"--and it was not 

known whether either was willing to Swerve at thé last moment. 
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- ᾿ SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub B) 7 | February 8, 1961 

| | ‘ _ PBRSONAL ATTENTION 
Director, FBI (100-428091) ———_—_—_———————— 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

The Bureau feels that the recent Solo mission Ν 
of CG 5824-5: was unusually productive. This mission -pro- ; 
vided an extensive volume of highly valuable intelligence 
information. - It is apparent. this was accomplished as a 
result of extreme sacrifice on the part of the informant. 
It is also apparent that the personnel of your office par-~ 
ticipating in this operation have played an important part 
in this accomplishment and they have handled in an excellent 
manner the valuable intelligence information provided. 

You should carefully analyze this matter and fur- 
᾿ nish the Bureau with your recommendations as to appropriate 
recognition for CG 5824-S* and the personnel of your office. 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

The. eighth Solo mission of CG 5824-Ss lasted from 
9-22-60 to 12-17-60. The informant, as a representative of 
the Communist Party, USA, attended secret meetings in the 
Kremlin for a period in excess of two months. Extensive . 
valuable intelligence information was provided as a result 
of this mission. The informant was able to record a day-by- 
day detailed account of 411 the secret meetings held in the 
Kremlin. One highly important document obtained by the 
informant was a letter of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union dated 11-5-60 which sets out point-by-point the deep- 
seated ideological differences existing between Russia and 
Red China. This 46-page document was surreptitiously obtaingd 
and copied by our informant. This action and the high volume 

͵ of material brought out of Russia by the informant evidence 
extreme risk. The indoctrination of the informant for this 

Ϊ mission“and the compilation of the intelligence information 
| - developed by personnel of ‘the chicago Office was handied in 
; Nobt.-—— ,an excellent manner and mad \ Bo sible expeditious dissemination 

top officials of the abate ΣΧ Pont ——- at the Seat of Governient\ to 
' Callan. and to appropriate Go 
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ΝΕ 3 ~ Hits DeLoach 

TESTINONY =. SENATE INTERNAL ὦ in (eae 
SECURITY SUBCOLRIITTEE = “MEANING 4 . ir. Ruehi 
OF NEW COMMUNIST MANIFESTO" Ler. LaPrade 

Ro memorandum DeLoach.to Beinont 2~3461, sane caption. 
᾿ 

. It will be recalled that Jay Lovestone, Exccutiva Secrotary 
of the Free Trade Union Committec, Anerican Federation of Labor « 
Congress of Industrial Organizations, téstifiod before the Senate 
Internal Security Subcommittee on 1-21-61 and expressed his opinions 
and evaluations on the recent statement of the 81 communist and — 
workers* parties which met during November and Decenber, 1960, in 
oeea ea This testimony was the subject of my neriorandum 
ated 22-01, 

«On 2ω 2.61 Lovestone resumed his testimony by - touching oniy 
briefiy on the "Noscay Manifesto.” He. then aired his opinions On ἃ 

πο variety of subjects. . 

Moscow Leadership of Communist Parties 

Soviet Prenicr Khrishohev desires to hide Moscow doriination 
of world communism as a moans of Legal protection of cormunist parties 
in capitalist countries but 411 communist parties still follow Moscow. 
Leadership of Soviet means giving direction in which the party is to 
travol and seéing to it that the party echoes and supports every move 
made by the Russians. | | /00- /00-4 4REO [0 Gf om 

Food for China - 7 NOT NOT RECORDED ~ 
176 FED tO ery) 

re In the evorit the: United States receives a request for: foot 
. £rom China, Lovestone testificd he is in favor of assistance under . 

the formula of forner President. Horbert Hoover which would be to set 
up an independent Anerican agency. This agency would go to China 
and supply food to people regardless ‘of their political opinion and 
party affiliation. 

Aduiesion of Red China to United Nations 

‘Admission. of Red China to the United tations woutd 1 pea 
major disaster to our country as China would then gain controi of the 
Afro-Asian, bloc as 411 smaller countries would capitulate. It would 
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- upon our strength first and foremost. 

OBSERVATION: 

ACTION: 

Homorandun to Hr. Bolmont 
RE: TESTIMONY ~ SENATE INTERNAL . 

SECURITY SUBCOMITTER - "MMANING Ὁ, -. 
OF NEW COMMUNIST MANIFESTO" | oo 

. 

be ἃ catastrophe for our country to, in effcét, help ‘reduce differences ' 
between Hoscow .and Peiping by admission of Red China to the United. 
Wations. It is interasting to note that Lovestone, in his testimony 
on oyttnols nininized the ideological differences bottreen Russia and 
China. τς - ἮΝ 

Future Concentration of Communist Party,.USA tit: . Ε 

«* The Comaumist Party, USA, will emphasize the so-calicd 
economic unenploynent. It will push the peace slogan of Sovict Russia 
and will insist on banning atomic tests. It wiil also push for an 
elimination of the so-calied cold war. Such a policy will ponctrate 
quite a number of wellemeaning intelicctual circles and public~spirited 

- groups. ovestone pointed out, however, that it should be. kept in pind 
that: peaceful cocxistence is for: the purpose of subversion. 

Way to Peace 7 | ΕΞ | ο . 

Lovestone tostified. that peace can be obtained only through 
power. He stated that peaple of the world depend upon the strength 
of our country and the loyaity and cooperation of our aliies depend — 

a --- 

Policy Advocated — 

| Lovestone says our policy should be one of polite words 
which makes demands upon the Rugsiansjand on the colonial question, - 
we should turn it on them, to show that Russia is the jargest colonial 
power in existence today. Through tke United States Information 

. Agency we. should exoloit. the United States workers! obtaining hore 
compensation tnomployed than skilled Russian workers while employed, - 
We should oxpose the corruption in. the Russian bureaucratic systenr. 
and show the world our free syatén is superior through facts and figures. 
We must bo firm and not give an inch in situations such as Berlin. ὁ 

4 The. testimony of Lovestono provides iio new intelligence 
informations . 2. . ΝΕ a . ΣΝ 

--. 

a 

None. Yor information. 
a . 
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Date: 2/6/61 
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! Mr, Roser. 
Transmit the following {n : : : , ᾿ . : 7 — Sty. Trotter... (Type in plain text or code) ‘| Mr,-Evansg...- 

Vi AIRTEL . !" ‘Mr. W.CSullivan 
ia : — = : 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ἡ “" Τρία, Rooms 
ων al “Mr. TNYTOM —.4-— - 

7 FROM: 

Ny SUBJECT: Choro) 

Alt CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the 
following page to SA RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN on 1/31/61. This 
information pertains to requests to the CP, USA by JOHN and 
MARGARETE PITTMAN who are currently in Russia. 

4st anh |9}}3 ὑρη7΄ 
Bureau (AM) (ἘΜ) 

Live New York (100-134637) (ΔΜ) (RM) 
103. Chicago 

, RIE: ntb -. 3 

at) a, 
= | 

y4) 
ἴω ΝΣ 

. alt Ν᾿ oe 

roe 

ms 

* Logs at one 

\Frerwee , 
° . ἢ, να τ ge 
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REQUESTS TO THE CP, USA 
FEO JOM. AND MARGARETE / 
PITTUAN, MOSCOY, | Per a AGL 

-In Noyenber, 1960, wi/and - ναι, , 
ronbaxs of the Communist, Party, USA € >: Gaporarily 
rooiding at Moscow, _ Russia, ” gubnitted πονοταὶ Proquests τό 
the. Cp , USA thre Ug “an Avorican delegate who had attended 
the November; 1960: necting of the 81 Communist and Workers 
Parties. 

' Aftiong these requests, Was one that thoy be kept in . 
good-étahdine in the Party, Another request was. to determine 
if their income tax status was all Fight... 

= 

They also requested that certain supplies like 
peotch tape and staples bo gent to them. Thoy also wanted 
copies of ὑπὸ newly released bookd, ono authored by Justice 
WILLIAM O,DOUGLAS sind tho .cther by AVERELL HARRIMAN, which 

‘dealt with their réecont NAgite to the 0.8.5.2. and Asian 
countries. | 

fe 

 Phé matter of the PITTAla' requdats for Supplies, j ae 
᾿ and boolts. He ‘pibsequent ly discussed in the United States 
with LOUI INSTOCK, the General Manaror "The Worker", who’ 

. felt thet/ BS nateer could be worked. et with ‘the "μον 
; Worid”. 

jaye £ Jo 41-- , 5 
ἘΣ SURE ς 4. . 



" ESET To . —— el ες 
. . SAC, Chicago. (134-46-Sub By ees Pestuaryropayer ες Ν 

ΕΝ Director, FBI ‘(100-4280919. . 4 ΕΝ SF seen 

ΟΝ ΝΞ ΝΕ 
TERNAL , SECURITY - = . ΝΣ " . 

ΚΕΝ Reurairtel 2-1-61 which listed material CG §824-Sx 
; has nailed to. nail drop addresses in various: countries. 

- You: are “instruéted to- obtain from CG 5824-S#, ἀξ. 
_ an opportune time in the near future, a current detailed — “τ 

listing of 511 mail drop addresses ἐπ foreign countries τ 
used by the informant in behalf of the Communist Party, USA. | 

-» 
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PTIONAL FORM NO. 10 : | . 
"5010-|04 ᾿ ; 

UNITED STATES οὔδινμενν 0 

Memorandum 

a 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: January 31, 1961 

om : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub F) 

super Aono ) 
13- Ὁ 

fc Rebulet 5/4/60 instructing that details concerning 
disbursements of funds in the possession of CG 5824-S* be 
submitted to the Bureau by the fifth of the month following 
the month being reported. 

There were no transactions involving the funds in 
the possession of CG 5824-S* during the month of January, 
1961. The balance in possession of CG 5824~S* remains as 
it was as of November 1, 1960. This figure is $103,445.00. 

(2). Bureau CRM) CAM) 
1 + Chicago . 
RWH: LMA | 

(3) 

Potro Ζ ΨΆῃᾳΨᾳ.0ΥΎΨΦΡΥΩΙΣ 

““- wig Lo 

Gu 63FEB13196T 



_< OPTIONAL FORM NO,’ 10 - ἢ, 
᾿ = 501 Orios-at 

| Memork.. | 

τὸ τ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) δ᾽ ‘bate: 2/6/61 

url Gos . SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-sub A): -. 

ΒΌΒΙΕΟΤΙΝ 

Records of the NYO. reflect. that as of 1 1/61, 
transactions in the SOLO. account reported. ‘by NY 694.-S%- since 

wy the. date of the last Accounting: have been -as follows. : 

Ἴ ἮΝ . ᾿ OO Gredit ° ee a sO 

| Oni ‘hand 12/31/60 . $59,521.00 

pebit | 

To GUS HALL for use of cP ᾿ NatLonal. Office ΝΕ 14,,000 .00 
τα ΠΝ 

ἢ Ρ Pa 

To t$ADORE. WOPSY for uge of CP Nat¥onar Office: © | ᾿ 
το τος γ 6761. . " oo ΝΞ ΕΞ ΞΕ 1,000.00 

Ro. ISADORE WOFSY for usé of OF μαθλοβδῇ οεξῖθο | ; 
1/20/01 π᾿ τς τὸ 8,000.00 

το GUS: “WATT, for use of. CP Nationad office: ᾿ ΝΝ = 7 ᾿ 4 | 
ΝΣ 1/26/63 yl. τα £s500.00 . 

it’ ‘ISADORE: ΤΟΥ foruse of ‘CP National defice 
1/30/61. co 1,000.00 

TS PEGGY DENNIS. for hospital expenses’ of ° oe | , τὶ 
EUGENE, DENNIS 1/316 1 ΕΝ ον +, 1,000.00. 

| — ΕΞ a Totai - | $13,500.00 

| - CO Balancé. a! 7 7 Ν me, 

ἀὐϑηγδὶ ΟΠ ΝΞ ΖΕ ΕΤ ΙΝ 
| REC: 46 “ 7 $a 

: czbureau (100- 428091). (au) | Mp LAL (8 

L-Chicage (134-46-Sub F weidige som (RM).” 
; ° ZeNy 134-91 | ys (ENV As Ὁ FEB g. 190} 

- 1-NY 100=128861 °° ~ (CPUSA le sol (5), = 
- 1-NY 100-134637-~sub MG. (ai) Sto Ney canes alc τ. 

Mn yn BT FEB LS δ i “pete at | 

vast Boone etree Libel Tt 

Cur ἜΣΣΩ 
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) . Mx, Tolsort- 

, | tke. Mohr. 
5 QO | iNr, Ῥαχβοῦβ. ἢ ὁ 

4 Mr, Bélmont.— >" 
ee Ο Mr. Callahan——. 

FBI 

a] 

Date: 1/16/61 ii Rosen 

Transmit the following in itr. Trotter. 
(Type in plain. text or code) 

Via AIRTEL ilir. Ingram_——- | 

Ἷ rR a
 

- me ' awn 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “ 

V FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134246 Sub B) 

1 aie ΝΕ ᾷ γι τὶ ἽΝ 
There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, 7 δ iv 

\ d to the New York Division, 1 copy of a letterhead 
ὧι ‘memorandum containing information concerning the existence ii 

of an international Communist cadre training school in 
Moscow, Russia. CG 5824-S* obtained the details concerning 
this ‘school from PHYLLIS CLARKE of the CP of Canada, who is 
currentiy attending this school. This information was 
obtained from PHYLLIS CLARKE in 11/60 in Moscow, Russia. el 

ΝᾺ | Phe. information from MOSTOVETS and GRECHUKHIN was also 
ἡ ferntshee only to CG 5824-S*, 

The very nature of the information in the letter-. fd 
‘head memorandum tends to disclose CG. 5824-S* as the source | 

© thereof, To fully protect the identity of the informant, 
a recommended classification of "secret" has been placed - 
on the letterhead memorandum, The Bureau may desire to 
change the classification to. x “top. secret", The place of 

\S. issue has been reflected as Washington, D.C., to further 
protect CG 5824-S*, | 

or, 

“σ᾽... OQ 

“272 2 Prue 

furnished by CG 5824-S*' to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD 
W, HANSEN on 1/18/61. 

κω engl carn PECs 31 atid 
jos y | eye 

og \ (3.2 Bureau ἀρεῖς: Ty (ΔῊ (RMD (RRR) we aN ἯΙ 1 - New York (Encl.1).(AM) (ἈΜ) po befor A 

Ny The information in the letterhead memorandum was 

100-134637 (SOLO) 
1 = Chicago ΝΕ 4 an 

GY RI 25.24.27 Mit ce “cael Int = FEB 8 1961 
ει - Ζ - A. . 7? ἔ τ Ser 

a OQ Γ B16 964, 2.2... th τέ τξν Hoot Ξ eae en μμαρυϑα 

““Ἃ ἐδ» a - e τ ar 

rAd al | wee 
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en STATES DEPARTMENT ousnice 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

100-428091 Washington, Ὁ. «Ὁ a 
January 16, 1961 

EXISTENCE OF INTERNATIONAL 
COMMUNIST CADRE TRAINING 
SCHOOL IN HOSCOW, RUSSIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, furnished the following information, 

It has been learned from a person in a position 
to know, that there is currently in existence in- Moscow, 
Russia, an international cadre training school; While. 
this is a Russian school, two thirds ΟΥ̓. ὑμ6 300, students 
are not Russian. There are no students from either the 
United States or Great Britain, There are approximately ἡ, 
six students from Australia,. Among other countries. 
represented are France, Italy and India.. There” are’ 8150 
students from Africa, , εν 

eygThere are four students from Canada, These are: 
payne Larke » wife of Nelson-€larke, member of _the_ 

ationed Eset oie _Connittee of the Communist -Party_ (CP) 
e Canadé; San\Walsh, member of the ational Executive 

Scimttise of the CP of Canada; Charles Caron_and Norman 
Brudy, both members of the National Cémmittee of- the CP 
af C Canada. ee 

- 

᾿ Each student is scheduled to attend the. school 
fox two years, There is an English speaking section but 

after six months, 8511 classes will be conducted in Russian; 
Russian is the basic language and all students have to = 
study it. The courses. include Marxism-elieninisn, tactics, 
and labor history. The school is similar to the Lenin . 
School. but is more Russian.. 

.This school is designed to. train Communist cadres, 
It is a relatively new..school and some of the students are 
complaining that the.teachers, all of whom are Russian, 
are not. good,. because théy do not, know. what is going: on 
outside Russia. AS far as the world outside of Russia ia 
concerned, all they know is what they have read. The 

SEL TOV HE 



EXISTENCE OF INTERNATIONAL hen 
COMMUNIST CADRE TRAINING 
SCHOOL IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

” 

intention, is to:enmlarge the school in the future, - Evértually 
the: number of students may be double the. present enrollment 
of 300. SSS 

Nikolai Viadimirovich/‘Mostovets, head_of the 
Noxth_and South Anerirean” § Section_of_thé_International 
‘Department of the Central. Committee .of_the.CP. of the Soviet _ 
Unio (cccr: ) and Aleksei AndreevichYGrechukhin, .who is _ 

in charge he United States in the ‘North and South. , 
American, ‘Section of the Intérnational Department. of. the ied - At 
CCCP have indicated that 1 they would. ike ‘a. couple. of youn 

. people from ‘the CP, USA to. attend this school. - 

. The CP, USA has been designated. by the Attorney — 
General of the United States pursuant to: Executive Order ὁ 
1045 0.. 

΄ 

nor conclusions ef the Federal Bureau of Investigation. - It 
is the. property..of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its. ‘contents fare ‘not to 
be distributed. outside your RYERCY « 

This document. contains: neither receatigst ons” 
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Transmit the following in 

Vig ALRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100-134637) De 
a "-" “΄" 

SUBJECT: (Goro? . : NS 
[S-C f 

᾿ On 2/3/6151 NY 694-§ advised SA | 
that pursuant to arrangements previously made _ between Oe 4= 
and VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, the NY informant met BARKOVSKY at 7 p.m. 
on 2/3/61, outside the Townhouse Restaurant in Queens, NY. 
From there they proceeded via subway, NY 694-S following 
BARKOVSKY, to 75th St. in Kew Gardens, where they went to. 
Topsey's Restaurant ‘at Queens Blvd... and 75th Road... 

On account of blizzard conditions, the ἡ ΙΕ 
the informant and BARKOVSKY was of short duration. Ny 69}- 
delivered to thé Soviet, on microfilm, a number of CP documents 
per vaining to the recent ‘CP National. Committee meeting. 

informant's moving his office from the present. location in 
the, Flatiron Building at 23rd St. BARKOVSKY would not approve 
any of the areas suggested by ΝΥ 694~-S, and insisted that the. 
new office be Yocated in -the lower Broadway area, in the genera 
vicinity of Wall St. and the Battery. BARKOVSKY further 
insisted that NY 694-S make every effort to move to a new 
jrocetion by 3/1/61. _NY 694-5 told BARKOVSKY that to do so 

The conversation ‘concerned the necessity of the (| 

would be difficuit, but that he would do his best. 

BARKOVSKY then .made arrangements for a further 
meeting with NY 694-S. He said that, unless weathér conditions 
prevented, NY 694-S, on Sunday, 2/5/61, should drive a Hertz 
car, which the informant had rented pursuant to BARKOVSKY! 
instructions, to the in tion of ftir wh via 

_ vis 
C3farean (166-eg092) (RM) 700 oy ten OB 
1-Chicago (134-46) (eG . ome (INFO) -(RM) 
ΝΥ 134-91 . INV.) (41 . 

At Ax 65%15026 bs a VLADIMIR BARKOVSIC), (ἡ Ὁ τῆν al 
=O FY DOG 463 ΝΕ ECE κῃ ' 

: : -- pe ἡ 

᾿ Fea 9 196] 4 YN κι 
ACB: ume PT αἱ SE 

Approved; ZPD Re Sent __ 
9) ‘Special Agent in Charge 

~*~ 
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NY 100-134637 

Road, Queens, arriving there at tt Bm . BARKOVSKY would "spot" 
the informant at that point. 4.3 was then to make a | 
right turn into Jewel Road and continue on Jewel Road to | 
185th St. and Jewel Road. BARKOVSKY estimated that the 
informant would arrive at this location at 4:20 p.m. From 
this point NY 694-S was to proceed down 188th St., past 
Horace Harding Blvd.,. to 64th Ave., where a shopping center 
is located. At 64th Ave., the informant was to "go around | 
a semi-circle" and drive into the shopping center parking lot, 
where BARKOVSKY would approach him, if advisable. 

in the event that weather condttions prevented, 
this meeting was to. be postponed until the following Sunday, 
2/12/61, and the: same arrangements: should be followed. 

(On 2/4/61, NY 694-8 ‘advised that in view of the 
fact that on 2 Ἄ ‘61, he had to abandon the Hertz. car in 
a snow drift, and further in view of an order from the 
City Governinent that passenger cars were banned from the 
‘streets, he would make no attempt to meet BARKOVSKY on 2/5/61, 
put would meet the latter, if possible, on. the alternate . 
date of 2/12/61). 

In view of the nature of the above sinfornation , 
a letterhead memorandum is not being submitted. 

* oa 
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FD-36, (Rev. ...2-}3-56)᾽ 

Air, Calla" an. 
“ΜΝ Mr. Conrad ., 

, y ily, Tr ἡ: sch ° 

FBI 

M a Tt 74 . Date: 2/1/61 a 22 

- My. Ronen caees. 
Transmit the following in _ ᾿ - ς- : Mr. Goo ἀκ ἡ 

(Type in plain text or code) “ , Nr. Event. ae 

᾿ Mr. Ws aide Ὃ var 

για. . ALRTEL 
| me Boel | 

mm 
ne πεππηππο ἡπονωωτ οι 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . | hi Siok 

FROM:. SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. B) 7: , 

suprict: Gato ) 

On 1/31/61, CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable ᾿ 
information in the past, orally advised SA RICHARD W. HANSEN Al |, 
that 3 copies of the book "Economic Forces in the United 
States, In Fact and Figures", printed in 5/60 by the U.S. ,. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., have: been Ὁ 
secured, These publications contained non-ciagsified 
statistical data. 

Copies of this book are being tiailed on 2/1/61 
by CG 5824-S* to mail drop addresses in the ‘possession of: 
CG 5824-S* in Peking, China; Prague, Czechoslovakia, and 

. Moscow, Russia. 
¥ 

In addition; ‘a copy of -an editorial entitled 
ΑΝ of the Month, An Editorial, The New Administration" 
is, also being dispatched aixv ‘mail to the International 
Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet: ‘Union through a mail drop address. on instruc- 
tions of GUS'HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party., USA. - 
The contents. of this item are set forth verbatim in Chicago 
airtel to Director . captioned "tPolitical Affairs', IS- -C", 
ind its enclosed letterhéad memorandum, dated 1/31/61. The 
-@ditorial is scheduled to be published in the 2/61 edition 
of "Political Affairs", 

+ 

The. above | is being furnished: for the information 
of the απο ee a ΝΣ 

|. 6 Bureau ain 7 gs ΕΣ bo YAbO4/ +I" 
i-- New York (100-134637)-(RM) 
1 = Chicago LE Gp ecdiig: Za 

-.ὀ BMinth A ¢/ ee ee ___ 10 FEB 194 

ἘΝ ἍΜ {33-3 me 
Approved: Sent — Cer Wis yp - 

Special Agent in Charge 

\ OG Mlk 
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OPTIONAL. FRM NO. 30 | ες 

ΝΙΤΕ ΟΘΤΑΤΕΒ, οονεζολοντ πον 
Q 

Memorandum 
7 | ‘McGuire 

TO : ‘Mr. A. H. Be yea DATE: February 2, 1961 oe 
rower 

Evans : 

«οὐ . W.C. Sul] a 
ος - τς els. >—/. 1 - Mr. Parsons ele. Room <n 
FROM τ Mr. Ἐς J. Βαύμρατ ἀπο 2 770 1 - Mr. Belmont Iara 7 

, 1 - Mr. Bautigardner (Ὁ ἊΝ 
. : 1 - Liaiso 

SUBJECT: SOLO 1- Mr. L ἍΝ 5a | 
RNAL SECURITY - C 

The material provided by our informant CG 5824-S%- 
result of the eighth Solo mission has been reanalyzed regarding the = 

; extent of our dissemination. A11 pertinent material has beén dis- 
seminated to top officials of the Government in summary form, when ἢ 
information warranted such dissemination. Details of ail material 
have been disseminated on a top secret basis to 411 appropriate 

| Government intelligence agencies. 

It is now felt that one of the documents containing the . 
contents of a letter of the Communist Party of the Sovi 

-ὅ- nished. on ἃ. top secret basis to 
through our Legal Attache in London. L ITB 

Ocument Contains highly valuable information relating directly to 
the differences e ᾳ between China and Russia. We have previously 
made available ot document which contained a letter of ‘the CPST 

|.dated. 6-21-60. .on Matter. The 11-5-60 docunent_is a follow-up  ¥ 
“which. makes more complete the picture of the Sino-Soviet differences. 

a 
tf 

The 11-5-60 document obtained by our informant in-Moscow wds 
available for reading by all delegations in attendance at the Moscow 
Conference during November, 1960. After reading, the ‘document, had to 
be. returned to the Soviets; however, our informant surreptitiously. 
retained the document long enough to copy it. There were six delegates 
from the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) in attendance at the Moscow Con- 
ference who had an opportunity to read the document along with other 
delegates from various countries. Five of the six CPUSA_ delegates 
have now returned to this country. .The availability of the document 
to an extensive number of people and the return of the CPUSA delegates 
to. this country minimize the possibility of jeopardizing pour our informant 
by dissemination at this time’ re the document to the Briti by 

ACTION: wr 7) σὰ τιῤῷ {044 ΕΝ, 
If you agree, the 11-5-60 document containing Sy -- 

the CPSU will be transmitte ΣΟ Legal Attache in London to be made,;5 
_available_to-his. source -in on..a.top.’s cret. ‘basis... wh nn - - 

LEE 
ἀν 100428091 ΧΕ. 



f. ν a . a “og δ 
β DIRECTOR, FBE ὃς “February 2, 1961. 
va ν LEGAT, Towpoiy(200-248) ΝΣ - - 

b ᾿ς φημι ΤΟΝ Ατ, COMMUNES CONFERENCE, - 
ες ἢ ΜΟΒΟΟΝ,. RUSSIA November 10: tS - - 

eo . Rdcenber 3, Ἰοξο “% a - 

| ὃ (SINO=-SOVIET ἘΠ at “Bok a La δι. _ 

ἢ Ως ΜΡ ς encls ems reteuu: ΟΡ furm Nod: D this 

|. 
63uARt 198 ; 

‘conce n@ wne @boye subject, | | 
rererred vo anformation madé avaliable [. [ΚΡ the Suréau ' 
concerning: the .confliet between Russionand Chinese Communists. 
(Refer to Lucable 10/31/6Q,. entitled, Communist Party USA, 
Intevnational. Actiylties). 

a ee ὃ th 
a been. of + Ca value to 

relations. He also. adyised tha 

Eureau information had 
n ¢ts study of Sino-Soviet 
τᾷ, appreciate 

" ΝΣ receiving any othéex Anformation ‘avas rable to the Bureau in ᾿ 
4 

this natter, 

Rc 
5 - Bureaw (ines 1) 
1.5 London "ἢ 

σίδερα ΝΕ 

re τ μ- 4485 Ye 
ct ᾿ ΝΞ ΝΕ ΕΘ NOT. JOT RECORDED, ΝΣ 
— ) ee 46 FEB 28 1961 ὃς 

7D 

? 

-- 

ORIGINAL. COPY FILED -IN 
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FD-36 (Roy. 12-13-56): TAM. Polson» ᾿ 
,δῖχι Μόνε, τὸς ° σα 

= * 
~ Yat 

FBI Mr. Conrad. ...~ 
AV Mr. DeLoach......,’ . 
Nr. Matono 
Mr. MéGuire__. 

ἢ Mr, Rosen 
‘Mr. Troha ane 
‘Mr. Evans 22. 

Date: 2/6/61 

Transmit the following~in 
(Type in plain text or code) * 

| . " | . ῃ “Mr. WC.Sullie ΕΝ ἢ 
Via. AIRTEL ὃ  :: “ΕΣ oe, Tele. Roomu__ ivan. 

᾿ 7 . Re ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ Prtority or Method of Mailing) Mr. Angrams. or i 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI αὖο- 428091) 

FROM: SAC; ‘ciicaco (134-46 Sub 8) 

by 

Re Chbago airtel, 9/1/60, 

On “1/31/61, CG 5824-S* orally furnished the informa- 
tion on the following page to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, Tis. 
information concerns one (FNU) NESTER, Aka. Todar Lampef 

LZ Schaapchieff, the ‘stepfather of DOROTHY HEALEY. ἢ 

6), joo) 1245 

ΡΣ ἾΣ [en (AM)- (RE) 
6 Ae un L o-New. York. -¢100-134637, (ΔΜ) (ΕΜ). 

{ i. i = Chicago 

aT | 
16 ἘΕΒ. 8 196" 

REC TL Z70 paket MI 

pecial Agent in Charge. 

62FEB 14 1961 



* . ς- - +: SNFORMATION CONCERNING 
So . τ (ἘΝῸ) NESTER, * Aka. 
ee | - Todar- Lambot. "Schaapehicr?, ; 

re oe , THE STEPFATHER ‘OF DOROTHY: 

In the. past, DOROMAPABALRY, Cha 
- Southern California District, Communist | Part 

ἮΝ hed r bested “that the CP, USA inquire Με + 
oe ΕΞ (ARS LAESTER ; als6 known as Toda. pane ‘Schaa ehieff, who | : 

_ ὧν ΣΈ in’ Bulgaria, was not Fetery re alate “This - patter 
‘had been discussed with a delégate. of” the CP ὁ Bulgaria who. - 
attended thé 8th National Asseribly of the. People's Socialist: 
Party of Cubs, the Οὐ of Cuba,.-duxing August, 1960. This mattes 
was agdin brought up with various délégates from. thé CP of. . 
Bulgaria who attended the meeting of 81 Communist and Yorkers! 
Parties held in Moscow, Russia, during Hovonber , 1061. ᾿ 

‘At the National Comittee meeting, CP, USA, held in 
New York; ‘New. weer t during the period of January 20: 22, 1961.,. 

of the nS 
. OSA ΟΝ USA), 

’ HEALEY transmitted through B ὃ Henher of_tho National. 
. Committee, a2 message of thatke' to MORRIS CHILDS for gotting a- 
- “ Pension for her stepfather, FRU NESTER, 

ΤΣ We Oe a eo | . οὐ τ 

“BNCLOSURE 
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Transmit.the following ‘in 

_ATRTEL 

ROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- -r3hear) Lye p 

eS τ ΠΕ... 10 | 
ὸ 7 AYA 

‘ J rd 

yeti ReNYiet, 5/1/61," advising that through ἃ contact of | 
the NYO, new office Space can: be obtained for NY. éoli-s. ina | 
building at 50 Broad St., NYC. 

On 2/8/61, NY 694-8 advised that: on 2/7/61, he in-. 
. spected a two-room office on the 20th floor of the building 
ft at 50 Broad St., and considered it ideal for his -purposes. 

The space, the NYO has been advised by its contact, is worth 
2), $200 per month, but NY 694-S may rent it. for $125 per month. 
"2 Maintenance of the present cover company office costs $134 Ϊ 

ΒΘ. month, $102 being for rent and the balance for the 
maintenance. of two ‘telephones, one an unlisted phone without 
answering service, for contact between the informant and thé 
NYO, The cost of maintenance of + / proposed new office, | 
including cost of telephone as. described above, would be 
δαὶ per month. I ( ! 

The informant states that although he must secure 
the approval ‘of VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY of the location of the 
proposed new office,-circumstances ‘are such that hé must 
signify to the compar ny operating the office butlding - “ma! 
preferably by_2/9/6 that he. will rent the. desired space, 
and be prepared to Sten a two year lease therefor. He feels 
that BARKOVSKY will have -no objection, to the proposed new 
location. of the informant's office. if by some chance he 
‘should, NY 694-S feéls that. with, the assistance of CG B8ah-S ; 
-BARKOVSKY's objéction. would be - over Ὁ . 7 

‘edn (100-H28091) (}}) On ig 3-Bureau (100-428091 RM O yoo 
| Cetra {134-46-Sub 8) {soto} ὯΝ f -25 LEY Ζ ΖΦ -- 
ἮΝ 1-N¥ 134-918 7 {νὼ} (1) OO 
. L-NY 100-134637 .. (AL) -. a 5 FEB, 9. 1981 

AcBiume ~pp/ «τ Jb. 22 UE Semen 
. ; t) IY - ες 1: «ἢ ” . [Leo VAish 

THE WE ΝΕ. ψ{ὺ 2g 
Approved: . EER J ἢ ἸῺ t - “Sent re Peri 

Special Agent in Charge. 



. NY 100-134637 

The informant also notes that. he must, give notice 
. to the owners of the building where his office now is 
located that he intehds to move at the end of February. 

It is requested that the Bureau authorize NY 694-s 
τὸ rent the proposed office under the terms above-mentioned, 
and that the NYO be authorized to re-imburse him for expenses 

, Lneident to-moving to'the new address. 

' fnasmich as terins of rental‘ require that two months 
| rent. be paid in advance, it is ftirther requested that the NYO 

be: authorized. to make δὴ advance of $250 to NY 694-S for the 
aforesaid purpose. 



Ir. “τ: δὲς ewes - -* . = 

i rn ve τους oe Ὡς. 

π᾿ NITED STATES GO MENT ᾿ 

Memorandum 

10 ' : DIRECTOR, FBI -(100-428091) 

~rEROM : “SAC, NEW YORK '(1ο0- 134637) - 

Sumpecr, (ὼ ' Τ᾿ 
AK IS-6. oo * , 

ReBulet to Chicago, copy to ‘NY, 1/27/61, instructing 
both offices to submit recommendations: Fs οἷ the LbDLLLty - 7 
of using an informant such. aé- as a ° 
third person for clandestine meet ngs th ARKOVSKY. 

ἮΝ RéBule’ also siistructed NY ‘LO ΠΝ ̓Ῥϑοδηππδηδαῦ: 
: as to the feasibility of moving the office of NY 69H- SS to. br 
. another Location in NYC. 

| By letter to Burean, »/2/615 undex the .cap " 
copy %o. Chicago, the NYO advised that in its opinion | 
after successful dévelopment:y. would be -particularly well suite 

NY 698-95, as fae τὸν Leb ter of 2/2/61 3. reflects, Ls of" tne 
epinion that 
could be trained to replace; if necessary, 

of the latter's operations .. 

‘ With regard to the feasibility of moveng NY 694-s ' 
office; the Bureau's. attention is- dtrected to NY letter 

© + 4/86/61,- captioned;, "SOLOSIS-Cy" Said letter reflects that | 
‘at a scheduled’ meeting with BARKOVSKY on (2/3/61, ΝΥ 694-8 
would subriit to. the latter suggestions regarding a change | 
“in Location: of the Anformant's office. 

By airtel dated 2/6/61, under the "SOLO" caption, 
the Bureau and Chicago were advised regarding the meeting. 
on 2/3/61, between NY 694-S. and BARKOVSKY. The said airtel 
reflects that BARKOVSKY did not approve NY 694-S' suggestions. 
regarding .a change in. the location of the informant's office; 
and insisted that the hew location be in the area OF Tower 

’ Broadway pear the Battery. 

Ν᾿ Cea a (100-428091) (RM) _ Βα a vee νν [ | 11. 
“Chicago { (134-6=Sub ἊΝ $00) uy © 7/00 - ako - 

1. 7 4 Vineet Sn 45. a gf 

© bid | ADS “ay 1 \ 

T-NY 100-T34637 . | (HL). ὄ ὃ ae) FEB ΘῸ | 

’ ACB:ume ΕΣ ᾿ ΒΞ ᾿ , ἡ 

! (6) 
he NS ES 

τ B7FEB 15 1881 
ud 7 



NY 100-134637 ᾿ _ 
f 

a - 

Through a contact of ‘the NYO; arrangements can 
be made for the informant. to rent a two-room office suite 

- ᾿ at 50 Broad. St., which is An he area suggested ‘by: BARKOVSKY; Ὁ 
| εν and which would cost approximately, what the iformant's | 

present office costs. NY 694-§ will investigate this ; 
: ‘ proposed’ Location within the next few days; and if he 

considers: it > suitable, he will suggest it to. PARES, at 
' their: “hext. meeting, which is Scheduled for 2/12/61, , 

: ΝΣ The Buréau and: Chicago wai be advised. of further 
᾿ {/ developments in this matter. 
‘ 4 

It should be noted that BARKOVSKY,. on “hes 
insisted: ‘that, NY 694 5 ‘move to: a new location by 3/1/61, 

¥ 

μ 
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1 - Mr. LaPrade 

Legal Attache; London =. 2 i(“ss*tité‘CSC«C*i«C Feria’ 8, 1961 

(3 _ . Director; FBE (100-428091) ᾿ τ σοὶ a 

“-. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA _ Ss 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

Enclosed is a: Photostat: of a 47-pagé docunent - 
concerning the Sino-Soviet dispute which séts forth the 
contents of a letter of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union dated 11-5-60. This document was. obtained by a 
highly sensitive Bureau source. — 

You are authorized to furnish the enclosure on 
a strictly top secret basis to your source δ πω ID 

Enclosure 

NOTE ON YELLOW: =, pe al 

Enclosure. 18: Glassified "Zep—Seeret" because dis 7 

closure of this information could result in exceptionally’ 

grave damage to the. Nation. . 

886. πὶ Ὁξοιοὶ m Baurigardner τὸ Belmont dated, 

2-261 captione Ο1ο Internal, ‘Security - C.” 

REC. 31" ΤΌΣΗ. 
rm “FER 9 a. 

- t 

τ - Ῥ =o 
ran, ‘m. 

- cet a eee Te ὡς 
+ 

1 7 oo 

“UNRECORDED COPY’ FILED iw J OG. - κ᾿ - ¥ ,.... 
ee 

᾿ " . stl 7 
. Tolson a.» ΕΝ τῇ 7 Ὁ" My 

Saal am 

Belnont oe “1 - Foreig LAaispast stn ul σᾶς through for ἘΌΝ, δ᾽ er ᾧ γι oolong ‘ een ae Ὑ 
DeLoach τ TL ekg bed ye i δ ἢ . - We A | 

wet ate me 7S Κ΄ ς . Ὡ 7.0 set. I 3 \ 

a aq ~dp, we - Ζῇ: Gg 
arom a ὰς, . Ng ᾿ 
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| FBI 

of Date: 2/2/61 

' 

ee ee ee ee ees “ορδωπῶ, παπατὶ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or- code) 

AIRTEL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι 

ΤΟ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) out 
AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ΠΤ ὦ 

td 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 
the following page to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN on 1/31/61. 
It pertains to LOUIS WEINSTOCK and a request of NOEL FIELD, 

΄ joes" 

ae! ~ Bureau (AM) (RM) 
1 = New York (100-134637) (AM) (ΒΜ) 
1 - Chicago 

RVH:ntb. -- . J 
(5) ι a " 

| sor 
| "3 [7- HBS ὙΠ II 14), 

| 56: τ " 12 FEB 4 4} aa 

: ᾿ i Favs Gn at 
se iB. “gh - with Te -ν ΙΑ 

non, GHP en * tha 
Approved: - δε. Per — ee 

Special Agent in Charge 



INFORMATION CONCERNING 
- _NOEL BABI) ΝΕ 

y Th 
kag Peay FIELD INT wanted consultation with his _ 
τοῦτον in the Dnited Sige a for the purpose of developing 

ideas on how to give his ey to an institution, organiza~ 
tion or individual who could: funnel it into_the CP organiza=_ “τὶ 
tion, FIELD also wants to give some of this noney to his 
‘gon who ig supposed to bo residing in the United States. 
The source of FIELD's monéy is el we 

ΝΕ . a move yl ) 

9.28 f/- Ifil 
εἰσι 
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FBI 

Date: 2/2/61 

Transmit the.following in 
_ ᾿ (Type. in:plain text or code) " 

Via ATRTEL | . 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 7 

--π--ο..ὦὄἌΡἡὦὦ........................... ......- Loe _ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) - 

HN ki alae 
FROM 5 C, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) oF 

SUBJECT “ »ν 
=C 

ἐν Re. New ‘York airtel, 9/23/60, containing information 
concerning STEVE SALLOF, 

On. 1/31/61, CG 5824-S* orally furnished to SA 
RICHARD W. HANSEN the information on the following page | e 7 
concerning STEVE SALLOF. Dissemination of this informa- pt i 
tion is being made. by separate ‘communication to the, San Μ wl ἃ 
Francisco Office. ert x 

SALA FF NA 
- ὃς 

akhte (AM) (RM) δὴ 
1 - New York (100-134637) (ΔΜ (RM) Ne 
1 ~ Chicago 

ἶ 
RWH:ntb 
(5) . N 

oy” \ 

wee gl 5 
rf” “PS ἢ ἂν ao 2 

; WJ «(5 5 
ΕἸ Ῥω, el, 

CS REC. 49 enna, παίων... if * ~ 

O ΝΞ ΞΕ ata x 

= ς go 12 FEB 471961 8 

\ ᾿ ᾿ “ee διὸ τ᾿ πο 2 δ᾽" στῖς Pad 2 πη - e | | | ΩΝ Ε 

Mi OL [oy --΄ nodes’ “nds ; 2) 
ΜΑΙ Sent, - + Oe Ἢ 

pe in Charge st 

ORE PEA πος ἐν 6 



| | INFORMATION :CONCERNING 
oe _ .  . .SEBVE, SALLOF, STUDENT AT 

re κι ὗν, THE. UNIVERSITY OF ΘΑ. - 
-ὐνιοςς τω ΝΝ - ΣΟΒΗ͂ΙΑ,,. BERKELEY. ‘CALIFORNIA 

tn Hoptenbor, 1960, ΑΙ. HUBIIG, who és in sgharee 
of ν Fouth, matters for the Communist Party, USA (ΟΡ, 
requested that efforts be mado to verity ee olaih ar 

as Hty. at 7b Θ ο aiifornia, VY, 
fudents at eb Batons Bek ox’ anornene Ὁ at 

C : evification. of this Snfornation wan dogiréd ©. 
᾿ acre SALLOF has indicated ho ‘wanted to ‘cooperate with the - 

CP, 9 ' 

Howards the ond of October, 1960, thin Batter was 
takon up. with GEORGE MATTHEWS, a momber of "the Politburo 
and Editor-in-Chief of the London "Dally Yorker" in Moscow, 
Russig. Shortly theroafter, MATTHEWS returned to. Great ὁ 
Britain. but. was again in. Moscow in carly November, 1960, “" 

᾿ τ τσ to. attend thé. mooting of thé 81 -Comhunist and Workers 
| _ Parties. Upon his return, MATTHEWS. advised that. this f6llow 
5... was okay and had Norkod and copperatod. with the cP 

of Great ‘Britnin 7 | 

“SO ᾿ τ᾽ 

NO | th 2 bo4) ~ -": 
é : πε cae ος 

foe oo -Ξ-- τᾶς - ! 

-- “ 
Ν 

° 

- _ ‘ - ᾿ " . 
. =a Tee tt . ͵ » -- + * Ν -- - , wos . 



5 = 
ἤ wED-36 (Rey. 12-13-56) : a . 

Mr. Tolson—__— | 

~ οἱ 
Mr/ Papin 
LIE. 

i 
| 

| 

FBI Ι ἡ MrCallatan__ κΚὶ 
᾿ 
i 

| 

Mr. Conrad... — f 
Mr. DeLoach___— 
Mr. Halone. § 

ἢ Mr. BicGuire..— | 
i Mr. Rosen... } 
Mr. Trotter____. 

3 Date: 2/3/61 ‘REC. 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Sa eee ee τα, Nr. Evans.._- 

Via _ ASRTEL | Mr. W.C.Sullivan | 
᾿ (Priority or Method of Maiting) | | Tele. Room 

wee wee ee ee ee ee ee ee a ee ee 1 Bir. Ingram. 
i} / } Miss Gandy. 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

| FROH: -. SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) “a 
A ν f _ 

΄ SUBJECT: C7 SOLO. | | A Is-C | | 

f CG 5824-S* on 1/31/61 orally furnished the informa- 
tion appearing on the following pages to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
This information concerns the organization Star of Hope, 
San Francisco, California, 

ize CAM): 

1 - New York ( " 134637) (AM) (RM) 
1 - Chitcag Y _ 

RWH: ee 

" 

Ψ 
LO Len λκακιῳ Cpe CHEE heed ra 

5 

GY “7547 W ont ΠΝ 7 2} ; at > Ragewhes 

5 - 

aan ἯΙ + 
Re 



SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORHIA Ὁ 

freter of Hope Francisco, Californisz, GRICLUAIN clainod 
/ the lotter fad been received cuch Later than the date appear- 

- 

iny on it and he did not know waat delayed it. Ue wanted to 
disquss this letter. _ , , 

ΝΣ At the suggestion of LORRIS GBILDS, dincussion of tl. 
this letter was postponed until HI IMA, a, πόσο. of the ). 4." 

National Committee, CP, USA, who had been in Moscow as a Ett s 
delegate to the nosting of 81 Comnunist and Workers’ Partios, h Soothe | 

"κα 

could participate. Zt ‘was desired that LIMA. be preseat 7 
bocause ho was fanditar with activities in the District of. 
Northern California, This meoting between ΠΟΣῚ CHILES, 
MICKEY LIMA, and GRECHUKIN occurred on ox about December 7, 
1960, At this subsequent mocting,. LIMA verified the. fact 
that the Star of Hopa was a legitinate ofganization in the. 
Ban Francisco, California. area, 

The Sta¥ of Hope is syidently an organization in 
favcr of peace and cooperation botwaon the United Statos and. 
the 0.8.8.8. in outer space activities. They sutgéested in 
theit letter, which was address to NIKITA KHRUSECHEV, with a 
copy to President EISENZOVER, that sinte both the United States 
and the U.S,5.R.. wore capable of launching artificial satellites, 
‘that ono such catellita be jointly launched that would be illuni- 
nated by paint or by other scientific means which would point | 
up the cooperation botweon these. countries, Prior to the launch 
ing of such a satellite, the Star of Hope would gether a million 
signatures fron the most prominent. persons in the world who vere — 
in favor of ccientific cooperation rather than nuclear war. | 
These signatures would be placed in the satellito and orbited 
into outer space. 

acre 
fOBEGIYOU if 

- Εν ᾿ . ; . 
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The Nussianc. never replied to this Letter up to -- 
Decézber, 1960, and. rhen asked why, GRECHUKIN Btatod thoy 
wanted to consult to sea if it were. :gonuine, 
f 

/ A number of names appeared in this Lotter and 
MICKEY LIMA supplied the background xogarding then as notdd: 

TAS EPDES Prosident of Star of Kopo; 
vA sae TV Director; 

DN NEuiTON, Secretary, Astronony California 
Acadeny of Deienea? : 
" ὩΟΞΟΤΩΥ Εὶ , 
Ῥοδοῦ and Freedth; νος 

4; QIAN A.XGWIG, Chnirman of the Board, Fairnont 
NS Hotel, San Fraycisc 
oy. ἐλεεῖς. δρικοορολέοα, clergyman 
"" OSA 

Friends, Loécvislative Comittee; 
- Δ’ SL eo 

4c CONNELL, Executive Committea, Star of Hope 
and Aesenbiy” rope eceHtative.. 
a ee -- twee 

a 

7, SROGERS Wonén'!g ‘Intérdaticnal Loggue for - 
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UNITED. STATES cowl foes 

Memorandim ὧν Genta 

Tolson £ 

Mobr 
Patsons 

DeLoach 
Matone 

MecGulre 

TO - Mr. A. HE. Belmont pare: February 8, 1961 Trotter 
Evans — 

ὟΝ Sullivan se 
Tele. Room — 

FROM : Mr, BF. J. Pasa a Gandy = 

supyecT: ἃ SOLO | 
Π': AL SECURITY - © 

My memorandum 1-6-61 sets forth in detail the receipts 
and ‘disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, USA, during the 
month of December, 1960. These funds have been received from the 
Communist Parties of Red China and the Soviet Union. The following 
schedule shows the present status of these funds together With the 
receipts and disbursements subsequent to 12-31-60. 

SUMRIARY 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 1-31-61 $524,385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 1-31-61 §0,000 
Grand total received to 1-31-61 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 1-31-61 424,91 9 

Balance of Fund 1-31-61 5343 466% 
oe 

$46,021. maintained--by NY 694=S* in safety — 
deposit box, New York City and $103,445 
maintained by CG 5824-Ss* in safety deposit 
box, Chicago, Illinois. 

DETAILS 

Total received from Soviets 9~58 to 12-31-60 $524,385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to «12- 31-60 | 
Grand total received to 12-31-60 > 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 12- 31- 607 411,419 

Balance of Fund 12-31-60 ΒΚ ~ $162,966 

Receipts during January, 1961 ΝΣ πσόσοςς | ae Dp gate IE 
᾿ ue "DES. ar ΜΝ 

. - - | 16sF EB 14° 196! 
1 -Mr. Parsons —_ . Doe rane 8 
1 - Mr. Belmont 9 2 ἜΝ 7 ἐς. ΞΕ " | 
i - Mr. Baungardner~ ᾿ vei ati] | 

- 
| 
| 

Mr. Fox * . «. / 



Memorandum to 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Disbursements 

1/4/61 - 

1/5/61. - 

1/20/61 - 

1/26/61 - 

1/30/61 - 

1/31/61 - 

Mr. Belmont 

during January, 1961 

Gus Hall; for use of CP 
national office 

Isadore Wofsy; for use of CP 
national office 

Isadore Wofsy; for use of CP 
national office 

Gus Hall; for use of CP 
national office 

Isadore Wofsy; for use of cP 
national office 

Peqgy Dennis; for hospital 
expenses of Eugene Dennis. 

Balance of Fund -1-31-61 

ACTION: 

one. 

$1,000 

1,000 

8,000 

1,500 

1,000 

15000. 
513-300 

$149 , 466 

This memorandum is being submitted for your infor- 
mation and-an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds will be 
brought to your attention each imonth. 
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Date; 2/2/61 

Transmit the-following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL — | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing)” ] 

“ταν eee eee ee ee ..... eon + LO  - - - - 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ugh 

st] «FROM: += SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 
SUBJECT: 

i8-C 

, CG 5824-8* on 1/31/61 orally furnished to 
SA RICHARD VW. HANSEN the information appearing on the 
following page concerning GEORGE SISKIND, ᾿ 

“ 

EIR oe (AM) (RM) 
’ J = New York (100-134637) (AM) (RM) 

- i 

1 - Chicago 

RWH:ntb 
(5) 

‘ 195 a ὁ 9 [- : οὐ οο τε OTN | 
. . ΟΦ nena 

- ἀφ FEB 4 1961 i 

a “ΕΝ 

esos 
Et, . 

DE gy . 



-his-son is ze orted 

INFORMATION coNcERNIKG — 
GEORGE SISKIND " 

ped: former resident of the United States 
now residing in ns or eee that. there is an 
old. conrade by the nano of GEO SKIND. residing in 
Poland, 24., &, fr ae ᾿ 
a eens 

SISKIND was. éither doported .or voluntarily 
| lett: the United States, under pressuré a number of years 
ago . 

CHAPMAN: stated that SISKIND has been doing 
propaganda work and teaching in Poland. SISKIND recently . 
wrote a book on M. J. KEYNES, the British econoniagt. 
SISKIND hag now offered to write for the. American Party 
and agreed to contribute articles to either Political 
Affairs"t-or "Mainstream", SISKIND had taught: Zor a number " 
of years at nuncrous .Communist Party, USA. a aaa 

i schools before leaving the country. 

SISKIND's wife died from cancer a_yaar ago and. 
to bo montally il}, He πὴ the .pbrother 

I OHNSON. of BEATRIC i 
- ’ * 

Dean Lo fo 

᾿ bi me 

at 
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Mr. Callahan 9 FBI ἄν 
Mr. Conrad ὼς 1 ¢ oo. . , Mr. DeLnach__. 

| 
Date: 9/8/61 Mr. Malone... _ 

Mr. McGuire. 
Mr: Rosen. : 
Mr. Troiter..=_ 

Mr. Evans 

Transmit the following in 
~ (Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL Mr. W.C.Sullivan 
" 7 .} Tele. Room. 

~~ LEN. Ingram _ me re ne ne ay τ - Miss Gandy__| 
TO: 4 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ss 

i 

η FROH: ay (134-46 Sub B) | a Has Ν 

4 | sussect{ Gog. ᾿ 
On το i - ; jv if 

| On 1/31/61, CG 5824-S* orally furnished the 
"» information appearing on the following page to SA 

ORAL RICHARD W. HANSEN. This. information deals with a 
4 if request for medical treatment in the Soviet Union on 
ἊΝ behalf of the son of ΜΙΟΗΛΕΙ, ‘DAVIDOW. 
aw 

d- Bureau. (aM) (ΕΜ) - 
New York (100-134637) CAM) (a 

1. - Chicago 

RWH: ntb 

(5) 

ig δι) ύΞξι 2 LOG /- Φ 2. 

᾿ | 10, BBB 10 1951 if: “ ᾿ aks 
{ΠῚ [ῃ ᾿ Sd bea ΡΙ “ .1. ‘ r V_- 

‘4 fo! _— παξηκοσου 
| LA , re ΒΕ 

- Ἂς Ψ t J 

ἈΠῈ ἡ (9 pen ANG Ne 
ott 7 ae - Sent F CARA 

Specia Agent in Charge A} ‘ 

(GG κα Wick 



¥ 

INFORMATION REGARDING A REQUEST 
¥OR HEDICAL TREATMENT: IN THE 
SOVIET UNION ON BEHALF OF THE 
SON OF MICHAEL DAVIDOT. 

It will be recalled that in i959, the New York 
wurst Nb TE Se ome 

District of the ‘Conmunist Party rogtested that fhere be 
transmitted to the Russians through tke Communist Party’, 
USA .(CP,-USA), an inquiry οὐ behalf of ΕἸ ΤΕ ΤΗΣ 
fi. nenber r of tho Ce. This. inquiry dealt Θ' possibility 
as to. “whother ‘the. Russians would accépt thé son. of DAVIDOY, 
who was suffering from epilepsy, and give hin medical treat- 
ferit in tho foviet. Union, At that time, the Russians ropliod 
that the tréatnint that DAVIDOW's. son would. roceivyo in the 
Sovict Union was nothing over and hoyond’ that which he could 
receive in the United States. 

While in attendance at. the meoting of the 8... 
ok Commitist. and ‘Workers ‘Parties hold in Moscow, Russia, ‘during 

Novenber, 1960, a ‘second. request for médical troatment in - 
the Soviet, Union on behalf of DAVIDOW 's gon was again submitted 
to the Russians, this timo by JAMES JACKSON, a menber of the ~° 

- National Committee, ‘CP, USA. JACKSON prosented. the Russians. 
with documonts and a complete case history of DAVIDOW's son. 
No osponse to this inquiry has: been recived fron the Rubsians 
to ate. 

? 
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Transmit the following in 
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PD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 
- a 

g Sussnon (abr ) Ay 

{ Ὧν Remyairtel, 2/8/61, requesting. the Bureau to authorize 
ΝΥ 694-S to rent an office at 50 Broad St., NYC, and to sign 

suitable as a meeting placé for. him and the latter... σ᾽ if ] 9 

C3. x {68 GALE 

Date: 2/9/61 

' | 

- -_ 

᾿ Θ ~ & | FBI ! 
Ι 
Ι 
I 
| 
{ 

«(Type in plain text or code) ~ 

| (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

ΤῸ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 5 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

-Ὄ 

8ἃ lease therefor on 2/9/61. 

As will be noted, referenced letter reflects that 
NY 694-S intended to nove into the new office by 3/1/61. 
On 2/9/61, NY 694-S, CG 5824+S, and the NYO further discussed 
this proposed move - particularly from the security standpoint. 
It was agreed that for NY 694-S to be able to move on such 
short notice to a new location possibly might arouse some 
suspicion among the Soviets. :The solution of the problem, 
it was agreed, would be that-to allay suspicion; and also to 
insure that the informant obtain the.office suite which 50 
ideally suits his purposes,, the office be rented now, and 
the informant move ‘into it-on or about 4/1/61, the lease to 
be effective as of 3/1/61. 

BARKOVSKY can be told that NY 694-S is finding it 
extremely difficult to find a suitable office, but that he 
feels certain he witl do so on or before 4/1/61. BARKOVSKY 
also can be told that, as an established businessman, NY 6O94-S 
cannot relocate his business on such short notice without 27: 
serious interference with his business operations. ἐς 

Ne 
During the course of discussion, NY 694-S noted ™ 

that the proposed new-office site 15 Δ the area where the ὁ 
office of[ fs located, and that it will be ideally 

- ge. 
Bureau (100-428091) (RM) ! 

* {RM)” ς 1-Chicago (134-46) . ote * 
1-ΝΥ 138-901... © (INV.)+(41) e 7 χ᾽ FEB 29° 1951 
1-NY 100-1346 Nig CAT) ν΄ ae a ao eps 

et ne ἫΝ ΕΝ 
ERA a - “Oe ) oo - 

Sent —————.___ ff] +e 



. ¥ ” α΄ ' * ge cet Ce 
ee ts - 

£ 

NY 1002134637 | ee 
i " ᾿ 

1: _ It ds requésted that the Bureau. approve the above | 
proposal, and also payment of rent and telephone charges in - 

_ [the sum of $134 incident to continued occupancy. of the 
‘informant's. present office during. March, 1961. t 
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v TO : Mr. Belmont 

- «τις ; 

. . 4 ΝΡ a Β 

OPTIONAL FORM-NO, 10. » I ὃς i= 
One 

UNITED STATES Gti _ NT 
ΣΎ eee 

FROM : R, ὦ, Ltalaier|! ie} 

O) 

SUBJECT: SOLO _ 

RNAL SECURITY - 0 

Reference is made to mv memorandur 

pate: February 10, 1961 Rosen 

Tolson 

Callahan 
Conrad 
DeLossch 
Malone 

Mobs f 

Belmont ἢ : 

McGuire ___ “Γ 

Trotter . 
Evans 

W. C. Sullivan —_ 
Tele. Room : 

Ingram 
Gandy 

ἃ ‘nhs 

π 1) 
of interest|_fwas in the document, "Contents of ..a letter of ᾽ 
the Communist Party 8.0. dated November 5, 1960! disseminated 
by the Bureau. As you know, the source for the sensitive 
ate La 2 Ν (| = 3: 

For your information We have given 

Actua such dissemination will enhance the 
Bureau by further emphasizing the importance 
‘by ust. 

ACTION: EX 10 τοῦ 

1 - Hr. Parsons 
; ~ Mr,\ Belmont 

- Mr: NBaungariine? 

62 ie wat 
{AP 1 -_Mr. Papich 
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=e Referral /Consulk 
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